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Preface 
This volum e discusses the phenomena that are illus

trated by the exh i bi ts in the Lig h t and Color sect ion of 
the ExploratOri um. It is not a g uid ebook in the usual 
sense since it does nOt tell how to operate these exhib
its. Such instruct ion is provided by the g raphi cs th at 
accompan y each exh ibit. It is not a ca talog ue which 
merely li sts and describes the exh ibits . It is a text that 
can be used to better understand the exhibits ei th er be
fo re o r after visiting the museum. It is a sy llabus that 
can be used by teachers in p lanning a co urse o r a class 
vis it to the ExploratOrium or to any mu seum or labora
tOry whi ch has sim ilar demonstration materI al avail
able . The book is d ivid ed intO subsections, w i th a gen 
eral introduction followed by a detailed discussion and 
explanat ion of what can be lea rned fro m each exhibit. 

Although the discussion is tied to specific exh ibits 
that are on d isplay at the Explo ratO rium , these exhi bits 
constitute a broad co llection illu strati ng well known 
phenomena in the field of l ight and co lo r. Therefore, 
there may be many in stances in wh ich this vo lume can 
be used qu ite ind ependently of the Explorato rium. 
This vo lu me is one of several desc ri b ing the phenomena 
and the ex hi b its in d ifferent sections of the ExploratOri
urn. It is hoped that they wi ll supplem ent and entich 
the pleasu re , experience and learn ing that is ava il able to 
Explorarorium vis itOrs as well as be informative to peo
p le who do nOt have access to the museum. 
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Light Reflections of the Author 

A visitor to the ExploratOri um once asked the D i
rectOr if the electri city exhi bits could be ind ucing a 
current in hi s gold-rimmed g lasses. He said that 
for several days following each visit , he no ticed 
" increased imag ini ngs and neural act ivity. " 

I have noti ced much the same thing ever since I 
began writing thi s book. 

Indeed, I have noti ced a host of natural phe
nom ena that were q uite invisible to me before. 
More, I have developed a p redilec tion for p lay ing 
with these p henomena: for breaking up lig ht into 
colors with a pocket prism; for catching pinhole 
images w ith a hole punched in a piece of card
board; for swdying my m any images in a kitchen 
spoon. I have found that many of the mag ical 
things that happen in the ExploratOrium happen 
all around me, all the t ime. I just d idn' t know 
w here to fi nd them. 

This book is m eant p rimarily as a g uide to the 
exhi bits inside the Exploratorium . Bur it is also a 
g uide to the Exploratorium ourside the Explorator
ium. By sharing some of my imag inings while 
writing this book , I hope to help the reader in
crease hi s or her " neural ac ti vity" too. 

My insig hts began along the sam e lines as my 
writing-with the colors of lig ht. When I wrote 
about rainbows, I suddenly saw twinkles of color in 
the dew drops on the bush outside my offi ce win
dow; my d iamond wedding ring took on a sparkle 
that fl ashed orange and purple and yellow and 
g reen . 

To see my colors better , I bo ught a pocket 
prism in the Exploratorium stOre and a hang ing 
prism that painted my offi ce with rainbows. One 
day I looked at the rainbow on the wall with the 
prism from my pocket-and it turned pure white . 
For a moment I was Isaac N ewton , d iscovering 
that white light is composed of many colors . 

I went sailing the week I wrote about interfer
ence colors. For the first time , I noti ced how the 
salt spray made rings of interference colors on my 

g lasses-li ke t in y oil sli cks. 
D iffrac tion patterns I saw everyw here: rain

bows in pointy spokes appeared th ro ug h p ieces of 
clo th , kitchen g rates, the threads of an umbrella , 
the scratches on my car window. D riving home at 
nig ht , I sq uinted to bend lig h t aro und my eye
lashes, mak ing halos around stree tlig hts and car 
head lig hts. By chang ing the sq uint of my eye, I 
coul d change the shape of the lig ht around me. A 
lig h t show nobody could see b ut me. 

Polari zation broug ht out the co lors in the 
Plex ig las frames that hold photographs on my 
wall . T he double refl ec tion ftO m the smooth sur
face polari zed the light twice; the stresses in the 
p las ti c twisted it around. I began ro look for colors 
of polarized lig ht with a pair of polaroid sun
g lasses : I found them in an airplane window 
30, 000 fee t above the g round . When I couldn ' t 
find colors, I st ill enjoyed using the polaroid to 
turn reflections on or off. 

And that was only the beg inning. 
Image makers, I found , are everywhere. With 

onl y a pinhole-or even a crack be tween my 
fi ngers-I could make images on a white wall or a 
piece of paper. I once said I never saw the sun make 
round images as it passed throug h the spaces be
tween the leaves of a tree. But I was wrong : all 
along, my typewriter and desk were speckled with 
circles of sunlight- images of the sun . Golden 
coins scattered over the floor . 

But I had neve r seen them before. 
I even found a shadow box where my wi ndow 

made a picture-perfect shadow image on the oppo
site wall . The shadow of my hand near the wall was 
sharp , but the shadows of the leaves on the tree 
outside were fuzz y where the lig ht diffracted 
around the edges . 

There was no dearth of refrac ted images, 
either. The sunse t got more sq ui shy, and the im
ages in gas stations and on hot pavements got more 
shimmery. I found a concave lens in my door peep-
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hole; it took large areas and condensed them into a 
tiny uprig ht image that my eye could see. My 
mag nifying g lass made images bigger, but it also 
made real upside-down images on a piece of paper 
held a few inches away. 

Reflections were the best of all . I was writing 
that you couldn't see lig ht unless it was reflected or 
directly transmitted to your eye. That morning, I 
gave my small son a steamy bath. As the steam 
rose, broad sheets of sunlight stretched between 
the slats in the venetian blinds and the floor. En
chanted, he grabbed vainly for the elusive sun
beam. And we were both in our way awed by the 
seeming solidity of this lightform that was invisi
ble only a moment ago. 

Windows and mirrors proved an endless source 
of enjoyment. I learned how to duplicate the mag ic 
of Everyone Is Y ou and Me and Mirrorly a Window 
almost anyplace I found a window or a mirror. I 
could superimpose my features on the face of a 
manneq uin in a srore window. And I could im
ag ine how people see UFOs in window reflections 
coming from where they aren't. 

I used the concave side of a kitchen spoon to 
make a hot spot image with a kitchen match . I 
used the convex side to make a funny face , and also 
to gather up all the images in the room into a small 
space. I could even make a kaleidoscope out of a 
sing le mirror by peering over its edge. 

Making things g low was more difficult. But I 
did learn to see the characteristic color of the ele
ment sodium by sprinkling table salt on a kitchen 
flame . My pocket prism sorted Out the colors in the 
lig ht of a digital calculator display I thoug ht was 
lettered in g reen. (The prisms showed that the 
lig ht fluoresced in orange, g reen and blue.) I 
learned that the hardware store on the corner car
ries fluorescent lig hts in cool white (which looks 
white), warm white (which looks pink) and day
lig ht (which looks blue.) Incandescent light bulbs 
also sorted themselves into subtle colors when 1 
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studied their shadows, and I could tell the kind of 
light bulb by the color of the shadow. 

One of my happ iest (if most naive) discove ries 
had ro do with the ligh t from a telev ision 
screen-which I never considered a lig ht source 
befo re. TVs do, of course, g low in the dark. The 
light isn 't hot because it's fluores cent. To my great 
surprise, I could rouch a fluorescent tube that 
had been burning all day without burning my fin
gers . I even noticed that of the two lig hts in our 
bathroom , the 1S-watt fluoresce nt tube gave off 
just as much lig ht as the 7S-watt incandescent 
bulb , and it was decidely less yellow. 

In short, I learned that my house and my office 
and my environment were filled with "exhibits" as 
instructive and intriguing as many to be found in 
the Exploratorium. The world , indeed, is an Ex
ploratori urn . And now that I know how to see it, I 
can take it with me wherever I go. 
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The Facets of Light 

Let there be lig ht : 
Sunlig ht, moonlig ht, candlelig ht , firef1y 

light , lig ht bulb lig ht. You can shed lig ht , see 
lig ht , turn lig ht on and off. Lig ht can be invi sible, 
or blinding brig ht; it makes the world visible ro 
us . Lig ht always travels in a straig ht line, yet it 
bends around and throug h things. Lig ht is a wave 
of energ y and a particle of matter. Lig ht tells us 
almos t everything we know about nature. And the 
study of nature tells us almos t everything we know 
abour lig ht. 

What is lig ht, anyway? The closer we come to 
answering this ques tion , the more we know about 
the stuff that stars are made of-and also the stuff 
of atoms . You mig ht as well as k , what is energ y? 
What is mag netism ? What is elec tricity ? What is 
matter! What is time? H ow hig h is the sky ? And 
when (or whether) did the uni verse begin! 

When you know what lig ht is, you also know 
wh y the sky is blue and the apple red. Or why the 
stars twinkle, how the g rass g rows , why you see 
your image in still water. What is a rainbow ? Or a 
mirage? What g ives color ro an oil slick or an opal? 
Why does a diamond sparkl e? Why does a piece of 
curved g lass set fire to a twig! Why is water clear , 
bur snow white? Why is nig ht dark , but day lig ht ! 

Most of the lig ht we know and depend on 
comes from the sun. The sun is our personal star. 
W e can see lig ht from other stars so distant that 
they may have been dead many years by the time 
their lig ht even reaches our eyes. Yet lig ht travels 
toward us from these stars at the rate of 186, 000 
miles pe r second ; it is a very long di stance tunner 
-and a very swift one-indeed. 

Lig ht can travel from the earth ro the moon 
and bac k in about 2 V3 seconds. A shortwave radio 
sig nal (another kind of lig ht) can bounce off the 
upper atmosphere and get from Pari s to San Fran
cisco in 1/3 0 of a second. The lig ht from our own 
lively sun takes a little more than eig ht minutes ro 
reach us throLlg h 93 million miles of empty space. 

That seems, compared to our everyday distances, a 
long way. But it 's short compared ro the di stances 
between stars in our galaxy , and infinitely small 
compared to the universe. Indeed , the distance to 
stars is usually m easured in lig ht years-the di s
tance lig ht can travel in one year. Most stars that 
we see are hundreds or thousands of lig ht years 
away. 

H ow does starli g ht get from there ro here? 
The ques ti on is fundamental. H ow lig ht 

travels determines what lig ht is . And for centuries 
scientists wavered between the notion of lig ht as a 
wave and light as a parti cle. 
The Two Faces of Light 

Lig ht behaving as a particle pres umably could 
travel throug h empty space if something p ropelled 
it from one place ro another , much as yo u would 
propel an arrow , or a bullet , to its targe t. But too 
often lig ht seems to imitate the behavior of sound 
or a disturbance in water as it travels, and sound 
and water travel in waves . A particle cannot , for 
example , bend around corners . But a wave can . 
And lig ht bends. 

On the other hand , lig ht considered as a wave 
would need som ething to travel th ro ugh. When 
sound waves travel throug h air , the air doesn' t re
ally travel. A vibration in one bit of air se ts the air 
next to it vibrating, which passes on the vibration 
to the adjoining air molecul es, and so on . The 
waves themselves travel throug h the m edium , but 
the medium itself doesn' t travel. 

Lig ht travels in outer space, where there is no 
medium at all. For a long time, sc ientists were so 
confounded by thi s strange quality of lig ht that 
they invented a medium to fill the vac uum of 
space-the all-pervasive "ether". Ether not only 
gave lig ht waves som ething to travel thro ug h , but 
it also provided a medium for other mys terious 
forces which seem ed to act on each other throug h 
the emptiness of space-mag netism and electric
lty. 
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The story of how light travels through empty 
space evolved over many years, and involved many 
famous experiments and insights concocted in the 
laboratories and minds of famous scientists such as 
Einstein and Planck , Maxwell and Young. The 
process was complicated, but the solution is ele
gantly simple: light moves across empty space like 
magnetism and electricity because it is both mag
netism and electricity. It is half and half. 

Light, in other words, is an electromagnetic 
wave, a double wave that creates alternating kinds 
of energy as it moves. Several exhibits in the elec
tricity section of the Exploratorium demonstrate 
how an electric current running thtough a wire can 
induce a magnetic field around the wire and how a 
magnetic field can induce an electric current in a 
wIre . 

Light starts out as a change in an electric 
charge which creates a changing magnetic field, 
which then creates a changing electric field, which 
creates another changing magnetic field, pulling 
itself up by its bootstraps as it goes along. This 
process of self-generation and ptopagation applies 
to an entire electtomagnetic spectrum of radiation: 
not only visible light , but also radio waves as big as 
mountains and x-rays as small as atoms-all travel
ing blithely thtough nothing at all at 186,000 
miles per second. 

Any time an electric charge wiggles in a dis
tant star or on the surface of the sun or in the flame 
of a candle or even in a radio transmitter , it pro
duces electromagnetic waves that spread out 
through space in all directions . 

And so, we see the sun shine. Atoms in the sun 
collide, unsettling the motion of electric charges. 
The kinks created in the electric field set up a 
changing magnetic field, and another wiggling 
electric field, until 93 million miles and eight mi
nutes later, the changing electric signal makes an 
electron wiggle on the reti na of your eye. And you 
see the light . 
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Light of Many Different Wavelengths 
But your eyes detect only a small portion of the 

electromagnetic spectrum; other gadgets and sub
stances detect other parts. The most'slowly vibrat
ing light waves you see are the color red; the most 
rapidly vibrating are violet. Waves that vibrate 
more slowly than red can be detected by our skin as 
heat (infrared or "below red" radiation) even 
though your eyes can't see them. If the radiation 
has a frequency higher than violet light, your skin 
may turn tan from the ultraviolet ("beyond violet") 
waves. 

All light travels from one place to another at 
the same speed. But the number of waves that pass 
by a given place per second, or frequency, varies 
tremendously . It could be as slow as one vibration 
per second, in which case the distance between the 
crests of the wave would be 186,000 miles. The 
current in an AM radio broadcast antenna vibrates 
about a million times a second, and produces radio 
waves about 1/5 of a mile long. The red light that 
we can see has a wavelength of about 1/30,000 of 
an inch; violet, about 1/60,000 of an inch. 

Longer and shorter electromagnetic vibrations 
are literally out of sight-at least as far as our eyes 
are concerned. Indeed, most "light" is invisible . 
But what's invisible to the eye may be visible to 
other detectors. When the dentist takes x- rays of 
your teeth, you can't see or feel a thing. But the 
tiny x-rays are perfectly visible to the photographic 
plate, which takes pictures of them much as your 
camera takes pictures of visible light waves. Radio 
waves are invisible to your eye, but clear as a bell to 
your radio receiver, which transforms the electro
magnetic fluctuations into the sound waves that 
are musIC to your ears. 
Light Interacting with Nature 

Since all electromagnetic radiation is generated 
in the same way, it tends to behave in the same 
way . You can see visible light as it reflects off 
surfaces, or bends around or through them . Radio 



waves bend around mountains to get into valleys . 
Radio waves bend more around mountains than do 
smaller telev ision waves, which bend better around 
houses. If you live in a valley, you probably get 
better radio reception than TV reception. light 
waves don't bend around mountains, but they do 
bend around very small openings or edges-like 
your eyelashes or the wires of window screens. The 
size-or wavelength-of an electromagnet ic wave 
determines both what it is and what it will do. 
Small electromagnetic waves can affect and are af
fected by small obstruct ions; large waves by large 
ones . Your eyes see red because the chemicals that 
detect red light on your retina are made of 
molecules that react to light waves just the right 
size. Your microwave oven couldn 't cook your din
ner with x-rays any more than it could with radio 
waves. Shortwave radios, CB radios and regular 
radios are all tuned ro different wavelengths. 

Short wavelengths not only vibrate faster than 
long ones, they also can have more energy. One 
phoron, or "particle," of blue light has more 
energy than one photon of red. The range of light 
you can see lies between the infrared, which 
doesn't have enough energy to produce appropriate 
chemical reactions in your eye, and the ultrav iolet, 
which has so much energy that it would destroy 
the chemicals. Ultraviolet light will kill bacteria; 
it is used to disinfect toilets and process food. 

The frequency of vibration also determines 
what light can pass through. Red lig ht passes 
through a red filter, but not a blue one. All visible 
lig ht travels throug h g lass, but not throug h wood. 
A wooden house is transparent to radio waves, but 
opaque to light waves and heat waves and ultravio
let waves. A glass window doesn't let through ul
traviolet waves. Sun lamps that g ive you a suntan 
indoors use bulbs of fused quartz which lets the 
ultraviolet through . 
Light in Empty Space 

We can observe and measure light In many 

ways as it reacts with other parts of nature. But we 
can only guess what happens as lig ht travels 
through empty space. After all , if you put some
thing there to measure it, the space is no longer 
empty. Most of the light we see reaches us indi
reed y. It is reflected from surfaces around us and 
from particles in the atmosphere. The beam of 
light that enters your window and falls on the floor 
is invisible unless dust or smoke particles reflect it 
Into your eyes . 

But whatever is happening to light in empty 
space, it is obv iously very strange. light always 
seems to travel at the same speed, and nothing is as 
fast as lig ht. No matter how fast a person moves 
toward or away from a light source, it takes light 
the same amount of time to go by him . It is impos
sible to gain on light. Instead , as you travel faster 
and faster, approaching the speed of lig ht , time 
slows down. Astronauts traveling among the stars 
could theoretically return to earth younger than 
their twin brothers who stayed home . The massive 
"black holes" in the universe swallow light entirely 
and appear to bring time to a halt. 
Observing Light: 
As it reflects from things 

We can't observe what light does in empty 
space. But we can devise theories about what it does 
in space by observing wha t it does when it hits an 
obstruction. Indeed, everything we know about 
light is based on observat ions of what it does when it 
hits obstruc ti ons. light is always running into ob
stacles. Whenever atoms or electrical particles hap
pen to be in the path of light, anywhere in the 
universe, light makes them move by virtue of its 
electric and magnetic forces. The particles eat the 
light ene rgy and spit it out. What happens depends 
on how long they take to digest it. 

Often, particles absorb light and re-emit it so 
rapidly that the light seems to bounce off or pass 
through without being absorbed at all. If it bounces 
off, it is reflected. If it passes through , It IS trans-
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mitted. Often , some colors of the light are reflected 
while others are transmi tted. Reflection and trans
mission account both for the image you see 10 a 
mirror and the colors of apples and oranges. 
As it bends through things 

When light passes through g lass or water or 
any other transparent material, it gets slowed 
down by this process of absorption and re
emission. When light moves through g lass at an 
angle, the side of the beam that hits the glass first 
is slowed down more, so the light bends. Light 
bending through glass, or refraction, is the basis of 
lenses and prisms. Thus, refraction is a constant 
theme in our discussions of the colors of light 
(rainbows) and also its images. 
As it makes things glow 

Sometimes light is absorbed and re-emitted so 
slowly that the things that absorb it seem ro create 
their own light or glow. The light may even be 
re-emitted in a different frequency, or color, as in 
fluorescence and phosphorescence . Often visible 
light is re-emitted as heat. These phenomena are 
illuminated in our discussion of light generation. 
As it cancels itself out 

Another thing light does is to interfere with 
other light. If two light waves are diffracted, or 
reflected, or refracted so that they overlap each 
other, the two waves unite to produce a new wave 
that is extra bright. However, if one of the waves is 
moving up while the other is moving down, they 
cancel each other out. Then there is no light at all. 
The observation that light added to light can equal 
darkness was one of the strongest arguments that 
light is a wave. The adding and subtracting of 
light is called Interference. It plays a part in creat
ing both colors and images. 
As it bends around things 

When light (or water waves or sound) passes 
through a hole, for example, it leaks around the 
edges. There is no wave on the right to cancel the 
wave emitted to the left. All the points on the wave 
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begin to act as sources again, sending out vibrations 
in all directions. The result is that light (like sound 
and water waves) bends around corners . The ways in 
which diffraction (bending) can separate white light 
into colors and produce an assortment of interesting 
effects on images are discussed at length on the 
following pages. 
Lessons from Light 

Of course, scientists and other nature watchers 
didn' t discover the properties of light by saying, 
"Ah, there's a light wave diffracting around an 
edge!" Instead, they noticed how white light sepa
rates into the colors of the rainbow, or how light 
forms images, or how certain things seem to glow. 
From careful observation of natural phenomena, 
they deduced what was happening and tested their 
deductions. 

And again, it appears that light thrives on 
bringin.g ideas together. White light can be sepa
rated into colors by diffraction, refraction, reflec
tion, interference or emission. (Chapter 1, The 
Colors of Light.) Light forms images on film or in 
your eye through refraction; it makes 3-D holo
graphic images with diffraction and interference; 
and the image you see in a mirror is a reflection. 
All are Images of Light, Chapter 2. Light is emi t
ted by atoms in all colors of the rainbow; this is the 
subject of Making Light, Chapter 3. 

The pages that follow discuss how light gets 
around both in the Exploratorium and in the uni
verse around us. Our understanding of light has 
opened up new ways of thinking about that uni
verse from the smallest atom to the largest galaxy. 
It has revealed new ways of relating our own ex
perience to the properties of matter and energy. 
And it has uncovered new ways of connecting what 
at first seemed completely disconnected and in
credibly varied phenomena. 



The Colors of Light 

On next jJage: 
A beam of white ligh t is bent into a spec
trum of co lo rs by a g lass prism. Pan of the 
light is always reflected when li ght hits 

plastic o r g lass. 
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The Colors of Light 

As you wander throug h the dim cavern of the 
Expl oracorium , yo u may suddenly srumble inca a 
brilli anc explos ion of color. The air is awas h with 
swirling reds and g reens, v ibranc blues and vi olets 
and yellows. The exhibit is call ed Sun Painting. 

Many vi sicors ask , "Where does all that color 
come from ?" If you follow the colors back throug h 
the mirrors and prisms, back throug h the hole in 
the ce iling and out the building, you find that the 
soutce of color is the sun. The color you see is the 
color of lig ht. 

The artist who des ig ned the Sun Painting gO t to 
thinking about the color of lig ht one day while he 
was stuck in a traffic jam . Hi s truck g leamed a' 
shiny red; the water of the bay was brig ht blue; the 
streets and cars and houses were yellow and g reen 
and putple . And yet , he reali zed that none of the 
obj ects had any color at all . All the color he saw 
was in the lig ht , the lig ht fro m the sun. 

All color comes from lig ht. And all lig h t is 
color. From sunsets to cereal boxes , from crayons 
CO the Grand Canyon , the things you see are color
less unci! lig ht shines on them . You see color in so 
many forms that it is hard CO imag ine how they 
come from the same place : the blue in your eyes , in 
the sky , in your dress, on your color TV. But once 
you reali ze that white lig ht ac tually is color , every
thing becomes vividly clear. 
Scrambled Light 

Isaac N ewcon proved this in an elegantly sim
ple experiment. H e passed a beam of sunlig ht 
throug h a prism. The beam fanned out into all the 
colors of the rainbow , which he call ed a spec trum 
because it was so g hostly. People had seen before 
that raindrops or irregular pi eces of g lass could 
make colors. But they thoug ht the color cam e 
somehow from the g lass. N ewcon passed his spec
trum throug h a second prism which m erged them 
back into white , proving conclusively that the 
color was in the lig ht. 

No m atter how you slice it-and there are 

many ways-white lig ht is always m ore t han the 
sum of its parts. N ewcon divi ded lig ht by refrac
ti on. As the white lig ht beam passed throug h the 
p rism , the short , rapidl y vi brating blue lig ht 
waves bent more than the long, lazy red waves . 
The colors were d ivided according to waveleng th. 
The yell ow was separated from the violet much as 
you would separate the yellow yolk from the white 
of an egg. 

When he passed the colors bac k th to ug h a 
prism, the waveleng ths go t all mixed up aga in , 
like sc rambled eggs . White lig ht is always all
mixed-up lig ht. A toms on the sun emit lig ht in all 
colors. The mixrure of co lors yo u see is white. 

Exploratorium visitors are often startled by the 
colors in the Sun Painting, at how vi vid and clear 
they are. In the same way, people marve l at the 
sparkle of di amonds, and the rainbow ribbons of 
color in the sky . Colors created by refrac ti on are 
p ure colors . Nothing adds or subtrac ts fro m the 
lig ht itself. Only the amounc of bending separates 
one color from another. That 's why the colors yo u 
see in the Sun Painting, Prism Tree . Rainbow Encoun
ters, G lass Bead Rainbows, Criticcd Angle and the 
Leyes Photographs seem almos t g hos tly brig ht
more real than real. 
One Color at a Time 

Mos t of the colors yo u see everyday are 
refl ected- lefcovers from whatever part of white 
lig ht the colored object absorbs. An apple is red 
because pig menc molecul es in the skin of the apple 
absorb all the blue and g reen waveleng ths and re
fl ect the red . Leaves are g reen because they absorb 
the reds and blues and refl ec t g reen . In the au
tumn , leaves lose their chlorophyll- the substance 
that absorbs all colors of lig ht except g reen . The 
brilliant colors that the leaves refl ec t in the fall are 
the same colo rs they abso rb to g row in the spring . 

Colors are also subtracted fro m white lig ht 
when it passes throug h a color filt er. A red filter 
absorbs g reen and blue lig ht and transmits and 
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reflects red. A blue filter transmits only blue. If 
you add light from a red filter (red light) to blue 
light and green light, you get white. 

Of course, if you placed all the fil ters on top of 
one another , no light would get through. Each 
filter would absorb another part of the light until 
none was left. The same thing happens when you 
mix paints or pigments. Each new color paint sub
tracts more color from white light. Eventually, 
almost all the colors are absorbed and the mixture 
of pigments produces murky brown. You can ex
periment with adding and subtracting colors in 
Colored Shadows , Color Sum , Color Table , Aurora and 
the special section on Color Vision. 

Refracted color often seems more brilliant than 
reflected color because most reflected light con
tai ns an arbi trary mix of colors. (The vi vid colors 
reflected from Begonias and some Volkswagens are 
exceptions.) The colors of the rainbow seem lumi
nescent because they are created by bending light 
out of shape as it passes through a raindrop. You 
can also divide white light into colors without los
ing anything by bending it around something. 

If you look across the surface of a phonograph 
record , you can see the colors of light created as the 
light waves diffract round the ridges. A diffraction 
grating is made. of thousands of such tiny ridges. If 
you look at a light source through one, you see a 
spectrum of colors. However, the spectrum is 
exactly the opposite from the specttum created by 
refraction. When light passes through a glass 
prism, the shorter waves (violet) are delayed more 
each time they are absorbed than the long waves 
(red). Thus, violet light bends more. But when 
light bends around an edge, the long waves must 
travel farther to get their wavelengths in phase 
than the short ones. You can see these effects in 
Di//raction and Spectra. Long Path Diffraction shows 
the phenomenon in monochromatic light. 
Colors all in a Row 

Both refraction and diffraction divide light 
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intO colors by lining the wavelengths up according 
to length-just as school children are divided ac
cording to height. All the red waves stand with the 
red waves, the blue with the blue. 

Interference separates colors by getting them in 
phase-like the school marching band. If two blue 
light waves vibrate together, the light is twice as 
bright. However , if one blue wave is going up 
while the other is going down, each wave cancels 
out the other. The blue ceases to exist. If all the 
blue waves in a beam of white light are cancelling 
each other out at the same time, the result is white 
minus blue, or orange. 

For light waves to interfere with each other, 
there must be at least two sets of waves. Light 
reflecting from an oil slick or a soap bubble 
bounces both off the front surface and off the back 
surface. As the twO sets of waves meet, certain 
colors Ii ne up in phase, and some are out of phase, 
depend i ng on the thickness of the film. The 
shimmering bands of yellow and red and blue melt 
into each other as the film gets thinner in one 
place, thicker in another. If many layers of thin 
film are sandwiched together as in an abalone shell 
or dichroic filter, the colors are many times as 
bright. Vivid colors are produced by interference 
in Soap Bubbles , Distilled Light and Dichroic Clock. 
Coated Optics cancels all the colors at the same time. 
And Bridge Light demonstrates not only interfer
ence, but also color by reflection and selective 
emJSSlOn. 

Clearly, there's more than one way to make a 
rainbow . And we haven't even considered a classic 
question about color: "Why is the sky blue?" 
Rapidly vibrating blue wavelengths are scattered 
by molecules in the atmosphere more than the 
other colors. The light at sundown from the sun 
looks orange because white minus blue is orange. 
(Blue Sky.) . 

The bluest light from the sky is also polarized. 
That is, most of the blue light vibrates in the same 



direction at the same time, whether the vibration 
is up-and-down or side-to-side or somewhere in 
between . Polarization provides another way to 
separate white light into colors. As polarized white 
light passes through stretched cellophane or certain 
crystals or stressed plastic, each color emerges vib
rating at a different angle. A piece of polaroid 
material can pick out the separated colors one at a 
ti me. The colors of polarized light shine throug h 
in Polaroid Proj ector, Rotating Light, Pinball Machine 
and Bone Stress. 

Even when polarization doesn ' t separate lig ht 
into colors, it divides it inro horizontal and vertical 
vibrations . Other exhibits on polarization include 
Polaroid Sunglasses , Turn Off a Friend, Polarized Radio 
Waves, String Analogy, Reflection Blocker and Glass 
Catfish. 

And so, lig ht shows its colors through polari
zation, scattering, interference, diffraction , ab
sorption and refraction . But it would be impossible 
to bring out the colors if they weren' t all there in 
the first place . Like the many conversations at a 
crowded cocktail party, the colors of light melt 
rogether in a loud confusion until you separate 
them out one by one. And every ti me one wave
length stands out from the crowd, those that are 
left join together to make a color of their own. 
Shades of Whi te 

Light creates many kinds of vibrations-not 
only long and short ones, but also good and bad 
ones. The vibrations of blue light are short, but the 
feelings associated with them can be sad. You can 
also get green with envy, putple with rage and 
walk around with a black cloud over your head . 
Little of this seems ro have anything ro do with the 
frequencies of electromagnetic waves. 

In truth, color vision is more than a matter of 
wavelength. Recent research into the way you per
ceive color has unearthed concepts so complicated 
that they seem ro provoke more questions than 
provide answers. But emotional and psychological 

experiences and contexts are obviously very impor
tant. 

Even the mixture of colors that produces white 
lig ht isn't a precise formula: two tablespoons yel
low plus one teaspoon g reen . White is merely the 
most balanced of all the colors you see at anyone 
time. Things can seem white in various kinds of 
light. Wearing amber or blue sunglasses doesn't 
change what you perceive as white. The sportscar 
that looks red during the brig ht day still appears 
red at nig ht under the dim street lig ht, even 
thoug h the color receprors in your eye don't work 
in very dim lig ht. The exhibits on color vision 
include such startling effects as Green Tomatoes , 
Orange Shadows , Benham's Wheel , Bird in Cage, Color 
Reversal , Starburst , Rainbow Edges in Your Eye and 
Rainbow Edges in a Lens . 

Lig ht colors everything : our possessions, our 
surroundings, our thoug hts , our feelings. Both 
people and political opinions come in various col
ors. Some people are more colorful than others. 
Writers use "color" to brighten their articles. (Put
ting something down in "black and white" is sup
posed to make it clear, but if you mix black and 
white the result is g rey and fuzzy). A story without 
color is a story without life. What's colorless is 
dull , boring. In short, the colors of light bring 
both vibrancy and variety-to both our universe 
and ro our daily lives. 
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Refraction: Diamonds and Rainbows 

0" /lex! page: 

A pa lette of co lo r o btained from sun light is 

used to produ ce a b rilli a nt abstract paint

ing . PhotOgraph by Susan Schwartzenberg 
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Refraction: Diamonds and Rainbows 

Light striking a diamond or a prism or a rain
drop fans out its colors like a Peacock fanning its 
feathers. The colors of the visible spectrum line up 
all in a row: red, orange, yellow , g reen , blue, vio
let. 

But lig ht doe.sn't always spread its colors when 
it passes through g lass or water or even diamonds. 
A g lass lens bends lig ht into an image, not a spec
trum. The light coming throug h your window 
doesn't seem to bend at all. 

Why does refraction produce rainbows some
times but not others? 

Lig ht refracts whenever it passes through a 
transparent medium. When it travels throug h 
g lass, for example, it is absorbed and re-emitted by 
the g lass molecules; as a result , it is slowed down 
by about one-third. If the light strikes the glass at 
an angle, then the side of the beam that hits the 
g lass first is slowed down the most. Like a chorus 
line of roller skaters, the rest of the beam pivots 
around in a slow wide swing . 

Rainbows appear because not all light is 

- Red 

- Orange 

- Yellow 

- Green 

Prism 
- Blue 

- V,olel 

White Screen 

created equal. Violet lig ht is a high frequen cy vib
ration that is almost resonant with g lass and water 
molecules. Thus, it sticks a little every time it gets 
absorbed, and so it is delayed longer than the other 
colors. Ultraviolet lig ht is so resonant that it is 
absorbed totally , wh ich is why g lass doesn ' t let 
ultraviolet light throug h . 

On the other end of the spectrum is red lig ht. 
It has the longest waves, the slowest vibrations , 
and is delayed least (and thus bends least) of all the 
colors. Infrared lig ht bends even less. If you pho
tog raphed a spectrum with infrared film, you 
could see the infrared light taking its place just 
" below red ." 

The fanning out of colors is called "disper
sion." Dispersion separates the reds from the blues. 
You can have refraction without dispersion, but 
not dispersion without refraction (or diffraction). 
Sometimes it can be quite difficult to have refrac
tion without dispersion, though . Lens makers 
don't design their products to produce rainbows, 
but they often get them anyway. 

Light bend ing through a pri sm fans out into a ll colors of the ra inbow because some co lors are de layed more, thus bend more as rhey pass 

throug h rhe g lass. If rhe colors bend back again ar equa l bur oppos ire angles , you r eye focuses rhe m back rogerhe r inro whire . 
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\Xlhcn li g hr bends, ir rakes irs images wirh ir. 
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When a beam of light comes through your 
window, it does bend; but it bends an equal and 
opposite amount leaving the glass for the air as it 
bends entering the glass from the air in the first 
place. Si nce the two sides of the g lass pane are 
parallel , the light leaves the glass much as it 
entered-although it will be moved over a bit. But 
windows don't make rainbows. 

Refracted light doesn't fan inro colors when it 
bends roo little or roo much. Windows bend it too 
li ttle. At other times , the colors are fanned out too 
much , stretched too thin , and therefore are too 
dim to see. When many rainbows overlap, the col
ors combine to produce white. The best rainbows 
are largely a matter of geometry. They depend on 
the angle that the light leaves the transparent sub
stance for your eye. 

Raindrops and prisms make rainbows because 
they are shaped for maximum bending and disper
sion. The facets of a diamond are like tiny prisms. 
Diamonds also slow down light more than any 
other transparent substance, so they stretch disper
sion to its limit . Each color of light has Its own 
special sparkle, its own separate shine. 



Exhibits 

Prism Tree 

PhotOgraph by K . C. Co le 

The prism sculpture lets you look at the world 
through rainbow-colored glasses . Wherever you 
look, white lig ht breaks into colors. And whether 
your outlook on life is tall or short, there's a prism 
just the right height for you. 

A prism is a light bender as well as a mind 
bender. Because it's in the shape of a triangle, it 
always bends light twice in the same direction, no 
matter how the light strikes it. The double bend
ing produces enough dispersion among the various 
colors of lig ht to make them stand out distinctly in 
a rainbow . If you fit two prisms together , the sec-

T wo prisms toge ther fo rm a parallelog ram . Since lig ht leaves ar the 
sa me ang le t hat it em ers, it is d isplaced b ut nOt d ispe rsed. 

ond prism double bends the colors back into white. 
Two prisms (or triangles) together form a paralle
logram. Since light leaves at the same angle that it 
enters, it is displaced but nOt dispersed. 

As you look around with a prism at the lights 
in the Exploratorium, you may notice that white 
light doesn't always break into color in the same 
way. A light bulb produces a continuous spectrum 
a little on the reddish side. The long fluorescent 
lamps on the ceiling produce spectra that tend 
more toward the blue and that contain sharp blue 
and green lines from the mercury spectrum . (See 
The Making of Light.) 

A f1u oresce m lig ht viewed throug h a pri sm breaks up imo a 
spectrum t hat is shi fted toward b lue. If yo u hold the p ri sm wi t h 
poim down the red is on the top and rhe blue is on the bottom . 

As you rotate the prism in front of your eyes, 
you can squish the images together, making the 
colors compress or fan out. Curiously, the best 
rainbows do not appear where the colors are most 
separated. In fact, as the colors stretch out , they 
start to overlap, producing white. Most of the ob
jects you see through the prism are edged in red 
and blue, but the rest of the spectrum is lost. The 
large white signs hanging from the ceiling can 
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appear blue on the top and red on the bottom. But 
the centers of the signs still appear white where the 
other colors have overlapped. (If you turn the 
prism upside down, the red will be on the top and 
the blue on the bottom.) 

You don't always get dispersion even when you 
bend light through a prism. But you do always get 
refraction. If a friend holds a prism just below his 
eyes, he will appear to have four eyes. The bending 
of the light through the prism displaces the image 
of his eyes to where his nose should be . By rotating 
the prism, you should even be able to turn images 
upside down . 

Glass Bead Rainbow 
Wherever there are water droplets , there can be 

a rainbow. Rain can make rainbows, but so can 
sprinklers or a dog shaking the water off his back 
in a fine spray. In this exhibit, the water droplets 
are glass beads. like thousands of tiny prisms, the 
tiny spheres bend the light around inside them
selves to produce rainbows. When you hold the 
white light up to the sheet of sparkles, it returns 
the lig ht to you in a whole specttum of colors. 

To see a rainbow, you must put your back to 
the sun and face the place where it is raining (or 
sprinkling). The round drops both refract and re
flect light. As the sunlight refracts into colors, it 
reflects back to you. The path of light through a 
raindrop is both beautiful and complex; it served as 
an earl y logo for the Exploratori um. 

Everybody knows that over the rainbow, the 
skies are blue. Under the rainbow, the sky is 
white. It's also very bright, because all the colors 
are bent into the center of the rainbow and overlap. 
The light from the glass bead rainbow is polarized, 
just like the light in the sky. 

No two people ever see the same rainbow at the 
same time. The arc of the rainbow is determined 
by the path of light reaching your eye. The path 
varies with your viewpoint. The light from the sun 
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doesn't vary because the sun is so far away that the 
rays reach you virtually parallel. Thus, the rainbow 
you see depends on where you stand. But whenever 
you see one rainbow, the sky is really filled with 
rainbows. 

If you hold the light in the exhibit about a foot 
from the glass beads, a rainbow forms a circle 
around the source-just as a real rainbow forms a 
semicircle around the sun. The glass beads produce 
only one rainbow, but raindrops sometimes pro
duce two or even more. The primary rainbow is 
produced when the light enters the top of the rain
drop , bounces once off the back of the raindrop and 
then comes out at the bottom. The second rainbow 
comes when the light enters the bottom of the 
raindrop , bounces twice, then comes back to you 
above the first rainbow. The spectrum of the sec
ond rainbow is reversed. Glass beads bend light 
more than water, so they don 't produce such an 
array of rainbows. 

Rainbows can also appear as halos around the 
sun. Ice crystals in the sky refract the light just as 
raindrops or glass beads do . However, because of 
the shape of ice crystals the rainbows from the 
many ice crystals overlap, and you usually can see 
only blue and red edges to the circular rainbow. 
The blue is on the outside, because the blue lig ht 
bends the most . The red is closest to the sun be
cause it bends the leas t . 

The glass bead rainbow exhibit, like so many 
others in the Exploratorium, is the result of snoop
ing around. One day a staff member was watching 
highway workers paint a stop sign on lombard 
Street. When they finished painting, they threw a 
powder over the paint. The staff member was in
trigued about the powder and was tOld it was fine 
glass spheres used to make the signs reflect light at 
night. He knew that raindrops are spheres which 
make rainbows. So he asked the highway depart
ment to give him a sack of glass beads. And they 
did . 



Critical Angle 

Thin lines of lase r light refl ect from two mirrors tilted at slightly 
diffe rent ang les. The critica l ang le separates the refl ec ted beam from 
the refracted one. 

Rainbows don' t appear just anywhere. When 
light bends through raindrops , it has to bend 
enough to separate the colors of the spectrum, bur 
not so much that the light reflects back into the 
droplet. At some angle, all the light is reflected. 
That is the critical angle. 

Like other things , refraction has a limit. A 
beam of lig ht passing from glass to air at an ang le 
bends roward the glass. The greater the angle, the 
more it bends; the more it bends, the closer it 
comes to the glass. Eventually, it bends so far that 
it goes right back into the glass. Then refraction 
becomes total reflection. 

At the critical angle, the g lass surface through 
which the light is trying to escape becomes a per
fect mirror, even though it has no silvering . The 
light is reflected back into the glass. If it then hits 
another surface at an angle less than the critical 
angle, it can come out again. That, essentially is 
what happens ro light in a raindrop. 

Lig ht passing through a raindrop or prism is 
both refracted and reflected. The glass beads in 
street signs reflect light back to drivers and also 
refrac t lig ht into rainbows . A prism may reflect 
light hitting it from one angle while it refracts 
light coming from other angles. Only one of the 
refracted beams is a rainbow. Like a diamond, a 
prism reflects and refracts lig ht in so many direc
tions that it's often hard to tell whether the lig ht is 
coming or going. This exhibit lets you fig ure out 
what's happening. 

It's best to start with the round end of the 
plastic semicircle fac ing the lig ht source. Because 
the edge is round, the light beam always enters at 
the same angle . (In effect, it becomes a radius.) 
Bur the ang le at which it leaves the flat side of the 
plastic changes a great deal as you rotate the semi
circle. 

As you turn the flat side of the plastic toward 
you, the beam that passed straight throug h begins 

As rhe ligh r rravels from water to a ir , ir bends back towa rd the 
water. The shallower the ang le, the more it bends. At rhe cri t ical 
angle, ir be nds so much that it refl ec ts back into the water. 
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to bend back toward the plastic. Another twin 
beam appears moving toward it from the opposite 
direction; this is the reflected beam that has 
bounced off the back of the flat surface. The more 
you turn the semicircle, the more the two beams 
approach each other. 

The reflected beam that emerges from the 
curved edge stays in a nice white line. But the 
refracted beam emerging from the flat edge begins 
to fan our in a rainbow. As the angle at which it 
emerges gets sharper, the colors stretch out and the 
rainbow starts to move very fast. Just as the beam 
skims along the flat surface of the plastic, it pro
duces a smudgy, dim rainbow. Then suddenly it 
disappears. 

Just as suddenly, the reflected beam is twice as 
bright. 

The refracted beam has been totally internally 
reflected and has joined the other beam . That is the 
critical angle. Such internal reflection can occur 
only when light speeds up as it emerges. 

If you move the semicircle slowly enough, you 
can find the critical angle for each color of the 
spectrum. First violet disappears into the plastic, 
then blue, then green and so on. The critical angle 
is very sensitive. Even though the colors are very 
spread out at that point, it's not a good place for 
maki ng rai nbows. The colors are too dim, and they 
tend to disappear if they move even the slightest 
bit. (See Rainbow Encounters.) 

All the refracted beams that emerge from the 
semicircle don't fan out into rainbows. The beams 
that emerge from the round edge produce either 
thin white lines or white with red and blue edges . 
The angle that the beam emerges from the round 
edge isn't sharp enough to produce a rainbow. The 
angle that the beam enters doesn't matter as much. 
It's the last bending before light reaches your eye 
that produces rainbows-or any other optical ef
fects for that matter . 

To get even more angles on this exhibit, you 
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can steer the light beam with the small plastic 
cylinder. 

The semicircular piece of plastic also acts like a 
lens. It will bring to a narrow neck the spreading 
light from one of the light sources. 

Rainbow Encounters 
Round and round and round they go, but 

where the rainbows come from nobody knows. An 
Exploratorium staff member once actually did fi
gure out which spots of light come from where; she 
vowed never to do it again. 

It's hard enough to follow the comings and 
goings of a light beam as it reflects and refracts 
through a plastic semicircle. A three-sided prism 
makes it three times as hard. And three light 

Pho tog rap h by Lynn Kelley 

U ncler the ra i nbow , the sky is b rig ht w here th ousa nds of 
overl apping rainbows combine into a whitish g low. You see a s ing le 

co lored rain bow onl y where refrac ti on So rts Out each co lo r , o ne at a 
time . 



beams make it almos t imposs ib le. Ot's eas ier if you 
b lock one or more of the lig ht sources. ) 

And so, the rainbow encounterS are as mysteri
ous as they are lovely. Rainbows come out of no
where, only to di sappear again at the criti cal ang le 
and show up as a refl ec ted spot of white lig ht on 
the oppos ite wall. If you spin the prism , the colors 
in the rain bows ove rlap to make white . All that' s 
left are the longes t reds. 

Lig ht seems to like being a rainbow . Each 
rainbow cOntracts and lingers for a moment before 
spinning away in the opposite direc ti on. An arrow 
marks the spot where two rain bows touch for a 
moment before twirling away. As they separate, 
one of them stretches and g rows dim before di sap
pearing at the critical ang le. 

Rainbows always linger at the point of 
" minimum bending ." There, the lig ht enters and 
leaves the pri sm (or raind rop) sy mmetri call y. J t is 
the cl eares t d ispersion with the leas t refrac ti on. 
The colors are spread out , but still concentrated 
and brig ht . U nlike the cri tical ang le, the ang les at 
minimum bending aren' t very sensiti ve. They are 
less likely to overl ap and are far from the criti cal 
ang le and total internal refl ec ti on . 

Spinning the prism co rresponds to raind rops 
fa lling all over the sky. In mos t places, the m oving 
rainbows they make merge into white . Only at the 
point of minimum bending do rain bows stay in 
one place long enoug h for you to see them. The 
rainbow produced by the spinning pri sm is mos tly 
red because even at the point of minimum bend
ing, red bends the mos t minimum (l east) of all. 

Thi s exhibit, roo, has a typi cal Exploratorium 
hi story-and a long one. Like other early arri vals, 
it was built with more ingenuity than money . The 
prism and lig ht were g ifts fro m City Coll ege , 
m ounted on a hospital tray and run by a clock 
m otor. Even thoug h the exhibit is fairly deli cate, it 
has rem ained intac t for the nine years since it was 
constructed . 

Leyes Photographs 
The spectral photog raphs of J ean Mari e Leyes 

are like mos t works of art in that they mirror the 
marvels that are nature . H er sub jec t is the color of 
lig ht. 

Arti sts in the pas t (and p resent) have portrayed 
such natural phenomena as waves and fields and 
trees and animals. More recently , artists like Leyes 
have become interes ted in the kind of man-made 
set-ups of natural p henomena that are ordinarily 
seen only in l"aboratories. Thus, throug h the 
laboratory , arti sts are expanding their perception 
of nature . 

When Leyes vi sited the Exploratorium , she 
knew her photographs of refrac ted colors had found 
a home. The pi ctures were purchased for a modes t 
sum and now hang around the Sun Painting. 

Sun Painting 
Any old co lors can make a spectrum . But these 

are dancing colors! They hustl e and twist , blow in 
the wind , and sit in the palm of yo ur hand . They' ll 
dance for yo u or you can dance am ong them. If you 
do, they' ll be a ni ce refl ect ion on yo u: what 's 
g reen and yellow and violet and red and blue? You . 

The sun paintings were conceived by Explora
torium arti sts Bob Mill er and Kent H olloway in a 
fri end 's basement. Instead of painting with pots of 
pig ment on paper , they painted the air with broad 
brush strokes of color from the sun . The paintings 
g rew and multiplied by virtue of their pure loveli
ness. T oday, they ourshine everything around 
them, sed ucing staff and vi si tors alike-a play
g round for the colors of lig ht. If you notice a tall 
man playing with sil ve ry balloons and lassos 
among the colors, it 's probab ly just Bob Miller 
finding new ways to enj oy hi s place in the sun . 

The colors beg in their dance in a skylig ht in 
the Exploratorium ce iling . On the roof , a sun fol
lower can keep track of a sunbeam all year as the 
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seasons change. The beam comes into the Explora
torium in a direction that's parallel to the turning 
axis of the earth. As the earth turns, so does a 
mirror mounted on the roof to keep the sun shin
ing in the same direction. 

After the sunbeam enters the building, it takes 
off with a bounce from a big mirror behind the 
exhibi t. Then it pirouettes through a screen of 
prisms, fanning out into colors as it turns. When 
the rainbows reach the row of tall thin mirrors, 
they are sli ced into ribbons of color: some seep 
between the mirrors, and recombine in columns of 
color on the small white screen; others reflect onro 
the large plastic screen and the crinkly Mylar mir
rors behind it . The plastic screen shows colors back 
and front. Visitors are free to play among them as 
their inspiration allows. 

As you walk behind the screen, you get a closer 
look at the ribbons of color as they weave their 
mysterious webs on the shiny squares of Mylar. 
The crinkly Mylar makes the colors tustle. The 
symmetrical sq uares fold and bend the colors 
around each other. As you walk through, your 
shadow turns the colors on and off, like flickering 
lights. The colors undulate in a soft underwater sea 
where the waves are made of light. 

It comes as no surprise that the sun painter 
himself is obsessed with the colors of light. Bob 
Miller claims that each time he looks at a white 
wall, he says "Wow! All those colors are there!" 
And who can blame him? The colors of the sun are 
so pure and bright, they're clearly cosmic-not of 
this earth. Once the artist tried to make sun pic
tures with a bright searchlight, but they were col
orless in comparison. And so the exhibit works 
only when the sun shines. 

Before the invention of the sun follower, the 
Exploratorium Explainers used to capture a sun
beam on a mirror placed outside the door. They 
had to readjust it every five minutes, but they 
loved the Sun Painting so much that they didn't 
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complain. 
Much Exploratorium staff .time and ingenuity 

went into making a sun follower that worked. The 
tilt of the mirror still has to be adjusted once every 
few weeks to compensate for the seasons. Each day 
the mirror is pointed toward the east to catch the 
sun. It gradually revolves on its electrical clock as 
the earth revolves and the sun seems to move to
ward the west. But the relative position of the 
mirror to the sun never changes. 

Sun Flares 
What's all the excitement on the sun about, 

anyway? How can it muster the energy to make all 
those brilliant colors when it looks so flat and 
smooth? Well, look again. The sun has a lot of 
energy that you can't see. And the Sun Flares are 
just one very dim example. 

The picture of the sun that hangs near the Sun 
painting was taken with the light of excited helium 
from the sun- only a small portion of sunlight. 
Sti ll , it allows you to see aspects of the sun that 
normally aren't visible. 

Clearly, the sun is splashing with activity, a 
boiling cauldron of light. The explod ing arcs of 
light are called prominences. The large promi
nence at the top is bigger than the distance from 
the earth to the moon. You can also pick out (com
paratively) little prominences at the bottom. 

Prominences are connected with sunspots, 
which are said to do everything from changing 
weather and causing skin cancer to ruining your 
TV reception and affecting the frequency of aurora 
borealis. Sun activity is cited as a reason that Skylab 
fell. 

The maximum amount of sunspot activity 
seems to occur every 11 years or so. Not too long 
ago, there was an international geophysical Year of 
the Quiet Sun, when scientists allover the world 
studied the sun during the minimum of sunspot 
actlv1ty. 



A sunbeam pirouerres through a screen of prisms, fanning Out inco colors. Some are sli ced inco ribbons of color by rail thin mirro rs ; others 

seep throug h and recombine IntO columns of color on a white board. 
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Sunbeam 

Large Mirror 

Box of Prisms 

I 
Slit Mirrors 

Wrinkled Mylar Screen 

Fla~ Only some of the possible paths of the reflected colored light are shown. 

The sunbea m from (he su n fo ll ow ing mirror on the Expl orarorium roof fo llows this path to encl up o n [he large scree n as [he Sun Pa ill[ing. 
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Absorption: Apples and Oranges 

01/ nexl page: 
Prinred co lors are creared nor by rhe physi
ca l mixing of (our inks, bur by rhe opr ica l 
mixing of co lors in you r eye-brain. This 
pharo is a blow- up of a small see r ion or rhe 
clow n pharo on page 44. 
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Absorption-Reflection-Transmission: Apples and Oranges 

"That' s like compar ing apples and oranges," 
people say of d issimilar things. But apples and 
oranges have a lot in common . Both are fruits, 
both are ro und . Both g row on trees. 

O f course, apples and oranges do d iffer in the 
way they refl ec t lig ht . Oranges absorb blue and 
g reen and violet light and reflect orange. Red ap
p les absorb the orange lig ht (and the blue and 
g reen) and refl ec t red . G reen apples absorb both 
red and orange and refl ec t g reen . Comparing g reen 
apples and red apples is like comparing apples and 
oranges. 

The colors of lig ht, lined up acco rding to wave
leng th , are red, orange, yellow, g reen , blue, vio
let. When the colors ge t our of line, they get los t 
in confusion and become white. Somebody com
pared thi s ro striki ng all the keys on a piano at 
once . The piano makes music only when a few 
notes are played at one time. Lig ht makes colors 
only when a few waveleng ths are seen at one time. 

(Unlike notes on a piano, yo u can subtract just 
one waveleng th from white lig ht to make a pleas
ing color. White minus g reen , for example, is 
purp le. A mixture of piano notes can produce a 
p leas ing chord, but the mixture must be prec ise. 
You can' t just subtract one note to rum white noise 
into music. In truth , white noise wo uld com pare 
better to a hi ss .) 

You could also imag ine the colors of lig ht as a 
crowd of people-young and old , male and female, 
silly and serious . When they' re all mixed up in a 
crowd , you can' t tell who's who . But life is full of 
obstacles which so rt people out accord ing to their 
heig ht , age, intelligence, sense of humor , race, 
wealth , sex , place of bi rth-even the color of their 
eyes. In the same way, white lig ht is always run 
ning into obs tacles which sort it into co lors . 

The mos t common obs tacle is pig ment. Paints 
and dyes are pig ments, and so are the natural pig
ments in fl owers and g rass, in appl es and oranges . 
Pig ments subtrac t colors fro m white light. The 

pig m en ts in transparent an 1 translucent objec ts 
absorb some co lors and transmit the res t. The 
pig ments in opaque obj ec ts refl ect the colors that 
they don' t abso rb. Some ob jec ts do both . A red 
color filter trans mits only red lig ht . But it also 
refl ec ts red lig ht to yo ur eyes. That 's wh y it looks 
red to yo u. 

Almos t everyw here, the colors of lig h t are 
being absorbed to create new colors. Blue-green 
paint is billions of red-absorbing particles in a 
transparent med ium . W ater looks blue-g reen be
cause the algae that li ve in it absorb red and reflec t 
g reen and blue . W ater molecules themselves ab
sorb red . By the ti me yo u ge t 20 fee t below the 
surface, there isn' t any red lig ht left. Plants at the 
bo ttom of the ocean learn to absorb different co l
ors, and may look brow n or red-the colors they 
refl ec t. But since there's no red light to refl ec t 
under water , they p robab ly look black . Even blood 
looks black in the deep . 

Why does pig ment absorb one waveleng th of 
lig ht and not the others? Because certain freq uen
cies are more resonant with the structure of certain 
pig m ent molecules than others. The molecules ab
so rb more lig ht of that freq uency than others, and 
reflect the res t. 

Whenever a p ig ment absorbs lig ht , it subtrac ts 
color from white lig ht. Any color yo u see is simply 
white minus another color or colors. The color that 
is miss ing is the complementary color. Any twO 
co lors that add up to white are complementary
by definition . 

That 's wh y yo u get white when yo u add red 
lig ht and g reen lig ht-because yo u are adding two 
complementary colors. But when you add red 
p ig ment and g reen p igment , yo u get darkness. 
Red pig ment subtracts g reen , and g reen pig ment 
subtracts red . Between the twO of them , they sub
trac t all the colors of 1 ig h t . 
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Yo u ca n add colo rs, or su bcrac t them , by v iewing these pi ctu res throug h various kinds of colored ge ls. What ad ds up to white, o r b lack, 
depends on which filte r yo u look rh roug h . 
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Exhibits 

Color Table 
This exhibit lets you concoct your own rec ipes 

for colors of lig ht. But instead of addi ng ingred i
ents, you subtract them. The colored pictures and 
palettes subtract some colors and reflect others . 
The color filter paddles transmit and reflect what 
they don't absorb. When you add them together, 
you' ll be surprised at how much yo u've subtracted. 

Suppose you look at a black cat in a red 
background through a blue filter. Only his yellow 
eyes stare out at YOLl. like the Cheshire cat, the rest 
of him disappears into the darkness. Simple sub
traction shows why: the red pigment in the paper 
absorbs every color but red; the blue filter doesn ' t 
let through any color but blue . Since there's no 
blue reflected by the red pigment, and since the 
filter allows on ly blue , no light gets through . The 
results are black. 

On the other hand, suppose you view the cat in 
the red background through a red filter. Now the 
paper he's sitting on looks white. A red filter lets 
through all the red light; it also lets through only 
the red in white light. Therefore red and white 
look exactly the same through a red filter. A white 
cat in a red background viewed through a red filter 
would disappear just as surely as the black cat. 

The colo red circles in the palette also turn 
black and white as you look through various filters. 
Viewed through the red filter, the reds and oranges 
brighten up , but blue and g reen and purple black 
out. When you look through the blue filter, the 
blues look white and the reds turn black: the blue 
fi lter lets through all of the blue light, but none of 
the red light. 

Still, as any schoolchild knows, si mple sub
traction is never that simple. When we looked at 
the blue circle through one of the blue filters, we 
saw the circle black instead of white. A blue filter 
is supposed to transmit blue light. But this one 
was absorbing blue. 

The process of making pigments and color fil-

ters is never black-and-white. A blue fi lter can be 
made to transmit only blue lig ht; or it can be 
designed to transmit blue and some other colors. 
Blue filters often let through some red or green, 
even though they may still look blue to you. If you 
look through a prism at the " blue" lig ht that 
emerges from a blue filte r , you may be su rpr ised to 
find other colors there , too. White isn't the on ly 
color that 's a mixture of colors . 

The blue filter we looked through was proba
bly designed to transmit a color blue that wasn't in 
the paper-a different shade of blue. Thus , instead 
of transmitting the blue to our eyes (and looking 
bright), it absorbed the blue and looked dark. 
Problems like these constantly color the work of 
artists and producers of color film. Sometimes they 
color them red with rage. 

For the same reason , schoolchildren (and 
adults) often get confused about color when they 
start playing with pigments. Theoretically, mix
ing all colors of paint should produce black-just 
as mixing all colors of lig ht produces white . But as 
anyone who's tried it knows , you're much more 
likely to get brown. Although a combination of 
red pigment and g reen pigment abso rb most of the 
lig ht to make black, they both also reflect a little 
red and a little green to make yellow. This mixture 
of yellow and black is brown. Similarl y, a mixture 
of red and blue pigments also contains black, and 
we call that mixture purple. 

No color is determined by wavelength alone. 
For example, a red background appears white when 
viewed through a red filter. You sti ll see red, but 
you conc lude that it 's white. But white is only the 
sum of all the colors that you see. When red is all 
the color that you see, you might think it 's white. 
(See Color Vision.) 

Even black has its shades of grey. The little 
black box on the co lor table is ce rtainly black. But 
the little hole in it is even blacker than black. The 
inside of the box is actually painted white. It looks 
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blacKer because no light gets out of the box 
through the hole, while at least some light is re
flected from the surface of the black box itself. 

Even the blackest black surface normally re
flects some light. The mat of black fabrics shows 
the shades of black in different textures. Bumpy 
fabrics and smooth ones, tight and loose weaves, 
all reflect different amounts of light . Some defi
nitely appear blacker than others . The velvet looks 
blackest of all because light reflects around within 
the tiny fibers and doesn't escape. Photographers 
use vel vet to create black backgrounds. 

The color table is full of games for people to 
play. It would be a shame to give all of them away. 
But the test for color blindness is a puzzle that 
deserves looking into. Circles of colored dots con
tain hidden patterns that can be perceived on the 
basis of color alone. Brightness and contour clues 
are eliminated. If someone can't see a form within 
the dots, he 's probably colorblind. 

"He" is the correct word. Most colorblind 
people are male. And almost one in 20 men are 
colorblind. Colorblindness comes in various forms 
and degrees. It may indicate that a color receptor 
in the eye is missing, or not working, or a variety 
of other problems . But it's unlikely that any two 
colorblind people see the world in exactly the same 
way. (See Color Vision) 

One colorblind visitor demonstrated how 
much of visual perception is learned. The first time 
he tried to find the pattern in the dots, he was lost. 
But once he found his way, it was easy the second 
time around. Moreoever, he found the figure "6" 
much more easily than the abstract squiggle. The 
number was more familiar. Of course, some things 
can never be learned. The visi tor told us that he 
once volunteered to help trim a room in white . He 
picked up the green paint instead. His friends soon 
found other tasks to keep him busy. 

Professor Philip Morrison of MIT and his wife 
Phylis Morrison built a version of the Color Table 
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during a summer they spent at the Exploratorium. 
The present version was constructed for a color 
carnival that the Exploratorium conducted along 
with the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art in 
the summer of 1977. 

Color Sum 
What's so complimentary about complemen

tary colors? Most people don't say very nice things 
about them at all--especially if they had to 
memorize complementary colors in school: "Green 
and Magenta; Yellow and Blue; Red and Cyan." 

The Color Sum box makes it much easier to 

Whice lig hc is che su m or ics co mplem enrs. 

make complements. It 's simple to see that the idea 
of a complementary color is really quite 
arbitrary-and that any two colors are complemen
tary if they add up to white . For example, green 



and blue and red make white . Blue and red make 
magenta. So we say that green and magenta are 
complementary. Similarly, blue plus g reen make 
cyan. So we say that cyan and red are complemen
tary. Bur no matter how you divide it, it st ill adds 
up to the same thing (white). 

The three boxes let you add the colors of lig ht 
in three different combinations: yellow and blue; 
red and green and blue; orange and purple and 
green. In each case, the white lig ht passes through 
colored gels which absorb some colors and transmit 
others. You can eliminate one gel at a time by 
blocking it with a wooden stick. Thus, you can see 
exactly what's left every time you add or subtract a 
color from white. What is left becomes the com
plementary color. If you block the green in the 
blue/red/green combination, the red and blue turn 
the image of this lig ht bulb magenta (bluish red). 
If yo u block the blue, the filament turns yellow 
(red plus green). If you don't block any colors, the 
filament looks white. 

The arbitrariness of complementary colors be
comes even more arbitrary when you cons ider that 
white is only the whitest thing around. The com
bination of colors that will make white varies not 
only with the colors you pick, bur also with what 
you're willing to call white. This arbitrariness is 
especially clear in this exhibit. If you look at the 
filament with all three colors, it looks white. If you 
subtract some of the red, it sti ll looks white. The 
blue-white that you see then is equally ad missable 
as white as is the more reddish candle-white that 
you started with. 

Color Sum also sums up some ideas about 
lenses. (See I mages of Ligh t.) The lens focuses an 
upside-down image of the light bulb filament on a 
screen behind the gels. Bur even when the wooden 
block covers part of the lens, you still see the whole 
image. Light from every point on the light bulb 
bends through every point on the lens. Thus, you 
don't need a whole lens to get the whole picture. 

Colored Shadows 
When a color becomes a shadow of its former 

self, it deserves a complement . In fact, it becomes 
a complement. After all, a shadow is simply a place 
where light is missing. If only one color of lig ht is 
missing, the rest of the lig ht forms a complemen
tary color. 

Three spo tlights light up a wall in red, blue 
and green. The wall is white because red, blue and 
green combine to make white. Red, blue and green 
often are called "primary" colors. If you walk in 
front of the lights, your body cas ts three shadows, 
one for each light. The shadows are cyan, yellow 
and magenta-the official "complementary col
ors." Your shadow is cyan where you block the red 
light, yellow where you block the blue, and 
magenta where you block the green. Each com
plement pairs with a primary to make white. 
Cyan, yellow and magenta are the official "pri
mary" colors for color film and theatrical lighting. 
Each profession may have its own primary colors. 

Wherever your shadow blocks one color of 
lig ht , the two other colors combine to produce a 
new color. When you block the green lig ht, the 
red and blue lig hts combine to form magenta. 
Magenta is what's left from white when you take 
away green, so green and magenta are complemen
tary. But it's also the combination of blue and red, 
the twO other primaries. Any twO primaries com
bine to g ive a complement to the third. 

If you stand close to the wall, the shadows get 
together in even more colorful ways. Wherever two 
shadows overlap, twO primaries are missing at the 
same time. What's left is the third primary. 
Where the cyan shadow (missing red) ove rl aps the 
yellow shadow (missing bl ue), you get green-the 
last primary. If you block all three primaries at 
once, you get black. 

All together , the overlapping shadows come in 
six colors plus black and white. And all the colors 
are produced by three primary colors, red, blue and 
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A shadow is a mi ss ing image. W hen yo ur body bl oc ks one color of wh ite l ig ht , your shad ow is the comb inati on of colo rs that are lefr. 

g reen. Color TV pi ctures are mi xtures of red , blue, 
and g ree n dots . Color prints are mixtures of cyan 
(blue), magenta (red) and yellow dots . Even the 
blac k and white prog rams on your co lor TV are red 
and blue and g reen prog rams. The screen looks 
white where all three colors shine toge ther; blac k 
where all three are blocked . People used to think 
that you mi xed red , blue and g reen in your eyes to 
see all the co lors. N ow we know that color visi on is 
either much more com pli cated than that-or much 
more simple. (See Color Vi sion. ) 

You rarely get the opportunity to see the 
brig ht side of a shadow . But if you happen to have 
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a pocket mirror , this is a beautiful place to start. 
When something blocks lig ht , it casts a shadow . 
But what happens to the lig ht that is blocked ? 
Usually it's absorbed. But if you block lig ht with a 
mirror , it 's reflec ted- so you can see exactly what 's 
miss ing from the shadow . If you hold a mirror in 
front of the colored shadow wall, it reflects the 
color complementary to the color of the shadow it 
cas ts. If the shadow is yellow , the miss ing blue 
lig ht is reflec ted in the mirtor. If you take the 
mirror away, the miss ing color rejoins its comple
ment to form white. 



Interference: Soap Bubbles and Oil Slicks 

011 nexi page: 
The co lor bands ge [ brigh[er and broader 
where [he soap fi lm is [hinnes[, a[ [he [Op. 

The m o[i on or [he soap film makes [he 
colors swi rl . 
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Interference: Soap Bubbles and Oil Slicks 

People are always interfering in each other's 
lives. Sometimes the interference is constructive
as when a fri end call s to chee r you up when 
you're fee ling down . At other times , interference 
is des tructi ve-as when a fri end calls so often that 
you can ' t ge t your work done. 

Lig ht waves also interfere with each other as 
they travel. If two waves meet so that their cres ts 
and troug hs line up in step , they interfere con
structively ; they combine their energ y into a 
bright band of lig ht. H owever, if two waves meet 
so that they are our of step , they interfere destruc
tively . The upward moti on of one wave cancels the 
downward motion of the other. The result is no 
light. The discovery that lig ht could destroy itself 
proved conclusively that lig ht was a wave: when 
one wave IS at ItS crest , and another at its troug h , 
there is no wave at all. 

" , , 

Constructive Interference 

, , , , , 

Destructive Interference 

If rhe cres rs of r\vo o r m ore waves are in srep, or alm osr in step, they 

can combine into a large r o r m ore intense effec t. If t he cres r or one 
wave meets the va ll ey of another, they ca ncel eac h orher out. \X'hen 
rwo lig ht waves cance l eac h o ther , rhe resulr is d arkness. When twO 

sound waves ca nce l each o ther , rhe res ult is silence. 

Interference is another way of breaking white 
lig ht into colors . Since different colors have d iffer
ent waveleng ths, they tend to line up in phase, 
that is, in step, at different pl aces . Wherever all 
the waves of one color are in p hase, they form a 
brigh t band of that color. The waves of another 
color mig ht be in phase at a different place . And so 
all the colors can line up in a spec trum . 

Thin films and thin layers of air prod uce the 
interference effects that add color to oil sli cks and 
opals and soap bubbles and mother-of-pearl. Some
times you can see rings of color in a thin sheet of 
plas ti c, or where two shee ts of plas ti c sand wich a 
thin layer of air. A sailor noti ced them one day 
where a thin film of salt spray stuck to her eye
g lasses. 

Thin films and layers break lig ht into color 
because the lig ht reflects off both the back and 
front surface of the film . As the lig ht bounces 
back, the two refl ec tions combine. Some colors of 
light interfere constructively , others destructively . 
If the two reflections meet so that all the red lig ht 
is in phase, then a red band appears . If all the red 
lig ht is out of phase , the white light rums white 
minus red , or blue-g reen . As the thi ckness of the 
film vari es , various colors are in phase at different 
times. They combine into ever-chang ing spectra, 
ever-moving with the m otion of the film. 

To produce colors from white lig ht, a thin film 
must be very thin indeed , no more than a few 
waveleng ths thick . In other words , just about the 
thickness of an oil sl ick or a soap bubble. As the 
film becomes thicker , more and more colors are in 
phase at the same time; they turn pas tel , then 
white . T oo much interference produces nothing 
but confusion-even among colors . 
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Exhibits 

Soap Bubbles 
An yone who's forever blowing bubbles has 

noti ced the pale rings of color that oft en appear on 
soap films. In this exhi b it , three wire dippers take 
a soapy bath at the p ush of a ' button. When they 
emerge, they are colored by the effec ts of light 
waves interfering as they refl ec t off the back and 
fro nt surfaces of the film . 

You may have ro wai t a few seconds for the 
film to thin our befo re it shows its colored stripes . 
At first , it appears transparent , refl ecting onl y a 
small amount of white li g ht to yo ur eye. As the 
soap soluti on g rad uall y sinks to the bottom , the 
film at the top is stretched thinner and thinner. A 
red band appears when the film reaches a thi ckness 
of a few wave leng ths of red lig ht . Shorter wave
leng ths come into phase as the film ge ts even thin
ner: yellow , then g reen , then blue . As the colored 
stripes s ink to the bottom , new stripes appear at 
t he top where the film is now as thin as one wave
leng th of red lig ht , then one of blue, etc. 

\ 
\ 
Oil 

Water 

/ 
I 

Wh,n:: Ilghr I; stpa rared into colo rs as ir ren ters rro lll rhe rwo 

su rraCts or a rhin ri lill . Whert rht rwo reflec rions inrerkre 

consr rucril'tly , rhey p roduct a hand or co lor . Wht rt rhey cance l 

t ach or her , ril,lr co lo r is subrracrtd frOIll rhe 5pc:tr rulll . 
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When the film is one-half waveleng th thick 
for, say , yellow lig ht , almos t all the yellow lig ht is 
canceled . The half waveleng th between the first 
and second surface add up to just enoug h di fference 
to p ut the two out of phase . It would seem that 
two hal f-w aveleng ths would eq ual a whole, and 
that would be JUSt enoug h to pur the two in phase . 
In truth , any wave that refl ects as it goes from an 
airy medium into a denser one " flips over" into a 
mirror image of itself. The flip adds on an auto ma
ti c ex tra half-waveleng th. And that puts the refl ec
ti ons out of phase. And so, the soap bubble beg ins 
to turn progress ively dark . 

But just as the colors di sappear , the bubble 
turns a g hos tl y white. When the film is Y<I wave
leng th thick, almos t all the colors are in phase . 
The white band is soon joined by a very dark band: 
at less than Y<I waveleng th , all the colors are O Ll( of 
phase . No lig ht is reflec ted , and yo u see onl y the 
blac k backg round. Just abo ut then , your bubble 
will probably burst- if it hasn' t alread y. 

The colors in the soap bubble are very dim . In 
fact, onl y about 1/2 0th of the lig ht is refl ected. 
The res t passes throug h the film . If yo u could look 
at the bubbles from the back side, they would look 
mos tly white-minus a little bit of blue here, a 
little b it of red there . 

If yo u put many layers of soap film toge ther , 
yo u could get brig hter and p urer co lors of refl ec ted 
lig ht. Such layers produce the colors in the abalone 
shells that share the box with the soap bubbles, 
and also in the Distilled Light exhi b it. 

Distilled Light 
Bubbles are known for bursting, and the colors 

in soap bubbles and oil sli cks are as elusive as 
g hos ts. H owever , if yo u could ge t a soap film to 
stand still at one co lor, and then p il e many similar 
soap films on top of one another , yo u could get a 
color as pure and b ri g ht as any in the rainbow. 

Interference fil ters are many- layered soap bub-



Whire li g hr is separared into colors by interference fi lrers , like many- laye red soap bubbles. Mirrors and more filrers recombine rhe 
colors inro lig ht. 

bles. Thin transparent materials are honed to 
exactly the right thickness so that all the light 
waves of one color interfere with each other con
structively at the same time. Layer upon layer of 
the thin coatings are painted on a glass pane. The 
alternating layers reflect only a narrow range of 
color and transmit the rest. All the light reflected 
from the different layers is exactly the same wave
lengths, and exactly in phase. That's why the col
ors are so bold. 

Almost no light is absorbed by the filters. 
Whatever color the filter reflects is subtracted from 
the light it transmits. An interference filter that 
reflects pure blue transmits everything else
which is yellow if the original light is pure white . 
Interference filters are another way of dividing 
light into its colors. In fact, they are properly cal
led dichroic filters, meaning "two colors." 

This exhibit, however, is called "distilled" 
light. Distill means to extract. Liquor is distilled 

when it's broken down into its separate parts. The 
exhibit distills light into its colors-and then "re
stills" it into white-just as Newton did with his 
pflsms. 

The first dichroic filter reflects all the white 
light into the filter box. It transmits the infrared 
light. You can't see the infrared radiation, but you 
can feel it if you hold your hand under the light. 
The white light reflected into the box is stripped of 
its infrared rays . Thus it is a "cold mirror." Cold 
mirrors are often used by dentists to avoid heating 
you up while lighting you up. 

If you look up at the white light through the 
filter, you may see either red or green, depending 
on where you stand. Dichroic filters are angularly 
dependent-which simply means the colors you 
see depend on your point of view. The film actually 
changes its thickness in that the light has to go 
through more film to get to you as the angle in
creases. Wavelengths that interfere constructively 
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at som e ang les may cancel each other our at others. 
Once the white lig ht beam enters the obstacle 

course of filters , it divides , subtracts and then adds 
itself bac k intO white . The white divides into yel
low and blue; the yellow is distill ed intO orange 
and g reen . You can inse rt filters in the colored 
paths to block so me or all of the lig ht. If you block 
the g reen beam , g reen will be miss ing when the 
colors ge t back tOge ther . Instead of adding up to 
white, the fin al sum of color will be purple . 

If you put a filter in front of the entering white 
lig ht , you can see which colors each filter trans
mits . The g reen filter may transmit primarily 
g reen , bur also a little yellow and a little blue . A 
blue filter placed in front of the white lig ht blocks 
out virtually all the red . N o lig ht is transmitted to 

the top half of the box , and the lig ht at the botrom 
is d ivided into blue and g reen instead of yellow and 
purple. 

Dichroic filters are quite d ifferent from color 
filters whi ch absorb one color and transmit the 
res t-or even from pig ments which absorb some 
color and refl ec t the res t. Di chroic filters only re
fl ec t and transmi t. Some subs tances, like gold leaf, 
seem ro do all three. G old leaf refl ects yellow and 
red , absorbs blue, and transmits g reen . 

Coated Optics 
Many thi ngs don' t refl ec t well on you . Un

wanted refl ections on photOgraphs can tuin a per
fec tly good pi cture. Cam eras , binoculars and other 
optical instruments that collec t lig ht have a special 
stake in eliminating refl ecti ons that bounce the 
lig ht our again. You could probably block refl ec
ti ons on your camera lens by covering it with a 
soap film thinner than one-quarter waveleng th of 
lig ht. Bur mos t camera manufactmers don't re
commend this. 

Actually, mos t optical instruments are coated 
with a thin film of materi al- thinner than one
quarter waveleng th of lig ht. The coating works 
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juSt like the Soap Bubbles when they ge t roo thin ro 
refl ec t lig ht. Because of the "flipping effec t, " the 
light waves that refl ect off the front surface of the 
film are always our of phase with those that reflect 
off the back smface. Wherever one lig ht wave is at 
its cres t , another is in a troug h . N o lig ht is re
fl ected and all is transmitted . 

The seven small transparent disks in the 
exhibit each are coated in the center with a thin 
optical film . When the discs are lit from behind , 
all the lig ht gets throug h the brig ht center sec tions 
where there are no refl ec tions. But as you add more 
and more discs , the outside ge ts darker and darker 
because more and more lig ht is refl ected away. 
When the discs are lit from the front the center 
stays dark . All the lig ht is transmitted throug h to 

the black backg round and none is reflec ted . The 
outside circles get brig hter and brig hter as they 
refl ec t more and m ore lig ht to yom eye . 

like the seven smfaces of the seven rings, 
high-quality cameras and binoculars have many re
fl ec ting surfaces on their many lenses and pri sms. 
As the exhibit shows, refl ec ti ons can add up . Thus, 
it becomes espec ially important to cut them down. 

Dichroic Clock 
The colors of lig ht have a hand in telling time 

in the clock above the entrance to the Exploraro
rium . Instead of hands, the clock has twO mirrors 
m ounted on clock morors and two beams of white 
lig ht. The beam that bounces off one mirror forms 
the hour hand; the other , the minute hand . But on 
their way to telling time , the beams pass th ro ug h a 
rotating circle of di chroic filters. The filters pre
sent constantly chang ing ang les to the white 
beams, dividing them intO co lors acco rding ly. 
When g reen is transmi tted , red is refl ected. The 
clock itself refl ec ts the wo rk of ExploratO rium staf
fers. 



Bridge Light 
This exhi b it lets yo u make interference pat

terns out of thin air. The two g lass plates resting 
on black felt form a sandwich with a t hin layer of 
air in between . When you press on the top plate, 
brig ht and 'dark bands spread out in a pattern of 
swirling stripes. A brig ht band appears wherever 
lig ht reflecting from the back and the front surface 
of the air film is in phase; a dark band appears 
where the lig ht waves cancel each other out . 

Eac h ri ng indicates a change in t he thickness o f t he a ir layer be twee n 

t he two plates of a half-s ing le wave leng th or yellow lig ht. 

The thin layer of air isn' t as thi n as a soap film . 
It wouldn' t be thin enoug h to separate white lig ht 
into its co lors . If the exhi bit were illuminated by 
white lig ht , you wo uld n' t see the interference pat
terns at all because where ye llow interfe red con
struct ively, orange mig ht interfere des truct ive ly. 
T oo many colors interfering at once wo uld wind up 
white. (In the Resonating Rings exhi b it in the So und 
secti on we did find a thin layer of air that breaks up 
into colors between the white p las ti c and the g lass 
plate at the back . But the thickness of the air must 
be no more than twO or three waveleng ths.) 

The bridge lig ht is pure yellow: there aren' t 
any other colors in t he sod ium lig ht . The layer of 
air is abo ut 25 waveleng ths thi ck . You can fig ure 
thi s out by counting the num ber of rings that form 
around yo ur finge r as yo u p ush on the plate. The 
thi ckness of the air layer differs by Y2 wave leng th 
between rings or Y4 waveleng th be tween each 
b ri g ht and dark band . Since you can count abo ut 
100 rings, the air must be 2 5 wave leng ths thi ck at 
its maximum . As you push on the pl ate , yo~ 

squeeze the air laye r thinner and thinner . When it 
ge ts thinner than Y4 waveleng th , no lig ht is re
fl eeted. (See Coated Optics . ) That 's wh y it will al
ways look black under yo ur finge r if you push hard 
enoug h. 

The almos t monochrom ati c lig ht in the exhi bit 
produces clear , sharp interference patterns. T here 
is onl y a narrow range of waveleng ths to interfe re 
either constructively or des tructively , whi ch keeps 
confusion to a minimum . 

Th e Bridge Light reall y is a bridge li g ht-a 
pure sodium vapor lamp once used to lig ht up the 
Golden Gate Bridge . Yellow is the charac teri sti c 
col or of the sodium spectrum. If you looked at a 
narrow sod ium vapo r lamp throug h a prism , you 
would see a spec trum consisting primaril y of twO 
yell ow lines. Yellow lig ht provides just enoug h 
energ y to lift the sodium atom from its normal 
state into an excited state. When it falls back to 
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Yell ow is [he onl y color you ca n see when yellow is [he onl y co lor in the li g ht. 

normal, it em its pure yellow lig ht . 
Looking at colors under monochromatic lig ht 

also tells you someth ing about absorption and 
refleCtion-abour apples and oranges. When you 
look at the magazine pages under the yellow lig ht , 
they seem murky grey. But when you view them 
under the table in the white light, they reflect all 
the colors. The pages can' t reflect colors other than 
yellow under the sodi um lamp because the other 
colors aren't in the light. Under sodium bridge 
lights, yellow cars g li sten while blue and red cars 
appear grey. The lig ht that shines on them con-
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tams no blue or red light to reflect to your eyes. 
This is a most convincing demonstration that all 
the color is in the light. 

Sodium vapor lig hts were removed from the 
Golden Gate Bridge several years ago, but fortu
nately the hig hway department supplied the Ex
ploratorium with enough lights to operate the 
exhibit. Today, blue-white cadmi um vapor lamps 
lig ht up the bridge. The bridge authority thought 
San Franciscans would be offended if the familiar 
yellow lig hts were removed, so they disguised the 
new [ig h ts under yellow g lass covers. 



Diffraction: The Edges of Shadows 

o II next page: 
The colors of ca ndl elig hr are spreacl ou r fo r 
all co see when phocographecl rhrough a 
diffrac ri on g raring. 
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Diffraction: The Edges of Shadows 

In 1665, an Italian physicist turned a corner in 
our understanding of light-but nobody paid at
tention. While other scientists were busy trying to 
prove that light was a particle, Francesco Grimaldi 
proved that it was a wave by showing that it bent 
around corners . His experiment was simple . He 
passed a beam of light through a small hole, and 
noticed that it spread our on the other side. The 
beam that reached the wall on the far side of the 
hole was slightly bigger than the original beam. 
The bending of light, or diffraction, eventually did 
serve as strong evidence of the wave nature of 
light-but not until two centuries later. 

Among the obstacles that light encounters in 
its travels are a great variety of solid objects it can't 
get through. Light can ' t get around houses, or 
even doors, but it can bend around small openings 
or edges. When it does, it produces fuzzy lines at 
the shadows. 

Actually, the light doesn't bend . It seems ro 
bend because the edge blocks other light waves 
that would normally interfere with the tendency of 
light to spread out in all directions. 

This ever-present interference explains how 
light can travel in "rays" or "beams", even 
though it spreads out in all directions from any 
point- whether it 's the light from a candle or the 
reflected light from the tip of your nose . Indeed , 
at any single point along a traveling light signal, 
energy is radiated in all directions. Every point 
acts as a new source. Where do all the straight 
light rays and beams come Out of this mishmash 
of radiation? 

Dutch physicist Christaan Huygens made his 
name finding a way to visualize how light radiat
ing in all directions can travel in a straight line. 
According ro "Huygen's principle," each point on 
a traveling light wave does emit light in all direc
tions. However , light waves rarely travel alone. 
Instead, they form wave fronts, or groups of waves 
all radiated from the same source at the same time. 

New Wavefront 
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Wavefront 

Wavefront 

Eac h po in t on a wave becomes a sou rce or new wave lets that 
co mbine to ro rm a wave rrOnt . T he borro m d rawi ng shows how the 
waves com bine. 

When light waves travel side by side, they can 
either reinforce each other (when their crests and 
troughs are lined up) or cancel each other (when 
they don 't). On a traveling front, there are always 
enough waves traveling on the right to cancel those 
veering to the left, and enough on the left ro cancel 
those traveling to the right. Only the waves travel
ing straight ahead are left . 

Water waves behave the same way. If you drop 
a heavy stone into sti ll water, the disturbance 
radiates in all directions. But some distance from 
the place where the stone was dropped all the 
waves travel straight ahead away from the stone , 
because any waves traveling off to the side are can
celed. Each traveling wave is itself a disturbance, 
of course. This disturbance doesn ' t radiate waves 'in 
all directions because any wave not traveling di
rectly away from the stone is canceled by other 
waves. 
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No Light 

No Light 

Ligh( (ha( spreads aU( from a paine is cance !l ed by ne ighbo ring 

ligh(, if i( vee rs co lef( o r righ ( , bu( is rei nforced if i( (ra\'e ls 

fo rwards, Tha('s why li gh( usually crave ls in beams, Lig h( passing 

by an e:dge diffraccs o r sp reads in man y direc(ions because edges 

block (he neig hboring li g hc. 

When there 's no interference to cance l the 
sideways (a nd backwards) rad iati on of lig ht from 
any poi nt , light no longer travels in a stra ig ht line . 
It appea rs to bend because edges interfere with the 
normal des tru cti ve interference that usually stojJs 
lig ht from bend ing. 

A hole is surrounded by edges. Thus , it is a 
much m ore effect ive lig ht bender than a sing le 
edge. A ve ry small hole can cu t down on virtually 
all the destructive interference from other li g ht 
waves. The lig ht coming through the hole will 
sp read quite markedly-the effec t that Grimaldi 
noticed. 

As the hole becomes large r , m ore and more 
destructive lig ht waves pass throug h , canceling the 
sideways radiat ion of lig ht. A large hole ac ts like 
many separate edges. The lig ht passing by the 
edges bends sl ig htl y, but the lig ht trave ling 
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throug h the middle moves straig ht ahead. The ef
fec t of diffrac ti on from an edge doesn't stretch 
forever. Ri g ht at an edge, li g ht does ac t like a 
point source, rad iating waves in all directions . But 
very soon interference from other li g ht interfetes . 
The beam of lig ht stops spreading as yo u move 
away from the edge . Soon, the lig ht is parallel 
again , traveling in a straig ht line. 

The way lig ht diffrac ts can tell a g reat deal 
abo ut what's behind it. JUSt as a shadow is a clue to 
the shape of what cas ts it , so a diffract ion pattern 
provides a m ap of the ob jec t the lig ht has bent 
around , and also how far away it is. The diffract ion 
of radio waves aro und the edges of the shadow of 
the moon is used to m eas ure the s ize of ob jects so 
distant that they appear as m ere po ints of lig ht In 

the strongest telescope . The same principle IS 
employed to study the structure of molecules. 

Grimaldi also noti ced a spec trum of colors at 
the edges of his lig ht beam , where the li g ht had 
spread the mos t. The red was on the outside; the 
violet on the inside . This meant that the long red 
waves had bent the m os t, the short violet waves the 
leas t . Diffracting lig ht bends in exact opposition to 
refracting lig ht. 

The colors of lig ht produced by diffraction are 
the res ult of interference. Since the red waves are 
longer, they must travel farther to interfere con
structi vely with other red waves. The short blue 
and violet waves beg in to ad d up much sooner. 
Thus , as lig ht waves of various leng ths bend 
around an edge, they line up acco rding to wave
length , prodLlcing a spectrum of colors even more 
distinct than that produced by a prism. 

Diffrac ti on spec tra are viewed through "d if
fraction g ratings," just as refract ion spec tra are 
viewed through prisms. Fine lines, too small for 
yo u to see (100 or more per millimeter), provide 
gaps for the lig ht to bend aro und . The spec tra they 
produce show which colors (and thus which ele
ments) are in the lig ht (See Spectra , ) 



Stars show their colors when lig ht from them 
bends around the ridges in a diffraction g rating. 
By analyzing the colors, scientists can identify 
elements according to the kind of energy they pro
duce. A 19th century French philosopher once 
tried to prove that there was a limit to knowledge 
by citing the fact that it was forever impossible to 
know what the stars were made of. In truth, the art 
of analyzing stars through diffraction gratings not 
only uncovered the stuff of stars, but also revealed 
that heavenly bodies are made of the same elements 
as the earth. 

The patterns produced by diffracting light tell 
you what the light looks like. They can also tell 
you what the diffraction grating looks like. The 
separation of the lines or slits determines how 
spread out the lig ht is . If the lines are very close 
together, for example, the lig ht has to spread a 
great deal before interference begins to produce 
distinct colors. 

In the same way , you can analyze criss-crossed 
lines or even three-dimensional patterns such as 
those contained in crystals and atOms, proteins and 
DNA. A holographic image is nothing more than 
the de-coding of a diffraction pattern. 

Actually, almost anything that has edges pro
duces diffraction patterns. If you peer at a brig ht 
light over the edge of a phonograph record (held 
horizontally), you'll see a bright spectrum of 
colors-perhaps even a series of spectra. Old
fashioned vegetable graters and nutmeg graters 
bend light intO lovely arrays of colors. You also 
may see them as the sun shines through the fine 
threads in your umbrella, or through the scratches 
on your spectacles, or on the window of your car. 

Light even diffracts as it bends around the 
edges of your pupil-the hole in your eye. You 
notice this effect as the dark and light speckles that 
are seen when laser light falls on a screen. (Holo
gram , Long Path Diffraction.) The speckles are dif
fraction patterns produced by the laser light as it 

bends through your pupil. If you make your pupil 
smaller (by squinting, for example), the speckles 
ge t bigger because small holes bend even better. 
The diffraction patterns produced by the small 
lenses in microscopes interfere with resolution. 
Mag nifi cation in itself doesn't always reveal detail; 
you need to minimize diffraction effects tOo. 

One way to minimi ze diffraction is to get away 
from it. Lig ht diffracts only for a ce rtain number of 
wavelengths. If the waveleng ths are very long, for 
example, as in rad io waves, diffraction stretches a 
long way. Radio signals diffract for a longer dis
tance than TV signals because the waves them
selves are longer. 

The longer the waves, the larger also the dif
fraction pattern. If the Long Path Diffraction 
exhibit were illuminated with blue laser lig ht in
stead of red, the diffraction patterns would be onl y 
about two-thirds as big. Even the hologram of the 
skull would be proportionately smaller under shor
ter wavelength lig ht. 

Street lights diffrac ting through a foggy wind shield. 
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Exhibits 

Diffraction 
The small br ig ht lig ht seems to twinkle like a 

star. But in this case the twinkle is really in your 
ey~. As lig ht d iffrac ts aro und the on ion-like laye rs 
in the lens of yo ur eye, it produces the pattern of 
lig ht spokes. The pattern shimmers as your eye 
moves . Cell walls , membranes and imperfections 
in your eye also diffract lig ht. By studying the 
d iffract ion patterns, you mig ht be able to deter
mine what the inside of your eye looks like, includ
ing the structure of the cornea and the lens . 

Light always fans our in all directions from a 
source. (See J ewels.) H owever , yo u see only the 
light that enters yo ur pupil. People standing next 
to you can see the same things yo u do because light 
reaches their eyes from the same source-even 
thoug h they don't see the sam e lig ht. You can' t see 
li g ht rad iating in all directions. Diffracti on pat
terns just make it look that way. The patterns seem 
to shimmer as they move with the waterfall of tears 
that is constantly cleansing your eye. 

You often notice diffraction patterns in the 
spokes of lig ht that seem to fa n out around the sun , 
or stree t lig hts , or Chri stmas tree lig hts . Most 
lig ht sources are too b ig to prod uce clear patterns; 
all the l ig ht waves overlap. But if you sq ueeze your 
eyes almos t shur , you can make almos t any lig ht 
twinkle by bend ing the light aro und your 
eyelashes . If yo u sq uint just the ri g ht amount , yo u 
may even be able to see co lors at the edges of lig ht . 
The exhibit provides several kinds of diffract ion 
g rat ings that you can look through at the lig ht-or 
at any other I ig hts aro und the Exploratorium. One 
of them produces a tripl e cross of pointy rainbows, 
short spears of blue, green , yellow, orange and red. 
The patterns are produced by superimpos ing three 
cri ss-crossed diffraction g ratings on tOp of one 
another . 

You can also see patterns in some homemade 
diffraction g ratings attached to the exhibit , includ
ing a tea strainer and a silk screen . Muslin hand-
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kerchiefs and curtains make good diffraction g rat
ings because the threads are fine and uniform. 

Long Path Diffraction 

Photograph by Susan Schwartzenberg 

Lig hr bend ing a round a rea sr rainer leaves di ffrac ri on parre rns in irs 
wake. The fuzzy edges of mos r shaclows are d iffrac r ion parrerns roo 
fi ne fo r you ro see . 

The lig ht in this exhibit goes a long way to 

prove that there's no such thing as a sharp shadow. 
In fact, the observation that shadows have fuzzy 
edges helped convince scientists of the wave nature 
of lig ht . Whenever lig ht bends around an obs tacle, 
it leaves diffraction patterns as evidence that it 
makes waves. 



N ormally , diffracc ion patterns are too small for 
you to see. The lase r lig ht zigzags inside the box 
until it spreads out enoug h to make the patterns 
vis ible . White lig ht di ffrac tion patterns contain 
many colors of lig ht which take their own paths 
and ove rlap into a was h of white. But laser lig ht is 
bo th monochromati c (one co lor) and coherent (all 
the waves line up) . Thus, the patterns become even 
clearer. 

A small sc rew or knob or nail placed in the 
path of the lase r lig ht casts a shadow surrounded by 
brig ht and dark bands . Like every cl oud , every 
shadow has a brig ht lining. Overlapping diffrac
ti on patterns double up lig ht waves in some pla~es 
to ptod uce twi ce-as-brig ht lig ht , and cancel lig ht 
energy in others to ptoduce no lig ht. The interfer
ence patterns produced transform the hole into a 
se ri es of circles, the square into a scotch plaid. As 
you turn the obj ec ts under the lig ht , they present 
new ang les for the lig ht to bend around . T he cir
cl es turn into spi ra ls, the sq uares into circles. 

Viewed from a di stance, these intrig uing pat
terns can cause complex shad ings atound the edges 
of shadows. H owever the fuz zy edges of m os t shad
ows come about because the lig ht that is shaded 
comes from more than one spot. (See Sophisticated 
S httdows. ) 

Spectra 
A d iffrac tion g rating does n' t produce the colors 

of lig ht. It spreads them out for you to see . When 
you can see lig ht in its true colors, yo u can tell just 
what it 's made of. 

Sunlig ht contains a whole rainbow of colors . 
Each element in the sun (and on earth) produces its 
own individual spec trum , as individual as a finger
print . The colors in each element 's spec trum cor
respond to specific energy states of atoms . Every 
time elec t ro ns are ki cked up to a hig her energy 
level and fall down again , the atom g ives off lig ht. 
The color of the lig ht depends on how many levels 

the electrons fa ll and how fa r apart the levels are. 
But since each element has a limited num ber of 
energy states, it can p tod uce a limited number of 
colors . 

(See also the desc ripti on of Spectra in Chapter 
III , The Making of Lig ht. ) 

The bright colored lines in the exhi bit start out 
as tiny tubes fill ed with the vapo r of various ele
ments . A new element lig hts up as yo u turn the 
pointer to its name: neon shines red ; mercury blue; 
helium white . The "reflec tion d iffract ion g rating" 
on the table refl ects not onl y the co lor of the tube, 
but also all its component colors . The refl ec tion of 
neon is a thin red line sur tounded by its spec tral 
lines; red , orange, yellow and even a to uch of 
g reen . The colored lines spread out on either side 
show the compos ition of the color in the middle . 
H el ium is white, but its spectral lines are violet , 
blue, g reen , yellow and red. The pale blue lig ht of 
m ercury contains a bit of red and orange along 
with blue, g reen , violet and a g reat deal of ultra
vi olet- which you can' t see. (See Glow Wheel , The 
Making of Lig ht.) 

Prisms also divide lig ht into its component 
colors . Diffraction g ratings do it som ewhat better 
because they can create more di spersion or spread
ing, and because the spac ing between the colors i ~ 
more exacc. H owever , there is some sacri fice in 
brig htness . 

Thus, scientists use diffraction g ratings to 
study the elements of stars. Throug h the use of 
"spectroscopy," they can judge an element by its 
colors: argon is m os tl y red and purple; zenon is 
mos tl y g reen; sod ium is yellow . H elium was d is
covered on the sun before it was found on earth , 
and so was named after the sun god H elios. 

Like detectives, specialists in spec troscopy pry 
into the secrets of the stars and the compos ition of 
the galaxies, where they're go ing and whence they 
came. If each line in the spec trum of an element 
from a star is shifted toward the red , then they 
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know that the distant star is moving away from us 
at speeds approaching the speed of lig ht. If a con
tinuous spectrum (like a rainbow) moved, it 
wouldn 't make any difference. The spectrum 
would st ill range from red to violet. But the dis
crete spectral lines of an element g ive substance to 
its character. If the lines sh ift , scientists can be 
sure that the star is moving-the so-called "red 
shift." 

Ot!1er kinds of detectives also use diffraction 
gratings to determine the nature of unknown sub
stances. The FBI, for example. Samples of mystery 
materials are vaporized to break compounds into 
individual elements. The elements are then chemi
cally analyzed by looking for "fingerpr ints" in the 

Di ffrac ti o n ca n idem ify e le ments by the ir spec tra l colors. 
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form of spectra . 
You can do some investigating yourself with a 

simple diffraction grating or pocket prism. The 
green lig ht of computer d isplay terminals and os
ci lloscope screens divides into bl ue , red and green. 

If you look through one of the diffraction grat
ings in the exhi bit at the beer sign on the wall, the 
neon signs show their component colors. (Actu
ally, many "neon" lights today are filled with mer
cury, crypton or argon; they're called neon because 
the original ones were filled with neon .) The tail 
end of the "Burgie" beer sign and the green zigzag 
are mercury vapor lamps which fluoresce in various 
colors. (More on fluorescence and spectra in The 
Making of Light.) 



Polarization: Why IS the Sky Blue? 

Dlii/ex/ page: 

Crink led ce ll ophane shows up rhe colors of 
polari zed li ghc. A fi rsr polaroid Fi lrer lines 
up rhe vibrar ions of whire li ghr; rhe ce llo
phane rwi srs each co lor CO a differenr plane 
of vibrarion; finally, rhe polaroid fi lrer on 
rhe ca mera sores rhe co lors our fo r you co 
see. 
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Polarization: Why Is the Sky Blue? 

Lig ht from the sky is usuall y blue, and also 
usuall y polari zed. O f course, not all blue lig ht is 
polari zed, and not all po lari zed lig ht is blue . But 
in the case of the sky , the li ght ge ts blue and 
polari zed in the same way. 

Whenever lig ht meets an obs tacle its own size, 
it sets it vibrati ng . The lig ht energy is absorbed 
and re-emitted by the obs tacle, and it may be re
emitted in a d ifferent freq uency or in a different 
direction. When sunlig ht hi ts clumps of air mole
cules, it scatters in all directions. More blue light is 
scattered than other colors of lig ht. That's why the 
sky is b lue. 

Sky light is polari zed because all the lig ht 
energy is sent scattering so that it vi brates in the 
same way. That 's what polarization means. Light 
traveling from place to p lace vibrates up and dow n 

but also side to side and all directions in be tween . 
Lig ht that vibrates all in the same direction is po
lari zed . 

If yo u made waves with a jump rope throug h 
the slats in a picket fence, the rope could vibrate 
only up and down . It would be verti cally polar
ized. If you shook the rope back and forth throug h 
a narrow hori zontal slit , then the rope wo uld be 
hori zontall y polari zed. 

Polaro id material is made of long molecules 
stretched to act like the slits in a p icket fence . You 
can rotate the material , and thus the slits, in any 
direction yo u like. If yo u pos ition a sheet of polar
oid so that it lets throug h only ve rti cal vibrations, 
all the lig ht transmitted will vibrate up and down . 
If you then try to pass that verti cally polari zed 
lig h t th roug h another sheet of polaroid turned to 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\\ 
\\ 
\\ I 
\\ I ,,:/ 

The rope on rhe lefr is po lari zed co v ibra re onl y ve rricall y. The ve rrica l vib ra r ion can ' r pass rhroug h rhe ho ri zonra ll y p laced "polaro id {ilrer" 
on rhe rig hr. 
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transmit only horizontal vibrations, no lig ht can 
pass throug h. Crossed polarizers are used to shield 
as trOnauts from the sun so they can sleep in space. 

Anything that sets lig ht vibrat ing in only one 
direction can polarize it. Scattering polarizes lig ht ; 
so does polaroid material; and so does reflection. 
When lig ht bounces off a shiny non-metalli c sur
face at an ang le, only certain kinds of vibrations are 
refl ec ted. The rest penetrate into the surface. Ver
tical surfaces such as windows and buildings reflect 
mostly vert ical vibrations. H ori zontal streets and 
beaches and lakes reflect hori zontally vibrating 
lig ht. 

That's why polaroid sunglasses a re designed ro 
b lock all hori zontal vibrations. But they only work 
that way when yo u wear them normally on your 
ears. If you turn them on their side, yo u'll block 
the reflections from the vert ical windows instead of 
the g lare from the hori zontal street or the water. 

Like diffraction, refraction , absorpt ion and i n
terference , polarization brings out the colors of 
lig ht by sorting them accord ing to wavelength. 
Diffraction and interference get the colors in phase; 
refraction gets them in line; and polari zation gets 
them all vibrating in the same direction. If the red 
waves are vibrating hor izontall y and the blLle waves 
verticall y , polaroid material will transmit one color 
but not the other , depending on which way It' s 
turned . 

Many natural and man-made substances set 
each color of lig ht vibrating in a different direc
ti on . The ce llophane in scotch tape and cigarette 
wrappers is stretched in such a way that all the 
molecules line up. The same thing happe ns natur
ally in crystals and stressed plastic. Light refracts as 
it passes throug h these transparent substances, but 
the amount of refrac tion (bend ing) varies accord ing 
to whether the lig ht is vibrating along the line of 
molecules o r perpendicular to it. As in a rainbow, 
each co lor of lig ht bends a bit m ore or a bit less 
than the others . But instead of emergi ng from the 
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cellophane all lined up in a rainbow , the colors 
co me out vibrating in different direc ti ons. You 
can' t see which direction lig ht is vibrating , so the 
mi xture of co lors looks white until yo u view it 
through another polarizer. 

Sugar twi sts polarized lig ht into colors , too. 
Most sugar m olecules have left and rig ht hand ver
sions that twist lig ht around in oppos ite direc
tions. As the lig ht passes through the sugar, the 
lig ht is split inro two beams. One ge ts a little bit 
ahead of the other. When they em erge from the 
suga r and recombine, all the colors are vibrating in 
different d irections. 

It 's somet imes hard ro understand polarization , 
but it's always easy to play aro und with it . All yo u 
need is a small sheet of polaroid or a pair of polar
ized sung lasses. As yo u look aro und and rOtate the 
polaroid, you can turn reflections on and off and 
catch the invisible colors that reflect from plastic 
picture frames and the windows of 747s. You can 
even turn on (o r off) the sky. 



Exhibits 

Blue Sky 

PhotOgraph by J oan Venticinque 

When rhe a ir is c1tar , IllOsr or th e sca((e redli g ht is blu e. Whe n rhe a ir is fu ll of dusr o r haze, lig ht scattered in all co lors adds up ro whire. 

There's something in the air. Depending on 
how much something is in the air , the sky is ei ther 
blue or white or orange or red. If there were no air , 
the sky would be black as it is in outer space . 

Air molecules and dust particles sort out the 
colors of lig ht by scattering them to the winds. 
Blue lig ht is scattered most read ily by clear clusters 
of air molecules, so light from a clear sky is usually 
blue . When the atmosphere ge ts hazy, the parti 
cles in the air are larger than the molecule clusters . 
Like tiny mirrors or snow, they reflect all the 
colors-and so the sky looks white. 

When the sky is blue, the sun is yellow. By the 
time the lig ht from the sun reaches us, many of the 
blue waves have been scattered away. White minus 
blue is yellow. At sunset, the lig ht has ro travel 
even farther throug h the air ro reach us; even more 
of the light is scattered , until all that 's left is 
orange, then red. Since g reen is scattered along 
with the blue, the twilig ht sky may look a little 
g reen around the edges. 

The dustier the ai r , the sooner the colors are 
scattered away, and the more red in the sky. A red 
sky at nig ht is a "sailor's delight"-because it's 
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normal for the sky to contain salty dust in the 
evening. A red sky at morning means "sailors take 
warning "- because dust in the morning air m eans 
a change in the weather. One Exploratori urn staffer 
repo rted see ing a sky that was almos t completely 
orange; a volcano had erupted, leav ing the a ir thi ck 
with dust . 

Sunlig ht normall y has to travel throug h a lot of 
air to reach us . The scattering takes p lace over a 
very large distance. In order to duplicate this effect 
on a smaller scale in the Exploratorium , it was 
important to find a substance that would scatter 
lig ht just like the atmosphere, onl y much faster. 
At first staff members experimented with ouzo, a 
strong Greek liquor. The exhibit wasn't entirely 
stable, but the staff enj oyed drinking the ouzo. 
The present Blue Sky exhi bit is made of clear gela
tIn. 

The J ello- like substance sca tters lig ht surpris
ing ly well. A white lig ht beam turns a clear blue as 
soon as it enters (he tube of ge latin . By the time it 
leaves the tube, the only color left is the small 
orange sunse t on the oppos ite wall . If you look at 
the Blm Sky thtoug h the polaroid filters , you can 
see that the scattered blue lig ht is polarized; it 
turns darker and brighter as you rotate the filter. 

Onl y the scattered lig ht is polarized. If yo u 
rotate the polari ze r in front of the white "sun," it 
has no effec t on the transmitted lig ht. (It does cut 
the amount of lig ht in half, but randomly : so me 
hori zontal vibrations, some vertical. The lig ht still 
isn't polarized, so turning the filter doesn't have any 
effect.) Similarly , the orange sunset on the wall is 
purely transm itted lig ht. It 's all the lig ht that 
holsn 't been sca ttered. Therefore, it 's not polarized. 

The sky is bluest where the lig ht is most polar
ized, and the light is most polarized where it is 
most scattered. Photographers can make the sky 
even b luer by at taching polaroid filters to their 
cameras. They turn the filter until it lets thro Llg h 
onl y the bluest (mos t polarized) lig ht, and blocks 
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all o ther nonpolari zed (nonblue) lig ht. Even in 
b lack-and-white, a polaroid filter increases the 
contras t between the sky and the clouds , making 
the sky appear bluer (actually, darker). 

Some insects use polarization to tell them 
where the sun is on a partly cloudy day. The blue 
lig ht of the sky always vibrates at right ang les to 
the direction the sunlig ht is traveling. If you look 
straig ht up at the sun , you see lig ht that vibrates 
north-south, and eas t-wes t. You can' t see lig ht 
that vibrates in your direction (even thoug h it may 
travel in your directi on) . Sti ll , when you look at 
the sun yo u see two directions of vibrations, so the 
lig ht isn ' t polarized. H owever , if you look abo ut 
45 to 90 degrees away from the sun , you can' t see 
the lig ht that vibrates in the same direction that 
the lig ht is scattered toward you. No lig ht vibrates 
in the direction it travels toward the sun. That 
leaves only one direc tion of vibration, so the lig ht 
is polarized. At noon , it 's most polarized (and mos t 
bl ue) at an ang le abo ut 4 5 degrees from the sun. 

Polaroid Projector 
The mosaic of colors on the wall comes trom a 

few pieces of g lass, some polaroid fil ters , and some 
strips of cellophane . None of the components have 
any color. The white lig ht from the projecror 
does n' t have any particular color ei ther- no m ore 
than the light from the sun. 

T o bring Out the colors of polarized lig ht , you 
need to make a polaroid sandwi ch . The first piece 
of polaroid se ts all the lig htwaves vibrating in the 
same direction. The sand wich " filling" twists or 
ro tates the direction in which the colors of lig ht are 
vibrating, each in a slig htly different direc ti on . 
The las t piece of polaroid picks out the colors one 
at a tlme. 

This exhibit g ives yo u a chance to be a short 
order chef of polatoid sandwiches. You can elimi
nate the filling altogether. Then the rotating po
laro id filter on top turns the screen alternate ly 



black and white. When the two polaroid filters 
both are lined up to transmit hori zontal (or verti
cal) vibrat ions, the screen appears bright. When 
they are at crossed purposes, the screen turns dark. 
If you insert some cellophane, some light always 
gets through because at leas t one co lor of light will 
be twisted in the right direction to get through the 
second filter. 

You can also try putt ing the ce llophane under
neath one polar izer in stead of in the middle , like 
an upside-down, ope n- faced sanc\.w ich. But you 
won't see any colors. The cell ophane still tw ists 
each color in a d ifferent d irect ion , but yo ur eye 
can't tell w hi ch light is vibrating vert ically , wh ich 
horizontal! y. You see them mixed all tOget her as 
white. Only an addi ti onal polaro id filter can tell a 
co lor by the way it vib rates . 

The second filter revolves slowly , turning vari
ous colors on and off as it allows different kinds of 
vibrations through. When it 's pos itioned to 
transmit on ly red v ibrations, red is the only color 
yo u see. 

If yo u stopped the filter just as it was transmit
ting only vertically polarized lig ht , yo u might be 
able to find a little patch of blue. Where the blue 
comes through, cellophane would be tw isting the ' 
li g ht so that all (he blue lig ht is vertically polar
ized and none of the yellow lig ht is vertically polar
ized . In fact, the yellow light would be polarized 
in exac tly the oppos ite d irection- horizontally . 
When the filter revolves another 90 degrees, the 
little patch of blue becomes a patch of yellow . 
Complementary colors are always crossed polar
ized. By definition: The color transmitted is always 
white minus the color absorbed. 

The cellophane divides white polarized lig ht 
into colors because it 's been stretched . As lig ht 
passes through the stretched molecules", it travels 
faster or slower depending on whether its vibration 
is parallel or perpendicular to the "stre tch. " Diffe
rent colors , which vibrate at different speeds, have 

their planes of polarization rotated by different 
amounts. Most modern types of transparent tape 
won't make co lors, because they are n't made of 
ce llophane. However, the pastic wrapper from a 
cigarette pack makes q uite colorful pictures on the 
sc reen. 

The more layers of cel lophane the lig ht travels 
throug h , the more it gets twisted. The co lor yo u 
see depe nds on the number of layers of tape. It also 
depends on the ang le the tape makes with the po
lari zed filter. Recently, an Exp loratOrium staff 
member put down layer after layer of tape between 
the filters, but he couldn 't make it turn co lors. 
Finall y, he realized that he was lay ing the tape 
exactly parallel to the p lane of polarizat ion of the 
bottom filter. He could block more or less light by 
add ing tape, but his mosaic remained black-and
white. 

Pinball Machine 
Nothing here, nothing there, no colors hidde n 

up your sleeve. The walls of the pinball machine 
are shin y black; the white circles are clearly color
less. Bur like magic, the circles of white lig ht 
bounce off the black walls and burst into color. 

This polaroid sandwich starts with a rotating 
filter that lines up the lig ht behind the white cir
cles. The circles are sculpted in clear cellophane 
into p ictures to be colored by light . As the white 
lig ht twists through the cellophane, each co lor 
co mes our vibrating in its ow n way. They all look 
white to yo u because your eye can' t tell one vibra
tion from the other. But the wall selects on ly verti
cal vibrations to reflect to yo ur eye. The reflection 
is the second half of the polaroid sandwich. (See 
Polctroid P1'oJector. ) 

The ceiling and floor of the p in ball machine are 
also reflecto rs . They reflect only horizontal vibra
ti ons. Thus, the co lors you see on the wa ll s are 
complimentary to those you see on the fl oo r and 
ce iling. You can check that hori zontally vibrating 
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li g ht and vertically vi b rating lig ht m ake com
p lementary colors by looking throug h the polaroid 
fil ters . Whichever colors show up when you hold 
the filter in one direc tion will be com p lementary 
when yo u turn it 90 degrees. 

The cellophane piCt ures show their colors just 
as well when yo u look th ro ug h the filter as when 
they bounce off the wall. T he filter selects lig ht 
vi brating only in one direc tion by sifting it 
throug h the long skinny molecules of the polaroid 
material. The wall filters lig ht by reflecting only 
lig ht that vibrates in one direc ti on. Either way , the 
second polarizer does what your eye can' t do
discriminate between directions of vibration. 

The colors change as the filt er behind the cir
cles rotates . The polaroid sandwi ch in thi s exhibit 
is the mirror image of the one in Polaroid Projector. 

You can also change the colors by getting a new 
ang le on them. If you move slightly to one side, 
you see lig ht vibrating in a slig htly different 
directi on-and thus a different set of colors. Like 
interference, p olarization is ang ularly dependent . 
(See Polaroid Sunglasses.) 

The Pinball Machine is on permanent loan from 
O akland arti st Ben H azard; it was one of the first 
exhibits-and is still one of the pretties t- in the 
museum . H azard became interes ted in reflec tions 
when he noti ced strange colors coming at him from 
shiny objeCts in his studio. H e used what he 
noti ced in nature to create hi s sculpture of polar
ized light. 

Actually , it was the critics who first called the 
polaroid sculpture a "pinball machine. " H azard 
himself had nam ed it' Imag inations of the Mind. 

Photograph by Susa n Sc hwartze nberg 
Two seeming ly ",hire ci rc les are reneCled by rhe shiny b lack surfaces o{rhe P inba ll Mach ine. The reflecrions polarize rhe Ilghr eirher 

hori/onral ly or verrically, and revea l delicare picru res carved in comp lemenra ry co lors. 
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Rotating Light 
What's a sweet way to bring out the colors of 

polarized lig ht ) Turn them arou nd in a sugar so lu
tion. The molecules in maltOse, a natural sugar , 
are an irregular shape. Polarized lig ht traveling 
through the sugar is split intO two beams. The 
beams sp iral up the so lution in oppos ite direCtions. 
And because of the irregular ity , one beam travels 
faster than the other. The two beams of lig ht get 
out of phase . When they recombine as they leave 
the sugar , the lig ht vibrates in a new-and 
different-direction for each color. 

The difference in the speed of lig ht in a sugar 
sol uti on depends on both the color and on the 
concentrati on of sugar. Thus, the sugar industry 
can use thi s method to analyze the streng th of 
solut ions. 

This sugar soluti on looks perfectly dear to yo u . 
But when you view it through the circular piece of 
polaroid, it li ghts up in color. The lig ht tOtates 
more and more as you siphon more and more sugar 
solution into the cy linder. The colors change from 
yellow to purple to bl ue to green to red . You can 
also change co lors by turning the polaroid filter. It 
picks out new directions of vibrating lig ht-and 
thus new colors-every time it turns. 

Colors com ing out of a sugar solution stick 
together. All the red waves vibrate in the same 
di rect ion; all the blue waves vibrate in a different 
direction. If YOLl look at the sugar solution thtOug h 
a red filter on tOp of a polaroid filter, you can find 
which direction the red is vibrating. At that point, 
the red filter lets throug h all the light , and the 
circle brightens up. If you remove the filter, the 
soluti on looks bright red. You can then replace the 
red filter and fill the cyl inder with more and more 
solution. The bright spo t turns darker and darker 
as the red vibrations are turned away. When you 
get a black spot, remove the red filter again. Now 
the solution is blue-green. You will have rotated 
the lig ht a full 90 deg rees-all the way to its com-

plementary color. 
In thi s exhi bit, the ro und polaroid filters above 

and below the sugar solution form the outside of 
the sandwich; the sugar solution the filling. (See 
Polaroid Projector.) You can take away polarizers 
from either the top or bottom. Bm the solution is 
clear: It takes two sides to make a sandw ich and 
two polarizers to produce colo rs with polarized 
lig ht . 

Many of the refl ections on polari zat ion in this 
exhibit have no sugar solution at all. Viewed from 
the front of the exhibit , the bottom filter looks 
black. Light is polarized in one direCtion as it pas
ses through the filter, then polarized in the oppo
site direction as it reflects off the back wall. The 
first polar izer blocks all the vertical vibrations, and 
the second el iminates the horizontal. Since there's 
nothing to twist the li g ht , no lig ht gets through. 

The same bottom filters turn co lors when you 
look at them throug h the plastic side of the exhi b it 
box. The filter ac ts as the first part of the sand
wich; the plastic twists the lig ht ; and the reflec ti on 
from the plastic tOps off the sandwi ch . Rings of 
rainbow colors appear where the metal joint that 
holds the exhibit toge ther creates stresses in the 
plastic. 

Bone Stress 
Stress can twist polarized lig ht into co lors 

when it putS pressure on plastic m olecules. The 
stress in plastic lines up molecules just like the 
stretch in cellophane. The colors of light that 
emerge refl eCt the amount of stress app li ed. 

This exhibit uses polarized lig ht to draw the 
lines of stress that occur in a plas tic model of a 
thigh bone when it is put under pressure corres
ponding to the weight of a person. The lines of 
stress in the plas ti c bone when it's under pressure 
are very similar to the growth lines in the human 
bone next to it. The g rowth lines, like the stress 
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lines , result from the application of constant pres
sure. 

The colors of polarized lig ht also are used to 
detect stress points in models of industrial pro
ducts such as bridges and buildings. 

PhotOgraph by Susan Schwarrzenberg 

The lines or srress rhar show up in a p lasr ic rhig h bone lir by 

pola ri zed lig hr a re ro ug hl y s imi lar ro rh ose in rhe human bo ne, 

below . Borh resu lr (rom rhe app li cario n o( cons ranr pressure. 
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Turn Off A Friend: K. c.'s Windo'w 

Polarization has its ups and downs-and also 
its side-to-sides. But one of the nicest things about 
it is its ability to act as an invisible light switch to 
turn off unwanted reflections. That's why phoro
g raphers love it. In this exhibit, a polaroid light 
switch lets you turn off the pictute on a TV set. 

Even when polarization isn't dividing light 
into colors, it's always dividing it into horizontal 
and vertical vibrations. YOut eye (Zan't tell which is 
which . But another polarizer can. If light is verti
cal! y polarized, a horizontal polarizer can block it. 
The picture on the TV screen is vertically polarized 
as its image reflects from the window. When you 
turn the filter to block all vertical vibrations, you 
turn the picture off. You can also ask a friend to 
put his face in the TV picture, and turn his image 
off. What you are really doing is el iminating glare. 
Without glare, it's much easier to see through the 
window to the blank TV screen beyond. 

This exhibit is much more common outside the 
Exploratorium than in it. Every time you see a 
reflection in a window, you could turn it off with a 
piece of polaroid. Like the face in the exhibit, most 
windbw reflections are double exposures; the image 
reflected from the glass is superimposed on the 
image transmitted through the glass . The reflected 
image is polarized, but the transmitted image is 
not. A polaroid fil ter blocks only polarized images. 
So when you turn the face off, the TV stays put. A 
polaroid filter wouldn't be much use to photo
graphers if it turned off the whole picture instead 
of just reflections. 

Actually , every time reflected light is polar
ized, the transmitted light is a little bit polarized 
too. The face that reflects to your eye is composed 
almost completely of vertical vibrations. Those 
vertical vibrations are subtracted from the light 
that goes through the window. Thus the transmit
ted lig ht is a little bit horizontally polarized. 



Checkerboard 
It 's nOt winning or los ing that 's important , it 's 

how you play the game. To play this game , yo u 
have to understand enoug h about polari zati on to 
know that verti cally vibrating lig ht and horizon
tally vibrating light send different kinds of m es
sages . Mos t of the time , it doesn' t matter which 
way you turn a lig ht (except on and off). But here 
the distinction is criti cal. 

The g iant checkerboard is a lig ht sculpture by 
ExploratOrium staffe rs Peter Richards and Mi chael 
Oppenhei mer. (Rumor has it that they wanted to 
find a way to play checkers in bed. ) In order to 
move the checkers around at a distance , they 
needed lig ht g uns that would shoot the sq uares on 
and off. The g uns send messages in color , and also 
in bl ack and white-th ro ug h polari zation . 

Each of the g uns send two kinds of messages, a 
tOtal of four: verti cally polari zed red , hori zontall y 
polari zed red , vertical! y po larized g reen , and hori
zontally polari zed g reen . Both the g reen g un and 
the red g un use polari zed lig ht . The g uns are really 
searchlig hts. The way the lig ht is polari zed de
pends on whether the light g un is uprig ht or 
turned on its side . When you ge t good at sending 
lig ht messages you can add g reen to a blue sq uare 
to get blue-g reen , and then add red to turn the 
sq uare white . 

The g uns needed to send four kinds of mes
sages because it takes four kinds of moves to play 
checkers . Each p layer needs to be able to pur a 
piece in a g ive n square: that' s two commands. 
Then each player must be able to erase a piece from 
a square-either because it 's been moved or be
cause it 's been captured. Finally, each player must 
be able to turn his piece into a king . Blue added to 

g reen makes a blue-g reen king; blue added to red 
makes a purple king. Polaroid checkers is challeng 
ing even to the bes t checker playe rs because it 's 
almost impossible not to erase pi eces by acc ident . 

But the Checkerboctrd is more than just fun and 

games . It demonstrates how polari zation can be 
used as a code to so rt lig ht waves acco rding to the 
direc tion they vibrate . Colors are codes which so rt 
lig ht according to its waveleng ths. 

Polaroid Sunglasses 

Po laro id sung lasses b lock a U( ho ri zonra ll y vib ra ting li g ht . Whe n 

t wO pa irs overl ap eac h other at r ig ht a ng les, ne ither ve r t ica l nor 
ho ri zomal vibrati o ns ca n pass through. 

G lare gets yo u rig ht in the eye . The blinding 
lig ht that we call g lare is concentrated lig ht , re
fl ected lig ht , usually polari zed light. The mos t 
common types of g lare-from snow , sand , water , 
stree ts-are all horizontally polarized. Polaroid 
sung lasses are filters that block hori zontally vibrat
ing light . 

The refl ection fro m the lamp in thi s exhibit is 
hardly g laring, but it does shed some lig ht on how 
polaroid sung lasses wo rk . The lig ht refl eCts off a 
verti cal sheet of black plastic, and therefore is ver
ti cally polari zed. You vi ew the lig ht and its refl ec
ti on throug h two stripes of polaroid materi al-one 
turned to transmit only verti cal vi brations; the 
other turned to transmit horizontal vibrations . The 
refl ec tion passes throug h the verti cal polari zer with 
no problem. But it dims sig ni ficantl y when viewed 
throug h the hori zontal polari ze r. If you view it 
from one spec ial ang le, it di sappears completely. 
The ang le for complete ex tinction is so criti cal that 
it 's different for each of your eyes. 
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Polaroid Sunglasses wo uld n't do m uch good if 
they only eliminated g lare at one small ang le of 
course. T he Pinball Machine shows that polariza
t ion is effec tive over wide ang les . The colors 
change depend ing on where yo u stand, bur yo u 
still can see some colors over a very wide range . The 
same is true of Polaroid Sunglasses. The crossed po
lar izer d ims some of the lig ht all of the time, and 
all of the lig ht some of the time-bur it can' t d im 
all of the l ight all of the time. Still , polarized 
sunglasses reduce m uch of the g lare over a very 
broad range. 

String Analogy 
T his exhi bit p ulls some strings to help yo u 

understand how light ge ts polari zed. O ne stri ng is 
the orig inal (or " incident") light ray . It divides 
into two other strings, or rays, as it strikes a p iece 
of "glass" at an ang le-a refl ec ted ray and a re
fracted ray . If yo u p luck the orig inal ray so that it 
vibrates up and dow n , the reflec ted and refracted 
rays vi brate ve rti cally roo. Bur the refl ected ray can 
vibrate only verti cally. No matter how you p luck 
the incident ray, the reflected ray moves only up 
and dow n. 

Something quite startling happens when yo u 
pluck the orig inal ray so that it vi brates prec ise ly 
back and forth- that is, as if it already had been 
hor izontall y polari zed. The reflec ted ray can vi b
ra te only verti cally. So when the incident ray vi b
rates onl y horizontally, the refl ec ted ray does n't 
vibrate at all . It 's exac tl y as if you had two crossed 
polari zers . No light energy-or string energy in 
th is case-passes throug h . 

The demonstrati on in this exhi bi t " works" be
cause of the sy mmetry of the strings . Polari zati on 
by refl ection works because lig ht striki ng a g lass 
surface is absorbed and re-emitted-but re-emitted 
so that it vibrates in onl y one direction . One reason 
thi s happe ns is that a lig ht wave can' t vibrate in 
the direc ti on it 's traveling. When you pluck the 
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" incide nt ray" in the exhibit , for example, the onl y 
motion it can communicate to the reflec ted ray is a 
vertical vibration . A horizontal vibration would be 
along the line of the string. A string can' t vibrate 
along itself any more than a lig ht wave can produce 
energy in the direction it 's traveling . (See Blue 
Sky. ) 

Not all refl ec tions are polari zed . If the reflec
ti on isn' t at an ang le, but bounces back d irectly 
into yo ur eye, then there is no ang le to determine 
the d irec tion of vib ra tions. If the reflection is at a 
very shallow ang le, or "graz i ng incidence," then 
almos t all the lig ht is reflec ted-both hori zontal 
vibrati ons and verti cal vi brations. If yo u peer over 
the edge of a hori zontally-held book or table, even 
those ro ug h surfaces ac t like mirrors, and yo u can 
often see refl ec tions of objec ts on the other side . 

Metal surfaces also don' t polari ze lig ht. The 
elec trons move around roo free ly, and refl ec t vibra
tions in all di rect ions . Your image in a mirror or 
the g lare from a steel skyscraper is immune to the 
effec ts of polari zati on . , 

l-

I 
Photog raph by Susan Schwanzenberg 

No matte r how you pluck the incident ray, the re flec ted ray can 
vib rate only up and down, so it is vert ica ll y " polar ized." T he 
t ransmitted ray can vibrate in any direction, and isn't "po lar ized" at 
al l. 



Reflection Blocker 
There's more than one way to block a reflec

tion. Coated Optics uses interference. Turn Off a 
Friend uses crossed polarizers. This exhibit uses 
circular polarization. Instrument panels and expen
sive TV sets often use such "reflection blockers" to 
eliminate unwanted images caused by room reflec
tIOns. 

A reflection blocker puts polarized light into 
a spin by de laying it by a quarter of a wavelength. 
Thus, filters that ptoduce circularly polarized light 
are called quarter-wave plates or delay plates. 
When light is circularly polarized twice in the 
same direction, it rotates a full 90 degrees. Hori
zontall y polarized light that is circularly polarized 
twice, that is, goes through the delay plate twice, 
comes out vibrating vertically. The exhibit Two 
Wheels and a Ball shows how two circular motions 
add up to a straight line; Relative Motion shows how 
two straight lines can make a circle. 

When you look into the mirror in the exhibit, 
you see your own reflection, a small screw, and the 
reflection of that screw. You can cover up all three 
with a polaroid filter that transmits only horizontal 
vibrations. You still see yourself clearly , if more 
dimly. If you add a perfectly clear quarter-wave 
plate, however, your reflection disappears, even 
though the screw is still visible. 

The light from your face starts out vibrating in 
all directions. Only the horizontal vibrations get 
through the first polaroid filter. As they then pass 
through the quarter-wave plate, they are converted 
to circular vibrations. They reflect from the mirror 
and pass thtough the delay plate again. The second 
delay converts the circularly polarized light into 
straight vertical vibrations. And vertically polar
ized light can't get back thtough the original hori
zontal polarizer. 

The exhibit demonstrates why you can see the 
images that originate from your TV set, but not 
the reflections of images that originate ftom 

atound the toom. Some of the light from the screw 
also reflects from the mirror, but some of it comes 
directly to your eye. That light passes through the 
delay plate only once. It takes two quarter-wave 
delays to convert horizontal vibrations into vertical 
ones. And so the reflections are blocked, but other 
images sh ine through . 

Glass Catfish 
The fish in the tank are "optically active." like 

cellophane or sugar, their transparent bodies twist 
polarized light-in this case into circularly polar
ized light. When you sandwich their tank with 
crossed polarizers, their surroundings go dark . But 
the twisted light from the fish shines through with 
a ghostly glow. 

These fish are optically active in more ways 
than one. Their tissue fibers act as diffraction grat
ings that bend light into colors. If you look 
through the side of the tank, you can sometimes 
see rainbows surrounding their tiny skeletons . 

Without the polarizers , the fish are almost to
tally transparent. This is an interesting example of 
adaptive behavior. Being invisible is no doubt an 
effective way to escape predators. 

Polarized Radio Waves 
Radio waves have to go out of their way not to 

be polarized. A radio signal is generated by an 
electric current running up and down a transmitter 
antenna. When the signal reaches the receiver,it 
makes a simi lar current run up and down in it. But 
if the transmitter transmitted only vertical vibra
tions, and the receiving antenna were lying hori
zontally on a desk, the radio would miss the sig
nals. 

Most radio transmissions send out vibrations in 
all directions to avoid just such problems . The one 
in this exhibit stays polarized on purpose. The 
radio waves vibrate only up and down. If you place 
the kitchen grate vertically between the transmit-
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ter and the rece iver , the music stops . The vertical 
g rates abso rb the vertical vibrati ons. If you turn 
the g rate hori zontally, the vertical vibrations pass 
ri gh t throug h . Just like a polaro id filter , the g rate 
transm its · energy vibrating in one direction, but 
not the other. 

In one sense, the ac ti on of the g rate is oppos i te 
to our image ry of the ac ti on of a polaroid filter. 
When the molecules in the filter are lined up verti
call y, they let throug h on ly vertical lig ht vibra
ti ons. When the metal g rids of the g rate are held 
vertically, they absorb the verti cal vibrations and 
trans mit the hori zontal ones . The elec trom ag neti c 
wave generated by the transm itter induces a cur
rent that runs up and down the g rid s and absorbs 
the energy of the waves. A current can ' t run across 
the g rids, so when the g rid s a re hori zontal , the 
rad iat ion goes ri g ht throug h. 

You can' t norm aJly stOP a radi o signal with a 
kitchen g rate, or even by standing in front of it. 
Most radio waves are roo large to be blocked by 
such small obs tructi ons . They would bend ri g ht 
aro und you. But the sig nals in this exhibit are 
carri ed on microwaves, just two inches long. The 
"klystron" that produces the small waveleng th vib
rations was invented during W orld W ar II to track 
airp lanes with hig h-freq uency radar. 

Most rad io waves are 10 ,000 inches long; roo 
big to be absorbed by a g ra te, but eas il y blocked by 
the g irders of a bridge-especially if the g irders are 
a t many ang les to absorb m any ang les of rad iati on. 
Mi crowaves would bridge the g irders eas il y, but 
would be abso rbed by a kitchen g ra te in a micro
wave oven. (That 's why microwave ovens don't 
have metal ki tchen grates .) 
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Color Vision: Black and White and Red all Over 

o Jl next page: 
The vase and rhe wa ll are lir by blu e li g ht. 
The shadow is ", h ire m inus b lue, or 
o range. In rhe ac rua l exhibir , yo u see rhe 

vase as whire, so rh e orange shadows a re all 
rhe srrange r . T he colo r film em phas izes 

rhe blue . 
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Color Vision: Black and White and Red all Over 

What makes you see red? R ead ing the newspa
per? Filling out tax fo rms? People who do n' t return 
books? Or is it merely a matter of electromag neti c 
waves exactly 1/3 0 ,000 of an inch long stimulating 
the cells on your retina? 

For a long time, people ass umed that you mix 
colors in yo ur eye just as yo u mix spots of colored 
lig ht on the wall. Color receptor cells on your re
tina are sensitive to the primary colors blue, g reen 
and red. If the lig ht entering yo ur eye vib rated 500 
trilli on tim es per second , then yo u saw red; if it 
vibrated twi ce as fas t , you saw blue. You mi xed 
colors by mixing waveleng ths. Or so people 
thoug ht. 

Then Edwin Land came along (am ong others) 
and showed that color vi sion is not a simple 
stimulus-response between waveleng th and cell. 
Instead , he found that to see in color , the brain ac ts 
as a very sophisti cated computer. It can even per
ceive all the colors by comparing two black-and
white photographs illuminated with two narrow 
bands of yellow lig ht. 

Outside the Exploratorium, Edw in Land is 
fam ous for inventing polaroid material and the Po
laroid Land camera. Inside the Exp lorarorium, he's 
fam ous for hi s G reen Tomatoes . Land 's experiments 
prove conclusively that color vision can't be taken 
our of context; that waveleng ths don ' t stand alone. 
You rarely see red withour seeing other colors at 
the same ti me. And the other colors may color the 
red you see. 

Indeed , there are many ways to see a color. You 
can see yellow, for example, if your eye is stimu
lated with light from the yellow portion of the 
spectrum. Your eye doesn ' t have yellow receiver 
cell s, bur it does see yellow where the red and 
green receprors overl ap. You can also see yellow if 
the red and g reen receptors are stimulated by red 
and g reen lig ht. In this case, there are no yellow 
waveleng ths, yet you perceive yellow just the 
same . 

Mos t color percep t ion is based on yo ur pe rcep
ti on of the color whi te . If yo u thin k whi te is an 
orang y-blue, then subtracting blue will p rod uce 
t he sensati on of orange. (See Orange Shadows . ) 

Mos t people will accept alm os t any m ixture of 
colors as white. Even if yo u vi ew the wo rl d 
th ro ug h rose-co lored g lasses, sooner or late r yo u' ll 
accept the " rose color" as white and recali brate all 
the other co lors co rrec tly from that. In a lec ture on 
color vision , an Explorato rium staffer showed hi s 
aud ience two spo ts of lig ht , one pink and one b lue. 
They looked q uite d ifferent. But when he shined 
the lig hts throug h two twin transparencies, the 
images prod uced on the sc reen seemed to show 
exactly the same colors-even thoug h one slide was 
illuminated with pink lig ht and one with blue. In 
each case, the vi ewers cali brated "white" as b lue or 
pink and then recalibra ted all the o ther colors co r
rectly. 

People should have suspected all along that 
color vision was n' t as simple as they thoug ht. 
Why , aft er all , do familiar obj ects appear to be the 
same co lor under all kinds of lig hting) (See Orange 
Shadows.) Even the di scovery that alternating 
black-and-white sig nals could stimulate color vi s
ion had to be redi scovered eig ht times . (Benham's 
W hee!. ) 

W e also know that some co lors are eas ier to see 
than others . Red is the hard es t , g reen the eas ies t. 
Most photog raphi c film isn' t very sensitive to red 
either, whi ch is why darkrooms use red " safe" 
lig hts. Green ob jects appear b rig hter in a dark 
room than red ones . W . W . II fl ye rs , who needed 
to see well in the dark, looked at the daytime 
world throug h red-colored gogg les . When they 
took them off at nig ht , their eyes were accustomed 
to seeing red but hig hl y sensiti ve to g reen . There
fore, their nig ht vi sion improved considerably. 
Today's submarine pilots and astronomers use 
much the same technique . 

Other evidence about the ambig uity of color 
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comes from the study of visual perception. After
images are clues that fatigue colors every thing you 
see (Bird in Cage). Everybody has inhibitions abo ut 
color (Color Reversal, Color Contrast). Some people 
are even color blind (Color Table). And your eyes 
can't focus on two colors at the same time, a prob-

lem which produces fuzzy rainbows around every
thing you see. (Starburst , Rainbow Edges in Your 
Eye , Rainbow Edges in a Lens.) 

T here's much sti ll to be learned about color 
vision , and much sti ll to be seen. The only thing 
that seems certain is that it isn't black and white. 

Yellow Light 
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Lig ht from the ye llow porti on of the spectrum stimulates both g ree n and red receptOrs. 
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In eit her case the sim ultaneo us stimulat ion of bo th g ree n and red receptors is pe rce ived as ye llow . 



Exhibits 

Green Tomatoes 
A loaf of bread , a box of Cheer and W ow! 

Where do all the colors come from ) Two black
and-white photographs are combined in yo ur 
mind 's eye as yo u look into the half-silvered mir
ror. One photog raph is lit with yellow lig ht , the 
other with white incandescent lig ht. Yet yo u see 
blue and brown and pink . If you look throug h a 
g reen filter , the photog raph appears in living 
color. If you look throug h a red filter , the co lors 
reverse-and the brig ht red romatoes turn dark 
g reen . 

The long and the short of it is that your eye
brain does n't need all the information it ge ts to see 
color. Almost any two waveleng ths will do. Your 
eyes compute the difference in lig htness betwee n 
the long waveleng ths and the short ones, and com
pare it to what you think is white . "The colors 
arise not from the choice of waveleng th ," wrote 
Land , "but from the interplay of longe r and shorter 
waveleng ths over the entire scene ." 

The black-and-white photograph behind the 
mirror was taken throug h a g reen filter. Thus, the 
obj eCts colored in shorter waveleng th lig ht (blues, 
g reens) show up brig hter than the reds and yel
lows. The picture on the side was taken throLlg h a 
red filter , so the long waveleng th reds and yellows 
are brig hter. 

The long (red) " record " of the orig inal co lors in 
the picture is contained in one photog raph ; the 
short , g reen record in the other. You superimpose 
them by looking throug h the half-s ilvered mirror. 
By adding yellow waveleng ths from the sodium 
lamp , and all the colors in the white lig ht , yo ur 
eye-brain has enoug h informati on to perceive some 
color. Yellow serves as the shortes t waveleng th in 
one pi cture, the longest in the other. You compare 
the short and long to see not onl y yellow but also 
blue and brown and pink . 

Looking throug h a g reen filter adds another 
dimension-and another waveleng th. Your eye-

brain uses the yellow lig ht as the " long record " and 
compares it to the g reen. Since ye llow and red are 
both relatively long, the co lors show up relatively 
rig ht. And since g reen is shorter than both of 
them , the long and the short of the orig inal colors 
don' t change much . The Cheer box looks brig ht 
blue, the tomatoes brig ht red . You see all the col
ors even thoug h the only wave leng ths invo lved are 
those of "g reen" and "yellow." 

Looking th ro ug h a red filt er brings the ye llow 
up short : now yellow is the shortes t waveleng th , 
instead of the longes t. The colors reverse. The 
Cheer box is red , and the tomatoes are g reen . 

The photog raphs in the exhibit were g iven to 
the Explorato rium by Ed win Land from a series of 
experiments he conducted into color vision . H e 
was trying ro p rove that- in a contex t-you per
ceive colors by ratios of brig hrness between long 
waveleng ths and short waveleng ths. The contex t is 
the key . In the end , how you see all colors depends 
on how you see white . 

You can understand Green Tomcttoes as a recali b
ration of white, too . When yo u look th ro ug h the 
g reen filter , yo u calibrate the brig ht areas as white 
(even thoug h they' re clearly g reen). Your brain 
calibrates the dark places as be ing less green than 
whi te, or red . The dark portions p robably were 
reddi sh in the orig inal scene because a black-and
white photo taken throug h a g reen filt er wouldn't 
let much red lig ht throug h. So the res ult of yo ur 
recali bration is co rrect. 

Of course, there is color in the p icture. The 
white incand escent lig ht is composed of all colors. 
Adding the narrow bands of sod i um lig ht g ives 
your brain a reference po int to which it can com
pare all colors of the spectrum . 

There's also interference in thi s exhibit-as 
there is in so many other places if yo u only look for 
it . When you look throug h the holes in the white 
plas tic at the back of the mirror , brig ht and dark 
circles appear around yo ur eyes-like Raccoon Eyes. 
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The sodium light is monochromatic like the Bridge 
Light and laser light in Long Path Diffraction. Thus, 
it produces clear interference patterns as it reflects 
off the front and back surface of the mirror. You 
don't even need the white background to see the 
effect; it just makes it clearer. If you wear eye
glasses, the circles appear magnified. 

Bird in Cage 
Bird in Cage is an exhibit you can reproduce 

almost anywhere. If you stare at a brightly colored 
painting or object for 15 to 30 seconds, then shift 
your gaze to a white wall, you'll see an after-image 
of the object in the complementary color. When 
you stare at the red bird in the exhibit, your visual 
system eventually becomes adapted to red in the 

n 
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When you s ra re ar rhe bird, rhen look ar rhe whire cage, yo u see whire minus red , o r g ree n . The g ree n b ird is an an afre r-image produced by 

your eye's ad apra rion ro red. 
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area where the bi rd i mage is on your re tina and 
StOps send ing red sig nals to the brain . When you 
look at the white cage, yo u see white minus red, 
which eq uals g reen (the complementary color). 
Staring at the g reen bird p roduces the oppos ite 
effect . The green sensors fatig ue, and so you see 
white minus g reen : a red bird . Abstrac t paintings 
can produce marve lous after-images and it 's fun to 
p rod uce after-images from the paintings yo u see in 
a museum . Some artists even des ig n their work 
with after-images in mind. 

Orange Shadows 
What 's whiter than white depends on what 

kind of lig ht yo u're in. 
In this exhi bit , a white vase with white fl owers 

stands aga inst a white wall. Strangely, it cas ts 
orange shadows . But the orange shadows aren' t so 
strange when you reali ze that the lig ht coming 
from the vase isn' t white. In fac t , the whole exhi b it 
is bathed in b lue lig ht. When yo u "see" or " re
cali b rate" the blue backg round as white, yo u ex
pect the shadow to be black (or nonwhite) . But the 
shadow is really non-blue, or orange-the com
plementary co lor . 

lateral i nh i bi tion also probably colors the 
shadows. The surroundi ng blue inhibits yo ur eyes' 
sensitivity to blue, and thus increases their p rocliv
lty to see orange. 

If you walk around the Green Tomatoes exhibit , 
you' ll stumble into another example of recalibrat
ing white . In the yellow lig ht of the sodium lam p, 
the panel that connec ts Green Tomatoes with Orange 
Shadows looks white. But if you walk back into the 
blue lig ht of Orange Shadows, the white panel looks 
less b lue than white, or yellow . In the blue lig ht , 
you calibrate blue as white. Thus white looks less 
blue, or yellow .-

The orange shadows were d iscovered in a blue
lit garden where the plants cas t shadows in orange . 

The exhibit would n' t work if you didn ' t be-

li eve withom q uestion that the vase is white. 
T hat 's nOt a ptOblem , since yo u tend to see white 
in a vari ety of colors . Your white shirt looks white 
in blue, green or red lig ht-even thoug h it 's rea ll y 
blue, g reen or red . Your red car looks red even in 
blue light-even where there's very little red for it 
to refl ec t. Your sense of co lor constancy p revents 
the wo rld from chang ing colors on yo u , no matter 
what lig ht you're in. 

Benham's Wheel 
like a g iant phonograph reco rd, the large 

black-and-white di sc hangs on the wall . H alf of the 
di sc is black ; the other half a b roken seri es of 
black-and-white lines . As the record ro tates, con
centri c rings of color appear in blue, g reen , b rown, 
vi olet and g rey . The effect is enoug h to make yo ur 
head spin . 

T he orig inal Benham 's wheel was a sp inning 
blac k-and-white tOp. As it twirled , it prod uced 
colors in the eye of the beholder. Presumably, 
Benham 's wheel was named after one of the eig ht 
people who di scovered the effect. 

Which colors appear depends on who is look
ing, how fas t the di sc is spinning and in whi ch 
direc tion. If you reverse the di rect ion of the spin , 
the colors interchange. If you spin the di sc tOO fas t , 
the colors may fade out , but if yo u spin it tOo 
slowly, they may not appear at all . 

Nobody knows for sure wh y the colors appear. 
The color sensitive cells in your retina seem to 
respond to different rates of stimulation and persist 
in their response for vari ous leng ths of time. Thus, 
the vari ous spacings of black and white could 
somehow trigger the perception of vari ous colors. 
H owever , the perception of color from black and 
white also seems to depend on the presence of sharp 
edges, which means the effect mig ht somehow be 
related to lateral inhibit ion. (See Vi sion exhibits .) 

Benham's Wheel appea rs in color even on a 
b lac k-and- wh ice TV se t. 
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Identica l co lor can appear qu itc d ifferent when presentcd against different hackgrounds. 
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Color Contrast 
Two small patches of color are surrounded by 

two larger patches of color. The two small patches 
appear to be the same color. But each is a square of 
a different hue. Where the surrounding area con
tains a great deal of blue, it inhibits your seeing 
the blue in the small patch, making it appear pink. 
The reddish background inhibits red, making that 
patch appear bluer. Color inhibition is selective. 
Red-sensitive receptors in your eye inhibit other 
red receptors more than they inhibit blue-sensitive 
receptors . 

Color inhibition affects the way you perceive 
relative colors. In some instances, the effects are 
powerful enough to make colors appear where they 
aren't, disappear where they are, or reverse from 
green to red and red to green. Starburst and Color 
Reversal demonstrate these effects. 

Color Reversal 
The rapidly rotating wheel sends your color 

vision into a spin. When the stimulus from the red 
tree hits your eye, it immediately inhibits further 
red signals. ·Since you have already decided that the 
tree is red, you don't need more red signals any
way . But as the wheel rotates and the background 
changes to white, the red response is still inhi 
bited. Your diminished sensitivity to red in the 
area where the image of the tree was turns the 
after-image of the tree green. 

Color reversal is a case of negative feedback. If 
this negative feedback occurs while you are just 
staring at the red tree (while the wheel isn't turn
ing), then the red just looks less bright than it 
would without the inhibition. But if you are star
ing at white when the negative feedback occurs, 
then the signal that reaches the brain reduces the 
amount of red in the white . You see white without 
red, or a green tree. 

If you spin the wheel in the opposite direction, 
so that a black background instead of a white one 

Your d imini shed sensitivi t y to red turns the afterimage of the tree 
g reen. 

follows the image, the tree will stay red. The black 
background sends no further signals to the brain. 
Thus, there is nothing to be inhibited by the red 
signal. You can get the same effect by blinking 
when the tree is rotating so that the white follows 
the image. First , you'll see a green tree . If you blink , 
you'll see a red tree again . By blinking, you are 
providing a black background instead of a white 
one. 

Of course , there's more than one way to blink 
at a tree, and depending on how fast you blink, 
you can produce a wide variety of colors. You can 
also vary the effects of color reversal by varying the 
speed of the spin. If the wheel doesn't rotate fast 
enough, the reversal won't work because the white 
background comes too late to be inhibited by the 
red signal . 
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Starburst 
In this exhibit, your visual perception turns a 

colorful palette into dull black and white. When 
you stand close to the painting, you see brightly 
colored rectangles. As you back away, the colors 
miraculously disappear. You can also make the 
colors disappear by looking into the telescopic 
lens. Either way, you make the image on your 
retina smaller , and bring the colored squares closer 
together. 

Every black-and-white pattern you look at has 
colored fuzzy edges on the boundary between the 
black areas and the white areas. The lens in your 
eye is far from perfect. It can't focus red light in 
exactly the same place as it focuses blue light. This 
chromatic aberration makes it act like a prism, 
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separating white light into alJ its colors. Nor
mally, you don't see the fuzzy rainbows because the 
red receivers in your eye are stimulated by the red 
in the w hi te areas; therefore, they also i nhi bi t the 
red in the rainbows; the blue receivers stimulated 
by the white inhibit the blue fuzzy edges, and so 
on. The fuzzy edges disappear altogether and you 
see black and white. 

In Starburst, the fuzzy edges are created artifi
cially. If the colored areas are large enough, as they 
are when you stand close to the exhibit, then you 
can see the colors. When you back away, the fuzzy 
rainbows are like those normally produced by 
chtomatic aberration and you don't see them. Star
burst was created by Edward T. Manning. 



Rainbow Edges In Your Eye 
This exhibit makes the fuzzy rainbows that ap

pear around every thing yo u see perfectly clear. 
When you look at the purple H, yo u see either 
sharp red dots surrounded by fuzzy blue halos or 
b lue dots with red halos. The lens in your eye 
bends b lue light more than it bends red lig ht , so it 
can't focus both colors on yo ur retina at the same 
time. As long as one color is sharp, the other is 
fuzzy. 

Actually, there are no red dots or blue dots
only white dots of lig ht passing throug h a purple 
filter. The lens in your eye divides the purple into 
blue and red . If you turn the wheel so that half of 
the dots in the H are covered by a red filter and half 
by a blue filter, you can see only half of the H in 
focus at one ti me. 

Which color is in focus depends on where yo u 
stand. If you are close to the exhibit , your eye 
mig ht not bend the red lig ht enoug h to focus on 
your retina. Instead , the red focuses slig htly be
hind , creating a fuzzy halo. If you stand far away 
from the exhibit , the blue lig ht bends too sharply, 
focusing in front of the retina , then spreading out 
again ro form a fuzzy image. Because eyeglasses 
add or subtract from the bending power of your 
eyes, your g lasses may change the way you see the 
dots. One visiror viewed the exhibit throug h hi s 
bifocals: one lens made the red dots sharp, with 
blue halos, and the other produced sharp blue dots 
with fuzzy red halos. 

If you perceived the fuzzy rainbows around ev
erything you look at, your world would look like 
the Starburst exhibit. Normally , inhibition elimi
nates the colors from view . In fact, if you turn the 
wheel again so that the lig hted H passes through a 
g rey filter , the dots will be perfec tly clear. N o 
fuzzy rai nbows will appear, even thoug h the red 
and blue are just as present in the g rey lig ht as they 
were In the purple lig ht. What happened to the 
halos? 

Each color-sensitive cell , or cone, on your re
tina is sensit ive to a broad range of colo r. The red 
cones are sensiti ve to red and orange and a little bit 
of g reen-so they can inhibit red and orange and 
green fuzzy rainbows. Green cones can also inhi bit 
yellow, and blue cones can inhibi t g reen as well as 
blue. Usually this overlapping of sensitiviti es and 
inhibiti ons manages to inhibit the whole spect tum 
of weak, fuzzy halos, leav ing an awareness of only 
the strong in-focus shapes . 

In this exhi bit , however, the purple cobalt 
g lass transm its only a narrow band of red and a 
narrow band of bl ue. The two co lors are on oppo
site ends of the spectrum-too far apart to inhibit 
each other. And there are no other middle-range 
colors, like yellow or g reen, to help inhibit the far 
out colors . Thus, the fuzzy red and blue halos ap
pear clearly . 

It is often said the brain erases the fuzzy rain
bows caused by chromati c aberration from your 
field of view. But it' s more likely that the eye does 
it throug h " lateral" inhibition. If the brain were 
responsible, it would also ge t rid of the blue and 
red halos when you look at the exhibit. 

Rainbow Edges in a Lens 
The tendency of lenses to make rainbows out of 

white lig ht drove early astronomers to distraction. 
In fact , it distracted them so much that they began 
to make telescopes out of mirrors. Whenever they 
tried to focus light from a star with a lens , colored 
ring s obscured their view. Mirrors, they found, 
reflect all colors in the same place. 

The large lens in this exhibit is probably a 
good example of what bothered Isaac Newton and 
his colleagues. When you look through it, you see 
spots-bright red and g reen and blue spots pro
duced by chromatic aberration of the lens. The 
screen of dots behind the lens is colorless. Thus, 
the color must come from the selective bending of 
light by the lens. (The screen is used in color TV 
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sets to sort out colored beams. See TV exhibits.) 
Chromatic aberration is also a problem for 

camera makers. To produce "achromatic" (color
less) lenses, they use lenses of different kinds of 
glass in combination: one to bend the light, the 
next one to unbend it just enough to correct the 
color focusing. (The more combinations of lenses 
your camera has, the more expensive it probably 
is.) 

When the fuzzy rainbows are close together, as 
when you normally look at something or view Star
burst from a distance, lateral inhibition erases the 
colors from view. But when the pattern of chro
matic aberration is magnified too much-as with 
the large lens in this exhibi t, or wi th Starbltrst 
close-up-then the laterally spreading inhibition is 
unable to suppress neighboring colors. Thus, you 
see all the colors of the fuzzy rainbow, even when 
you don 't want to. 

A Million to One 
The human eye is not only one in a million; it 

can also perceive brightness that ranges from a 
million to one. 

In the dark booth , you can see a spot of ligh t 
from a laser as it falls on a white circle of paper. 
You can decrease the amount of light reaching the 
paper by making it pass through blue-colored wa
ter. The more blue water it goes through, the more 
red laser ligh t is absorbed. When the tube is full to 
the tOP mark with blue water, the laser light reach
ing the white paper is only one millionth as bright 
as it was before. Yet, you can still see it clearly. 

Actually , the eye can see over a range of 
perhaps 500 million to one. You can see a one
million-to-one variation just standing in the dark 
booth. If you stepped out into bright light, your 
eyes could perceive much brighter light than the 
spOt of laser light. If you stayed in the dark for a 
long time, your eyes could perceive even less. 

When no water is in the tube, you can ' t see the 
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laser beam at all until it strikes the paper. But as 
you fill the tube wi th water, you can begin to see a 
bright red beam in the liquid. You can't perceive 
light unless it is reflected from something-in this 
case, dust in the water-into your eye. The red 
beam gradually tapers off as it reaches the bottom 
of the tube. Eventually, just a few trickles of red 
light remain. 

The brightness level as measured by the 
counter ranges from 1. 8 x 103 to 1. 8 x 10-3

. The 
change is exactly six zeros, or one million. 102 is 
ten times ten, or 100. 104 is ten times ten times 
ten times ten , or 10,000 (4 zeros). The difference 
between 10-3 and 103 is 1,000 ,000 (count 'em). 

The difference in brightness between the sun 
and the moon is just abou t 1,000,000 to one. 



The Images of Light 

011 nexi page: 
A fresne l lens makes an inreresring 
phorograph of rhe Pa lace of Fine A rrs. 
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The Images of Light 

Images don't exist only in your imagination. In 
fact, everything you see forms a very real image on 
the inside of your eyeball. If you could look deep 
into your eyes, you would see a tiny upside-down 
image of the object you were looking at. 

Sometimes the objects you look at are images 
themselves-like your image in a mirror or images 
on photographs and paintings. The images you see 
form images on the retina of your eye. If you 
looked at a photograph of a painting in a mirror, 
the image in your eye would be an image of an 
image of an image of an image. The images be
come objects for your eye to behold. 

The way your eye looks at things, it really 
doesn't matter whether what you see is an ob ject or 
an image. But there is an important difference . An 
image isn't the real thing. Like the after-image of 
the Bird in Cage, an image is a ghost of its former 
self. Like your self-image or public image, images 
are only appearances. You could never cut yourself 
on the image of a knife. 

Every image is an imitation: a copy, or repre
sentation, of something else. The man who sup
posedly cloned a son "in his own image" tried to 
make a carbon copy of himself. Imagination is im
ages in your head, images of things that are or have 
been or that you wish would be. Poetry is images 
on paper, which evokes other imaginings. Music 
can create images, and so can memory. Dream im
ages reflect scenes from the previous day, or from 
the distant past. Blind people fill their world with 
the images of sounds. 

The images you see wi th your eyes are created 
by light. In fact, everything you see is really light. 
You don't see the object; you see the light reflected 
from it. That's why it's so easy for images to fool 
you. If a mirror moves the light over, or a lens 
blows it up out of proportion, your eye sees a big
ger, or moved over object. 

The better the i mage- maker, the more accurate 
the image. Images come in color and black and 

white; in light and in shadow; in detail and in 
COntour. X-ray p ictures are images of your insides. 
Silhouettes are images of your outsides. Your shad
ow is your "negative" image, formed by the light 
that can't get through you to reach the wall. 

Realist painters try to recreate with their pal
ettes the exact patterns of light that reach your eye 
from the scenes they paint. If they are very good, 
your eye can't tell the difference between the scene 
and the painted image. 

Cameras are more limited in that they can't 
give an impression of depth or eliminate extrane
ous images , as eyes and artists can. They do , how
ever, make permanent records on fi lm of the pat
terns of ligh t entering the aperture. When the film 
is developed, the image it sends back to your eye is 
an exact copy of the image that entered the camera. 
The negative is like a mold or code that lets you 
reproduce the image over and over as many times 
as you wish. 

Images let you have more than one. But they 
do more than imitate reality. Images can change 
light patterns as well as reproduce them. Indeed, 
light itself is not images; the light needs to be 
processed, sorted out. If your eye couldn't con
dense the light from the large scenes you see into a 
very small image, you wouldn't be able to see at 
all. 

Light is reflected in all directions from any
thing you see. (Iflight isn't reflected in a particular 
direction, then you can't see it from that direc
tion.) You see a house because light from every 
point on that house enters your eye. A person 
standing down the street can see the same house 
because some light from every point on the house 
enters his eye, too. But if your pupil were as big as a 
house and your eye had no lens to direct the light, 
you wouldn't see anything. You would receive so 
much light from so many directions at the same 
ti me, that the images would melt into a bl Uf. 

Selection is the first step in image-making. To 
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produce an image in your eye, your pupil lets in 
only a few light rays from every point on whatever 
you see. You can make an image on paper in the 
same way. If you put a pinhole in a piece of card
board , the light coming through the hole forms an 
image on a piece of white paper placed a few inches 
away on the other side. The image is dim, because 
not much light is getting through. But even a 
cardboard pinhole can make clear images of the 
lamps and ceiling lights in your house, especially if 
the surroundings are somewhat dark. 

Shadows are the opposite of pinholes: they re
sult from selectively blocking certain images of 
light. The exhibits Jewels , Pinhole Sun Telescope , 
Cracks in a Door, Pinhole Magnifier, Holes in a Wall 
and Sophisticated Shadows let you play with the 
properties of pinholes and shadows. 

Lenses produce brighter and more detailed im
ages than pinholes because they bend many light 
rays to focus in one place. The real image on the 
back of your eye is formed by a lens that gathers 
light together. Lenses can also spread out light, 
producing an apparent , or "virtual" image. Like 
images in a mirror, you can' t reach out and touch a 
virtual image, but it's as real as any object from 
your eye's point of view. 

The glass or plastic in lenses bends light in a 
regular , predictable manner. Water and even air 
also bend light predictably, but air and water are 
themselves not as predictable as a glass lens. In a 
sense, air and water are like lenses that are always 
changing shape. The bending of light in air makes 
the stars twinkle and mirages appear in the desert. 
Light bending in water can make it hard to find a 
coin on the bottom of a pool. Glass jars filled with 
water bend light-and make the olives inside ap
pear larger than they really are. Exhibits that pro
duce images of light by refraction (light bending) 
include Bathroom Window Optics , Circles lor Peace, 
Lens Table , Magic Wand, Optical Bench , Magnifying 
Glass , Telescope , How Many Stars , Tra/fic Light, 
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Multiple Lens Box and Disappearing Rods. 
You also see an image when you look into 

someone else's eye-a very small image of yourself 
in the middle of their pupil. The light reflected 
from you bounces off the shiny surface of your 
friend's eye, right back into your eye , where it 
forms the image that you "see." Everything reflects 
light, but not everything reflects images. Only 
shiny things like mirrors and eyes and windows can 
bounce light back without losing its image. 

Mirrors fool your eyes by moving images 
around . Sometimes reflections are so convincing 
that you may reach for an object only to bump into 
its image. Narcissus reached for the object of his 
affections and drowned in his own self-image. Im
ages in a kaleidoscope can be so confusing that you 
can't tell the images of images from the images of 
images of images . Bathroom mirrors move your 
own image to where you can look it in the eye. 
Wi thou t them, you would never be able to see 
yourself. Exhibi ts that let you reflect on the prop
erties of mirrors include Look Into In/inity , Shadow 
Kaleidoscope, Dllck Into Kaleidoscope, Primary 0/ a 
CJfbe. Corner Re/lector, Mirrorly a Window, Christmas 
Tree Balls , Hot Spot , Shake Hands with YOllrself, Ev
eryone is YON and Me and Allrora. 

Of course, your eye has no way of knowing if 
the light enter ing it has been bent or bounced 
around. You always see light as if it traveled to you 
in a straight line. Whenever you see light from an 
object that has been reflected from a mirror or 
refracted through a lens, the object appears not 
where it really is, but where it would be if the light 
had traveled in a straight line . That's why a magni
fying glass makes such large images . The lens 
bends the light in such a way that if the light were 
coming at you in a straight line, the object it was 
coming from would have to be very big (even 
though in reality it may be very small). 

You can always reach out and touch an object 
to see what's where. But most of the time you rely 



on lig ht to g ive you info rmation about the world . 
Since you see the lig ht , but not the obj ec t , yo u can 
also crea te obj ec ts Out of lig ht. Arti sts have long 
been interested in making lig ht sculptures. Exam
p les in the Exploratorium include Light/orm , Entre
chats and Forms in Motion . A hologram is a 3-D 
lig ht sculpture created by diffraction from a p ho
tog raph which itself has no disce rnable image. (See 
The Mak ing of Lig bc. ) 

Images reco rd and recreate the patterns of lig ht 
aro und us. From mirages to mirrors and m ag ni fy 
ing g lasses , they g ive us new and som etimes better 
ways ro look at things . A world without images is 

unimag inable. 
O f course, what's unimag inable is so unreal 

that yo u can' t fo rm an image of it in yo ur head . 
Yet many unimag inable things in yo ur wo rld are 
real-such as lig ht itself. I t's nearly impossible to 

imag ine anything self-propagating itself th ro ugh 
empty space at 186 ,000 miles per second, or 
breaking into color at the slig htes t provoca tion , or 
affecti ng the nature of matter and time. The un
familiar is always hard ro imagi ne because yo u 
don't know anything familiar to base yo ur image 
on . 

You never ac tua ll y see an obj ec c, buc onl y ch e li g hc chac ic renec cs co yo ur eye. Lig hcfo rm s is a sc ul pture ca rved tmirely ou( o( lig hc. 
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Selected Images: Pinholes and Shadows 

On next page: 
A shadow refleers rhe shape of rhe I igh r ir 's 
in as well as whar eas rs ir. 
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Selected Images: Pinholes and Shadows 

How does a square image fit into a round hole? 
Even Aristotle pondered that question. Actually, 
he was more interested in how a square hole could 
admit a round image. He noticed (as you probably 
have) how specks of sunlight under a large tree 
always are rounded, like coins scattered on the 
ground . Yet the gaps between the leaves that the 
light comes through are angular and irregular. 
Why, then, are the shimmering circles oflight on 
the ground uniformly rounded? 

The spots of light actually are images of the 
sun. During a solar eclipse, when only a thin cres
cent of the sun is visible, the shade of the tree is 
speckled with crescents. 

The shimm ering circ les of lig ht t hat seep bet ween the leaves or a 

tree are pinhole images of t he sun . 

Any small opening can "take a picture" of 
something by admitting only a few light rays from 
each part of the scene. The rays pass through the 
hole and line up geometrically on the other side , 
forming an upside-down image. 

\ 

Very close to the wall, all 
detail of the image is lost. 

A litde lig ht from eac h po int on the house passes through the 
pinh o le and lines up in an image on the o ther s ide. If a lot of lig ht 
fro m each po int passed throug h , the images woul d overlap and b lur . 

The shape of the hole doesn't matter. But the 
size is critical. If you held up a large triangular 
hole to the sun, it would make a triangular spOt of 
light on the ground. YOLl can think of the triangle 
as hundreds of tiny circles, or images of the sun. If 
you make the hole smaller and smaller , eventually 
it will admit only a few overlapping images of the 
sun . At that point, the triangle of light turns into 
a circle. 

Similarly, if you held a large triangular block 
to the sun, it would cast a triangular shadow. But 
if the triangle were small enough or far away 
enough so that it effectively blocked only one 
image of the sun, then the shadow would be a 
circle . It would be a missing, or "negative image," 
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of the sun. When a butterfly or an airplane soars 
high into the sky, it casts just such a round shadow 
on the ground below . 

Obviously , airplanes in the sky and gaps be
tween leaves of a tree are much larger than pin
holes. But they still can make "pinhole images" (or 
pinhole shadows) as long as they are far enough 
away from the screen-even if the screen is the 
sidewalk. 

If you put any size hole close enough ro any 
surface, the light that passes through the hole will 
take the shape of that hole . An airplane flying close 
to the ground casts the shadow of an airplane, not a 
shadow image of the sun. If the hole (or object) is 
relatively close to the screen, the hole has to be 
very small to make an image of the light source 
(sun). If the object is farther away, then you can 
have a much bigger hole. 

Of course, the "light source" doesn ' t have to be 
the sun . It can be the light reflecting from a tree or 
a face or a meadow . Pinhole images aren't always 
images of the sun; they can be images of anything. 
But the greater the distance between the hole and 
the screen, the larger the hole can be and still select 
only a few overlapping images. 

The size of the image matters , tOo. If the im
ages are one inch square and pass through the hole 
so that they land on the screen one inch apart, 
they 'll form a big blur. But if the images are one 
inch off at the edges and the image itself is a mile 
wide , then the overlapping images will still pro
duce a pretty good picture. 

It 's easy to begin to think of all light as a series 
of overlapping images. All you need is a small hole 
to pick Out one image from the rest , or a small dot 
to "subtract" one image and create its shadow. 

AristOtle wasn't the only one to ponder pin
holes. Exploratorium artist Bob Miller sees images 
everywhere, crowded onto white walls and sus
pended in the air just waiting to be captured by 
one of his exhibits or a hole between his fingers. 
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SculptOr Doug Hollis , who built the Aeolian harp 
on the Exploratorium's roof, rides around in a pin
hole truck. The van of the truck is completely 
enclosed and painted white. A small pinhole in the 
wall between the van and the d ri ver collects just 
enough light from the front window to make 
upside-down pinhole moving pictures for the 
pleasure of those sitting in back . 

Of course, the movies are fairly dim , and that 
is one major disadvantage of pinhole pictures . In 
order to get a clear image, the hole must be very 
small or the screen far away. But a small hole 
doesn't let in much light and it does produce dif
fraction, which makes the image even less clear. If 
you make the hole bigger, more and more images 
overlap until the image is lost entirely. 

That doesn't mean it goes away, of course. The 
nice thing about pinhole images is that they are 
everywhere all the time. They don't need to be 
focused, just found. Lenses have to bend light into 
just the right spot to make a clear image. But 
pinhole images are never bent out of shape, so they 
can never be out of focus. As you move the pinhole 
around, the image may get bigger or smaller, 
dimmer or brighter. But it can focus anywhere you 
find it. 



Exhibits 

Jewels 
Rays of light fan out in all directions from the 

jewels. Only a few sneak through the pinhole to 
make a dim image on the wall of the box. The lens 
catches many more light rays, and bends them into 
a much stronger, brighter image. 

Both lenses and pinholes make images. And 
both kinds of images are reversed. As the light rays 
pass each other going through the pinhole, the ray 
from the top winds up on the bottom; the bottom 
rayon the rop. The same thing happens with a 
lens. The image that is formed on your retina by 
the lens in your eye is upside down. 

This exhibit also was intended to illustrate 
chromatic aberration, the fact that short blue wave
lengths of light bend more sharply than long red 
wavelengths, and thus focus closer to the lens. In
stead, the blue rays in Jewels focus farther away 
from the lens. This is because the jewel that emits 
the blue rays is closer to the lens, and thus its 
image does focus further away. But the conflict is 
confusing. 

If chromatic aberration were taken into account 
in the present exhibit, both red and blue would 
have focused more or less in the same place
confusing matters further. The simple solution 
would have been to interchange the red and blue 
jewels. Then the blue rays would have focused in 
front of the red both because of chromatic aberra
tion and because of their position relative to the 
lens. 

Jewels is a good example of why most exhibits 
built for the Exploratorium by outside artists are 
also built in the Exploratorium. 

Pinhole Sun Telescope 
This image was found lying around on the Ex

ploratorium floor. A small hole in the roof let 
through enough rays of light to form an image of 

months tracing the elliptical path it took. Every 
day, the sun image traced a different path. 

Today, the pinhole sun image stays put on a 
white board. When the sun follower on the roof 
was built to direct a beam of light to the Sun 
Painting exhibit, a small prism was attached. One 
of the faces of the prism was covered with black, 
leaving just a tiny pinhole to let the sunshine 
through. As the world turns, so does the prism
keeping the image in its place. The same beam of 
light that colors the Sun Painting sends a few rays 
over to this exhibi t to show its face on the board. 

The sun shows its colors in many exhibits. But 
in this one it shows its spots. If you look carefully, 
you can often see little dark sPOts on the image of 
the sun. These are images of sunspots, formed by 
solar storms. (See Sun Flares.) (The spot may be 
just a smudge on the board, so wiggle the board to 
make sure. If the spot moves with the board, it's a 
smudge; if it moves with the sun, it's a sunspot.) 

Fortunately, this isn't the only pinhole sun ex
hibit in the Exploratorium. Because the roof has 
many holes, the floor is often speckled with sun 
images. (When the sun isn't shining, the floor is 
sometimes splattered with rain, but that comes 
from a different set of holes.) 

the sun on the concrete below. Some Explainers Eve n the sun 's SPOtS show up clearl y in t1~i s p inho le image of t he 

found it and followed it throughout the summer sun . 
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Cracks in a Door 

PhotOg rap h by Susan Schwanzenberg 
An image of the colu mns outs id e the Exp lorarorium seeps throug h a 
crack in t he doo r. 

This exhibit also was waiting to be discovered 
when a staff member finally noticed it lying on the 
floor. The image of the column outside the Explor
atorium seeped through a slit in the door. The 
light forms a clear image because the slit is so 
narrow that it acts like thousands of tiny pinholes, 
each pi led up on top of another. And because the 
room IS fairly dark, it's easy to see the image 
clearly. 
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After the image of the column was discovered, 
other holes were built into the door to teach you a 
lesson about pinholes. You can close a small verti
cal sli t and let in just enough ligh t to form a 
pinhole image of a column on a screen. As you 
open the sli t, the images pile up, forming a long 
narrow image of the column, just like the one on 
the floor. However, if you try the same trick with 
the horizontal slit, you find that the images pile up 
side by side instead of up and down. You don't get 
the picture because the column is a vertical object. 
The horizontal slit might make a nice image of a 
horizontal column, but not a vertical one. 

You can also make an image on a screen with 
an adjustable diamond-shaped hole . The shape of 
the hole doesn't matter , but the size does. When 
the hole is small, the image is sharp, but dim . 
When the hole is bigger, the image is bigger and 
brighter, but much less clear, as more and more 
images overlap. 

Pinhole Magnifier 
This exhibit gives you a chance to get eyeball 

to-eyeball wi th an image; or rather, eyeball-to
image with a light bulb. When you look through 
the pinhole, you can clearly read the writing on the 
bulb: "IS W Ils-12sV". If you take the pinhole 
away and view the bulb wi th your naked eye, the 
image blurs. 

The image in your eye is formed by a lens. The 
lens has to bend all the light rays to the same 
place-your retina. When you come too close to 
something, your lens can't bend all the lig ht 
enough, so it can't quite focus the image . But a 
pinhole image , as long as it's small, remains sharp 
no matter how close you get. There 's no focusing, 
because there's no bending of light. An image that 
is formed by straight lines can appear anywhere. 

Pinholes let you get close to images. They also 
enable you to make i mages bigger. Whenever you 
approach something (or something approaches you) 



it makes a larger image on your retina. Since a 
pinhole lets you get closer than normal, it acts as a 
magnifier. Try holding up this page to the light 
and looking at the letters through a home-made 
pinhole magnifier. 

If your pupil could get as small as a pinhole, 
you wouldn't need to look through a pinhole. Still, 
contracting your pupil does help to keep your 
world in focus. The more your eye acts like a pin
hole instead of a lens , the greater your depth of 
focus. You see better in bright light because your 
pupil is smaller. Nearsighted people often squint 
to see distant objects by making a pinhole Out of 
their eyelids and pupils. PhotOgraphers like lots of 
light and very sensitive film so that they can keep 
the camera aperture as small as possible. That way , 
their images are less likely to be out of focus. 

Holes in a Wall 
When you put a pinhole in the path of light , 

you can see an i mage on a screen. What happens to 
the image when you take the screen away? When 
you look at something, an image forms on the 
inside of your eye. What happens to that image 
when you look the other way? 

The images are still there even wi thou t the 
screen or the pi nhole or your eye. You can't see 
them because they overlap wi th other images. The 
red in one image overlaps wi th the green in another 
image, creating white. You have so much informa
tion that you have no information-like listening 
to all the radio stations at once. A hole in a wall is a 
filter that lets only one image through. A white 
wall is a mosaic of images all mixed up. 

The exhibit looks like a rifle practice target 
that was attacked by a very good but erratic 
marksman. The holes on the right are close to
gether. Those on the left are far apart. If you hold 
up a screen in front of one of the holes on the left, 
you can see a clear upside-down image of the 
houses beyond. As you move the screen in front of 

the more tightly packed holes, more and more im
ages overlap. Where the holes are very close to
gether, the images disappear and the screen looks 
white. 

The holes in the wall answer the question: 
Why is snow white? Salt and snow and other 
many-faceted substances reflect images every 
which way from their many surfaces. When the 
images get mixed up, they look white. Neither salt 
nor snow are white to begin with. A big block of 
salt or frozen water is clear. Only when rock salt 
becomes table salt, or ice becomes snow , does it 
turn white. Talcum powder particles are transpar
ent. In fact, many chemicals are white because they 
are ground very fine. And a cherry lifesaver turns 
almost white when it is smashed to tiny pieces. 

Each ho le in rhe wa ll lers rhroug h a d isranr image. Ma ny im ages 

roge rher me lr in ro whi re. 
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A row of clear aucom obi le ta illi gh r bu lbs cas rs a seri es of shadows rha t st rerches as you move away from rhe wall. Stand ing c lose co t he wa ll 
p roduces a si ng le sharp " um bra". Srand lng bac k lers rhe lig ht seep around you co fo rm many hazy "penumb ras". 

Round holes ad mi r cross-s haped images when rhe lig hr so urce is in the shape or a cross. If you ho ld up a round dor , insread of a round hole, 
you see the mi ss ing image, o r a cross-shaped shadow . 
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Sophisticated Shadows 
A shadow is an image that isn't there. 
If you think of a white wall as a mosaic of 

images, what happens when you take away just 
one? You get a shadow in the shape of the light 
that's falling on the wall-whether that light is 
coming from a lamp or scene. If you hold up a 
black dot to the sun instead of a pinhole , you get a 
dark round shadow in the sun's image. If a tree 
branch is blocking the sun, your shadow will show 
a bright branch in front of the black sun: the oppo
si te of the image a pinhole would make. 

All shadow images are the opposite of pinhole 
Images . 

Most shadows are combinations of many 
blocked images. Only when you use a small dot
like a small pinhole-can you peel away just one 
image to get a clear picture of the "missing" im
age. In this exhibit a small dot can block images of 
a variety of light sources. The dot always casts a 
shadow of the missing image of the light source, 
and nOt of the dot itself. 

Four different light sources cast four very diffe
rent images: Each light source completely covers 
the wall with images when you turn it on, and the 
wall looks white. But you can see what one image 
looks like by holding up the pinhole. The white 
bulb with a black spot casts a pinhole image of a 
bright doughnut with a dark hole. If you hold up 
the black dot instead of the pi nhole, you get a 
missing image: a dark doughnut with a bright 
hole. 

Similarly , if y'ou turn on both the horizontal 
and vertical fluorescent bulbs at the same time, the 
pinhole casts an image of a bright cross. The dot 
casts a fine shadow in the shape of a cross. If you 
criss-cross the fingers of your two hands and hold 
them up to the screen, you get both pinhole im
ages and shadow images. The gaps between your 
fingers form pinholes . The tips of your fingers act 
like black dots . The shadow of your fingers on the 

screen is speckled with bright crosses, and dark 
crosses fan out from your fingernails . 

The fourth light source is an incandescent 
bulb, such as you might have in your home. The 
shadows it casts have pink and blue edges (or yel
low and blue edges, depending on the type of 
bulb). The bulb itself is bluish , because the frosted 
coating scatters the light. The filament is pinkish 
or yellowish. The total light looks white to you 
because you see both colors at once. But shadows 
sort them out. 

You can make colored shadows from the incan
descent bulb on the screen in the exhibit or in your 
home. If you cast a shadow wi th your hand, the 
inside of the shadow looks black. That's where no 
light is reaching the screen . But the outside edge 
looks pink; its's pink because the blue part of the 
light is in shadow , but some pink from the fila
ment gets through. The inside edge of the shadow 
looks blue where the pink is in shadow, but some 
blue seeps through. (Not all frosted bulbs produce 
this effect. Some are too frosted ; some are not 
frosted enough.) 

Some shadows are more shadowy than others . 
Total shadows are called umbras, partial shadows 
are penumbras. A penumbra appears where some of 
the light is blocked, but other light fills in . This 
can happen where light from one source is blocked 
and light from another source fills in, or where the 
ligh t from a broad source is only partially blocked. 
The pink and blue edges on shadows in incandes
cent light are penumbras. 

If something is illuminated by more than one 
light, it casts more than one shadow. (See Colored 
Shadows . ) None of the shadows is completely black 
because light from one of the other light sources 
gets around it. 

If you hold something very close to the wall, it 
casts a very sharp shadow. No light can seep 
around to form penumbras, so you see only the 
sharp umbra . As you move farther away , more 
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light seeps around , forming more penumbras and 
cutting down on the umbra. Objects far away from 
walls don't seem to cast shadows because all the 
penumbras mix together into a big blur. 

In the exhibit, the small dot casts a sharp shad
ow of a small dot when it's held close to the screen. 
But it casts a shadow in the shape of the light 
source when it 's held some distance away. At that 
point , it 's blocking only some of the images that 
could reach the wall; when the dot is up close, it 
blocks almost all the images (and thus all the 
light). 

On the other side of the exhibit, the light 
source is a row of tiny point sources that you can 
block one at a time. When just one light shines 
through, your shadow on the screen is crisp and 
clear. As you uncover more and more lights , your 
shadow stretches Out like an accordian as penumbra 
after penumbra joins the original umbra . Of 
course, if you stand right next to the wall , you'll 
block all the light and cast only one shadow . But as 
you move away, the penumbras pile up and spread 
out. 

The more spread out the light source, the more 
easily it can get around you, and the more impor
tant it is to stand close to the wall to cast a sharp 
shadow. Children playing in the Shadow Box exhib
it soon learn to stand pressed to the wall to avoid 
shadows with fuzzy edges. The fuzzy edges of most 
shadows are simply penumbras filling in where the 
umbra leaves off. 

Indeed, fuzzy edges are often preferable to 
sharp shadows. Indoor lighting is designed with 
many sources specifically to avoid sharp shadows . 
Amateur photographers often produce pictures 
with ugly dark shadows by using a single flashbulb 
or strobe. Experienced photographers fill in the 
shadows by coveri ng thei r ligh t sources with dif
fusers or bouncing the light off the walls and ceil
Ings. 
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Refracted Images: Mirages and Microscopes 

0" /lex/ page: 
A mag nify ing g lass focuses a rea l image of 

rhree lighrs on rheir own comp lem enca ry
co lored shadows. The small im ages inside 
rhe lens a re reneccions (rom rhe franc and 
back su rfaces of rhe g lass. The in ve rced rea l 
image is renecced from rhe concave rear 
sl! rface; rhe righr- side up virtual image is 
ren ec red from the co nvex front su rface. 
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Refracted Images: Mirages and Microscopes 

Pinholes capture images. But they can't re
create them or reconstruct them. Traditionally that 
has been the work of artists. Mummy makers and 
cavemen with sticks in the mud recreated images 
of the worlds they lived in to be discovered by the 
museum curators of the future. 

Images can be reproduced or reconstructed 
even without paint or paper or sticks in the mud. 
The best medium of image creation is light itself. 
By bending light, you can put an image wherever 
you want, in whatever size you want, in whatever 
shape you want. 

Today's homo sapiens uses light to record im
ages of his world with help from cameras. The lens 
in his Minolta gathers light patterns from his 
2-year-old's birthday party and condenses them 
onto a tiny color transparency. Years later, he uses 
the lens in his slide projector to blow up the image 
onto a large screen. Before cameras were even in 
use, lenses in slide viewers like Laterna Magica 
were projecting images of delicate hand-painted 
transparenCIes. 

Lenses direct light by bending it. Light re
fracts, or bends, when it travels at an angle from 
one transparent medium to another: from glass to 
water, or water to air, or air to plastic. The more 
optically dense the medium, the longer the light is 
delayed each time it is absorbed and re-emitted , 
and the more it bends. 

It 's the difference in density that counts. When 
light travels along in water or air or g lass, it 
doesn't bend because there's no change in optical 
density, but if it travels from glass to air, it sud
denly speeds up-and bends. When light travels 
from air to a diamond, it bends a g reat deal. 
Diamonds are the most optically dense natural sub
stance known to man; they slow down and thus 
bend light more than any other transparent 
medium. Refraction is what makes diamonds 
sparkle. The Disappearing Rods have the same op ti
cal density as their surrounding medium. There's 

zero bending and also zero visib ility . 
Light also has to travel at an angle to bend on 

its way from one medium to another. If you're 
driving and the road changes to mud , you'll slow 
down suddenly . But if you hit the mud at an 
angle, and just one wheel slows down, the car will 
pivot around. Similarly, if you're headed down-hill 
with the brakes on and one side of the car hits an 
ice patch, that side will speed up and the car will 
skid around. If both sides hit the ice at the same 
time, the car would continue traveling in a straight 
line, only faster. 
Moving Images Around 

When light skids around it takes its images 
with it . That's why you can manipulate images by 
manipulating light. You don't know the history of 
the light you see, so light that has been bent ap
pears to come from somewhere else-that is, from 
wherever it would have been if it had traveled at 
you in a straight line. Circfes/or Peace and Bathroom 
Window Optics are sculptures made from images of 
refracted light. 

A change in temperature can also mean a 
change in density. Light bends when it passes from 
warm air to cool air , and back again. The light 
from the stars travels through many layers of warm 
and cool air to reach you. The movement of the 
layers is what makes star-light twinkle. Stars and 
city lights twinkle more on a windy day . 

The air above hot pavements or the hot exhaust 
from a chimney can make what 's behind it seem to 
shimmer. This is especially noticeable as you ap
proach the crest of a hill driving on a hot day. 
Gasoline fumes are less optically dense than ai r , 
which is why objects in gas stations often seem to 
shimmer. 

Temperature differences above hot streets also 
can produce mirages . When the light from the sky 
leaves the high density cool air above and hits the 
low density hot air near the road it bends sharply. 
The blue light from the sky seems to come from 
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The rays of lig hr from rhe lower edge ofr he serr ing sun rrave l 
farrher rhroug h rhe ea rr h 's arm osp here , and rhus a re bene m ore rhan 
rhe rays from rhe upper edge. The res ulr is a " Pumpkin Sun ". 
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the street, and you see it as a pool of water. 
Modern day mirages often turn distant car 

lights into flying saucers appearing from the mid
dle of fields . 

The sunset is also a mirage . In fact, you see 
part of this setting sun after it already has sunk 
below the horizon. The light from the sun bends 
gradually in our atmosphere as it travels tOward 
earth because our atmosphere is more dense than 
outer space. As the sun sets , the light rays from the 
lower part travel through more atmosphere than 
the light from the upper part. Because the lower 
part is bent more than the upper part, it appears 
higher and closer to the upper part. Refraction 
makes the setting sun flatten out on the ends like a 
pumpkin. 

Almost everyone has run into trouble with an 
image (or object) that isn ' t where it 's supposed co 
be because light has bent it around . One man hurt 
his finger while washing dishes because he reached 
for the faucet while looking through a thick glass 
beer mug; the faucet" appeared to be much farther 
away than it really was, so his finger hit it much 
sooner-and harder! Toothbrushes always bend 
when placed in glasses of water, and fish in the 
pond aren't there when you grab fo r them. 
Lenses and Prisms 

The way light bends through water or layers of 
air isn 't always predictable. But optical instru
ments like lenses and prisms are designed to pre
cisely control the path of light. Diamonds are fac
eted by skilled craftsmen to achieve maximum 
bending. Triangular prisms bend light rays 
around , sometimes just enough to produce rain
bows . In the Exploratorium, prisms are often used 
to move images around. 

Lenses can focus images , and put them in their 
place. Two basic kinds of lenses shape most of the 
images you see: Concave lenses usually are de
scribed as being ' shaped like a cave (so you can 
remember); convex lenses are . shaped like lentil 



Three para llel rays of lig ht are refrac ted co a "focal poine" by the curved g lass of a co nvex lens. Where the three colors mee t , they add up co 

white. 

Lig ht passi ng through a concave lens spreads out. Because it never converges, it can never fo rm a "real" image. 
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seeds , whence the word "lens ." 
Lenses produce very complicated effects, but 

they are really very simple. The first part of any 
light ray striking a lens gets dragged behind, so 
the ray bends toward the glass or plastic in the 
lens. (Light always bends toward the more opti 
call y dense substance.) Thus, shape of the lens de
termines the kind of bending. Convex lenses bring 
light rays rogether. Concave lenses spread them 
out. 

The lens in your eye is a convex lens, which is 
why you can see images. Light leaving any object 
spreads out in all directions . The lens in your eye 
catches some of the light and bends it back to make 
an image of that object on the retina of your eye . 
Any lens that bends spreading light together 

makes a real image somewhere in space. In the case 
of your eye, the image falls on your retina. If it 
doesn't fall exactly on your retina, the image may 
be fuzzy . Then you need eyeglass lenses to bend the 
light a little more or unbend it so the total bending 
is a little less. 
Images Real Enough to Touch 

Convex lenses focus images on your retina, on 
screens or in thin air. Where the light rays come 
together, they form a "real image" in space. They 
cross and begin to spread out again. Your eye fo
cuses an image on your retina of the spreading 
light. The real image appears not where the orig i
nal object is , but where the light rays cross and 
start to spread out. Light spreads out from a real 
image much as it would from an object. 

LIg ht pass ing throug h a co nvex lens is roc usecl into a " rea l" image on the o the r side . Rea l im ages make imp ress ions on film , o n scree ns, and 
on the retina in you r eye. 
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The images produced by convex lenses are 
sometimes so "real" that you can rouch them. 
Lenses bend infrared as well as visible light, so you 
can start afire wi th the heat rays focused by a 
convex lens-such as that in a magnifying glass. 
The exhibit Hot Spot lets you feel an image in the 
same place that you see it. (See Reflected Images.) 

You can see a real image by looking straight at 
it, or by reflecting it from a screen or developing it 
on a phorographic plate. In the Magic Wand, you 
need only shake a stick at it. Real images focus 
upside down, on the opposi te side of the lens from 
the object. The lens merely recreates the light pat
terns in another place. It's often hard to tell the 
image from the original. (See Optical Bench,) You 
can even inspect the image with a magnifying 
glass, and bend it around some more. Optical sys
tems like telescopes and microscopes magnify the 
real images made by convex lenses. (See Telescope 
and How Many Stars ?) The Lens Table lets you ex
periment with real images., pinhole images and 
some surpnses. 

A magnifying glass is a convex lens that can 
produce a real (hot) image. But normally the object 
is up close, too close for the real image to form. 
Instead, YOLl see an image behind the lens, on the 
same side where the object is. YOLl can't touch this 
"virtual" image . It appears where it would be if the 
light were coming at yOLl in a straight line. All 
images from flat mirrors are virtual images. (See 
Magnifying Glass.) 
Virtual Images 

Concave lenses spread out light. They always 
produce virtual images because the light rays never 
meet to form a real image. Often, concave lenses 
are put to work together with convex lenses to 
modify the total amount of bending. If the lens in 
your eye bends light too sharply, you might need a 
concave lens in your eyeglasses to unbend it a bit. 
Concave lenses are used in combination with con
vex lenses to correct for chromatic aberration and 

The li g ht rrom a real image is Ou t in rront. To see (he image or (he 
scissors, you (or the camera) have to stand away rrom (he lens. 

When the obj ec t is up close , a convex lens can 't bend the lig h( 
enough to rorm a real image; instead , it rorms a magnified virtual 
image (hat appears to co me rrom behind (he lens . 
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various geometrical aberrations that can lmpalf 
images in complicated optical systems . 

Concave lenses take in a wide field of view. 
Thus they are used to make door peepholes and 
wide-angle lenses for cameras. The concave lens in 
a camera makes a small upright virtual image. The 
light from that image is focused by a convex lens as 
a real image on film. 

Object 

Virtual Image 

A convex lens fo rms a v irrua l im age when the ob jec t is up close. 

Object 

A concave lens a lways fo rms a virrua l image beca use rhe lig ht neve r 
actua lly conve rges. 
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Only a real image can make an impression on 
film . A virtual image can't because the light rays 
are never focused together. Thus, they can't im
print an image on a screen or on film or on your 
retina . But you can take a picture of a virtual im
age, or even magnify one, if you use a convex lens. 
Indeed, in order to see a virtual image , the convex 
lens in your eye has to bring the spreading light 

Real Image 

. 
• L ' 

A convex lens fo rm s a n ups ide down rea l image when the object is 
fa r behin d the lens . 

Lens in Eye or Camera 
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Magnified 

Image 

Image on Film 
or Retina 

You can see a virtua l image onl y because the lens in your eye foc uses 

a rea l image on your rerina. Thar 's how yo u see the mag nified 

virtua l image of the bug. 



rays together. 
Still, virtual images have many uses , especially 

since they are right side up instead of upside down. 
Opera glasses use a concave lens eye-piece to help 
form a magnified upright image . 

The magnifying power of an opera glass, how
ever, is not sufficient for a telescope or microscope . 
Telescopes gather light with large convex lenses. 
Many , especially those designed for bird watching , 
then turn the image right side up again with cor
rec ting prisms. Microscopic images are always up
side down, which is why it's always so hard to 
position slides. 
A Limi t to Lenses 

There's a limit to the bending power of any 
lens. The lens in your eye can't gather together the 
spreading light rays from objects that are right in 
front of your nose, which is why you can't focus 

A large ca m era apertu re (o r wide open pupi l) gives a narrow depth of 

focus, and someti mes fuzzy focus. 

clead y on your nose . It's too close. Images, as we II 
as objects, can be toO near for you to see. (See 
Telescope.) Pinholes let you ge t closer (and thus see 
things larger) because they don't involve lig ht 
bending . (See Pinhole Magnifier.) Cameras take bet
ter close-ups with small apertures than with large 
ones. 

But while small apertures produce g reater 
depth of focus, they also produce diffraction. Dif
fraction around the edges of small openings pro
d uces fuzzy images. Lenses used in microscopes are 
very small to avoid the problems of large lenses. 
(See below.) H owever , they then encounter the 
drawbacks of small openings. Some microscopes use 
ultrav iolet lig ht , which has a shorter wavelength 
than visible light and thus diffracts less. Electron 
microscopes use electron beams. Electrons have a 
wavelength almost as small as an atom, so they 

A smal l ca mera apertu re (o r small pupi l) increases the depth of 
focus. Tha t 's why you see more c lea rl y in bright light. 
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don't diffract noticeably. Electron microscopes can 
magnify tiny viruses and human cells to produce 
images 100 ,000 times their size. The highest 
magnification possible using visible light is be
tween 1000 and 2000. 
Gathering Starlight 

Very large lenses are needed to gather the ligh t 
from distant stars . But big lenses can mean big 
problems, too. A major problem is that light often 
breaks into colors when it bends; after all , the 
colors of the rainbow are produced by refraction. 
The bigger the lens, the bigger the bending and 
the bigger the problem . (See Giant Lens, Telescope.) 
Several exhibi ts in the Color Section of the Explor
atorium deal with chromatic aberration in detail. 

One kind of lens that produces a very fine 
image appears to be completely flat . Fresnel lenses 
are scored with a series of grooves angled to bend 
light just as if the entire surface of the lens were 
curved. The shape of a fresnel lens doesn't give 
away its light bending properties, but its images 
do . Concave fresnel lenses produce small upright 
virtual images; convex fresnel lenses can magnify 
or make real images in space. Either way , they 
produce remarkably good optics. (See Traffic Light, 
Multiple Lens Box .) 

Like pinhole images, the images of refracted 
ligh t are all around you . Just hold up a lens any
where and it catches an image for you. Depending 
on what kind of lens you have , the image will be 
bigger or smaller, more spread out or more concen
trated, than the original. It may even be upside 
down. Basically this is what the lens in your eye 
does as it gathers light from here and there , form
ing one image, then another , on the "screen" that 
is your retina . As the Multiple Lens Box demon
strates,images are everywhere-and no two images 
are ever alike. 
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Exhibits 

Laterna Magica 
Lenses were around long before good light 

sources . This 19th century "magic lantern" has an 
optical system much like a modern slide projector, 
but its light source is an oil and fiber wick lamp of 
the type that's been around since 500 B . C. The oil 
tank is on display along with the hand-painted 
slides. 

Modern slide projectors use bright electric 
lamps to light up transparencies. The light from 
Laterna Magica 's broad oil flame is intensified by 
the mirror behind it, but the image is still very 
dim . The image is projected onto a screen wi th a 
lens much like those used in modern counterparts. 
The transparencies , on the other hand, have Ii ttle 
in common with those produced by Kodak. These 
delicately wrought images were copies laboriously 
from life by hand. Kodak slides imitate life by 
bending light through the lens in a camera and 
forming a real image on film. 

Disappearing Rods 
Light changes its stripes as it passes through a 

transparent medium. In this exhibit, two bundles 
of glass rods don't affect the light from the stripes 
behind them. Because the shapes of the stripes in 
the background are unaffected, you don't see the 
rods. They vanish into thin air-or liquid as the 
case may be. 

One reason you can see transparent objects is 
that they refract the light coming through them. 
Whatever lies beyond looks slightly disrorted. 
Therefore, you know that something's come be
tween you and the background, whether it's glass, 
gasoline fumes or thin (and thicker) air. 

The glass bundles are clearly visible when they 
hang in the air. When you dunk them in the clear 
liquid, all but a single one disappears. You can 
still see the single rod because the white stripes in 
the background appear twisted . The rest of the 
white stripes, however , are perfectly straight. It's 

Photograph by Susan Sc hwartzcnberg 

The g lass rods and (he specia l liquid bend li g h( equa ll y. l f (here 
isn·( any d iffe rence in (he bendi ng , (he re isn·( any d iffe rence in ",ha( 

yo u see. 

impossible to see how any glass rods could stand in 
their way. 

Light only changes its stripes when it changes 
its speed. If the speed doesn't change, then the 
light doesn ' t refract. The liquid in the tank is con
cocted to have exactly the same optical density as 
the glass. So the light from the stripes doesn't 
speed up or slow down as it passes through the rods 
to YOut eye. It doesn't refract , and you have no way 
of knowing that the rods are there. There are no 
real boundaries. It's as if the g lass were an imagi
nary boundary around a cylinder of liq uid. The rod 
that doesn't disappear is Pyrex, which has a diffe
rent optical density . 

This type of exhibi t is not unique to the Ex
ploratorium. Mixtures of compounds with the 
same optical density as glass have been used to 

illustrate refraction before. Still, much fiddling 
was needed before the exhi bit worked correctly. 
Light is so sensitive to a change in density that it 
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refracts if the mixture is the least bit off. Disper
sion is also a problem; that is , the fact that white 
light tends to break into colors. Some mixtures 
work right for red, but not for blue. The liquid is 
illuminated with blue light to cut down on the 
number of colors to be refracted. 

Of course, refraction isn't the only reason you 
see clear objects. When light changes speed, it also 
reflects. The light that bounces back tells your eye 
what's there. Reflection doesn't tell you where the 
disappearing rods are because they don't reflect any 
light either. If light doesn't change speed when it 
hits an object, it's as if the object weren't there . 
(See Reflected I mages.) 

Circles For Peace / Bathroom Window Optics 
The bright rectangular light forms seem al

most alive in their boxlike home. They change 
shape and size as you approach or leave them, re
peating their ghostly pattern in a multitude of 
colorful variations. 

If you look into the side of the box, you can see 
that the light forms are nothing more than colored 
Christmas tree lights . The light from them bends 
into rectangles as it refracts through the rectangu
lar patterns in the glass. Every time you change 
position, the light bends toward you at a slightly 
different angle, creating a slightly different pat
tern. 

Circles for Peace was created by local artist Bruce 
Krei tel as part of a show that was organized by a 
group interested in Experiments in Art and Tech
nology (EAT). It was one of the first exhibits in the 
Exploratorium. 

Krei tel also put together Bathroom Window Op
tics to show where the shapes come from. Images of 
refracted light are shaped by whatever they are 
refracted through. The patterns on the rotating 
plastic sections are familiar ones used to diffuse the 
light (and therefore the images) behind bathroom 
windows and shower stalls. Where the plastic is 
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molded into waffle-like squares, it produces a 
square of light. The plastic pressed into tiny hexa
gons bends light into a big hexagon . The crinkly, 
amorphous plastic produces a bl urry, amorphous 
ball of light. 

Bathroom Window Optics is a lesson in the geom
etry of refractions . You can tell much about what 
light is going through by looking at the shape of 
the patterns made by the light. Much of our 
knowledge about the arrangement of atoms in crys
tals and large molecules is gained in a similar way . 

Magic Wand 
There's nothing magic about the way this ex

hibit produces more images than you can shake a 
stick at. A convex lens in the projector produces a 
real image in space. By waving a wand at it, you 
provide a surface for the image to reflect from and 
back into your eye. Persistence of vision makes the 
image stick. 

The image is there whether you wave the wand 
or not . You could just as well use almost any other 
reflecting surface to send the image back to your 
eye: a screen, a piece of paper, even your hand. 
(But not a mirror; a mirror would reflect an image 
of the projector itself. See Refl ec ted Images.) The 
magic wand reflects the picture to your eyes a little 
at a time. You see it all at once because images 
persist in your eye-brain long enough for you to 
put the pieces together. If they didn't, movies 
would appear as the jerky succession of still frames 
that they really ar~. 

You can't shake the stick just any old way to 
produce a picture. It has to move in a relatively 
uniform way at a uniform distance from the lens . 
Otherwise, some parts of the picture would be in 
focus while others would be fuzzy. 

The lens that produces the image has a fairly 
long depth of focus , so twO people can wave two 
wands at once, getting two simultaneous images . 
As long as they are fai rl y close together, both im-



ages will be in focus. And neither image will incer
fere with the other. 

Any slide projecror produces a whole area of 
images. One is in focus, and many are out of focus. 
When you focus a projeccor, you are simply put
ting a screen where the focused image is. Some 
people think they somehow create the image on the 
screen when they focus the projeccor, but the 
image exists somewhere in space all along. Focus
ing just places it on the screen. Indeed, you could 
have a "Magic Wand" slide show at home if you 
used a moving white stick instead of a screen to 
reflect the images. 

You can even erase the image made by the 
magic wand. As you gradually move your wand 
out of the path of the projeccor, the picture begins 
co cum dark. Ie appears as though you are erasing 
the image. 

A convex lens, like the one in this exhibi t, 
usually produces real images that are upside down. 
Bur the image you see when you shake the stick is 
right side up. If you could look inco the projeccor, 
you'd see why. The original slide is upside down, 
so its upside-down image is right side up. 

Optical Bench 
Which is more real? A real image, or a real 

object? Ie can be hard co tell if the optical system is 
good enough. This exhibi t lets you place an image 
and an object side by side and compare the two. 
The upside-down light bulb and the upside-down 
image of another light bulb look exactly the same. 
Bur if you reach out to couch the image, you won't 
feel a thing. That's because the object that's form
ing the image is back on the other side of the lens. 

The image is so real because the lens is so good. 
The light that leaves the original bulb is trans
ported through the lens and to a focal poinc be
yond, creating a new image as good as the old one. 
The lens exactly reconstcucts the original 
si cuation-except, of course, that the image is up-

side down. 
If you move your head slightly to one side of 

the lens, you still can see the upside-down light 
bulb, bur not the upside-down image. Light 
spreads out from an objecc in all directions, so you 
can see it from all directions. But a lens captures 
light from only a small angle of view. Outside this 
very restricted viewpoint, you see no image at all. 

Many optical systems have a narrow outlook 
because the images they produce exist only in a 
narrow cone of light. Anyone who has tried co 
watch a horse race with binoculars knows that get
ting a broad field of view isn't so easy with most 
optical systems. Telescopes can't capcure images 
unless the objects are standing right in fronc of 
them. Astronomers can't see the stars whose light 
encers the telescope even slightly from the side. 

You can see images over a wider area if you 
scatter the light in more directions . The rough 
surface of a movie screen scatters the light so that 
people sitting on the aisle or the box seats can see 
the movie as well as the people in the cencer rows. 
If you flip up the little frosted screen in the exhib
it, you can see the image of the bulb over a much 
wider range than you can by looking through the 
lens. 

Flipping up the screen also tells you where the 
image is. Some people think the image is somehow 
on the surface of the lens, or even behind it . In
deed, real images can be very hard co see correctly 
because they involve focusing the lens in your eye 
on something out in space instead of on something 
concrete like a screen. But the image really does 
float in space-just like the image in Magic Wand. 
You can see it by looking right at it, or by scatter
ing it off the screen, or even, perhaps, by shaking a 
magic wand at it. 

(The image in this exhibit is especially hard to 
see because it exists in such a narrow cone of light. 
If you're an adult, you will probably have co stoop 
over co see it. If you're a child, you may have to 
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stand on tiptOes.) 
You can move the image by moving the light 

bulb behind the lens . And you can move the screen 
to wherever the focused image is. The image gets 
bigger and smaller depending on how close it is to 
the lens. The image is the same size as the upside
down light bulb when the two are the same dis
tance away from the lens . (See Lens Table.) 

Again, the· bending power of the lens in your 
eye is a finallimi tation to what you can see. As YOLl 
move the rear ligh t bulb forward, the image comes 
closer to you. It can even come right up to your 
eyes. But at that point, the lens in your eyes can't 
focus the light into an image on your retina. The 
image would still be there. But all you would see is 
a blob of light . 

To line up object and image , you use the same 
methods you would employ to line up two objects. 
Size-distance scaling tells you that similar objects 
are the same distance away when they appear to be 
the same size. Parallax is a distance clue based on 
relative motion: as you move your head , objects 
close to you appear to move in the opposite direc
tion; the closer the object, the more it appears to 
move. If two objects are equidistant, they don't 
move relative to each other at all. 

Either way you size it up, the image in the 
exhibit behaves exactly like an object. You even 
can use parallax (or size-distance) to align two im
ages, and some optical systems do. When the im
ages don't move if you move your head, you know 
they are in the same place. As far as your eye-brain 
is concerned, an image is a match for an object. 

Telescope 
This telescope has gone to pieces to show you 

the real image produced by a convex lens. A real 
image is so real that you can tOuch it (Magic Wand) 
and size it up with a real object (Optical Bench ). In 
this exhibit you can even magnify it. 

Most optical systems magnify images instead 
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of objects because the magnifying power of one 
lens is limited . In a microscope, one lens produces 
a magnified image; another lens magnifies the 
magnified image again. 

A telescope is the same only different. You 
can't get close enough to the stars to look at them 
through a magnifying glass. So the large light
gathering lens on a telescope brings a real image of 
the stars down to where you can inspect them in 
detail. The magnifying glass in this exhibit is de
tached . Even without it, you can see a real image of 
the skylight on the Exploratorium as you look 
thtOugh the telescope. The real image appears in
side a metal ring , where the magnifying glass on a 
telescope would normally go. If you look at the 
image through the detached magnifying glass, you 
see a magnified image of the first image . 

You have to stand a bi t back from the real 
image to see it. You automatically stand back 
when the screen is up , because you're accustomed 
to looking at objects from at least a few inches 
away. You're nOt used to viewing images in space, 
so you may have to remind yourself to stand back. 

The screen also makes the image easier to see 
because it scatters light to the sides, as does the 
screen in Optical Bench. This plastic screen has a 
hole in it. The real image looks the same in the 
hole as it does on the screen-which proves you 
don't need a screen to see a real image. (l t just 
helps.) 

How Many Stars? 
A piece of the sky hangs high on the wall 

inside the ExploratOrium. From ground level, it 
looks like a dusty black panel with some red writ
ing on the side. You can't read the writing, and all 
you can see on the panel are a few dim stars and a 
cloudy white blur. 

When you look through the telescope , the red 
writing spells out so·me facts about size and dis
tance in outer space. The white blur distinguishes 



itself into nebulae and pulsars, bright stars and 
planets . The telescope nOt only magnifies the ter
restrial objects you can see; it also enables you to see 
objects that are otherwise invisible because they are 
too dim. 

Your pupil Isn't a very efficient ligh t 
gatherer-at least not for stargazing. Since it is at 
most only about Y4 of an inch in diameter, it can't 
admit more than a few rays of light from each star. 
Often, that's not enough light to form a detectable 
image on your retina . The lens in the telescope has 
a diameter of about six inches, and collects 600 
times as much light as your pupil. That's enough 
to make stars appear to spring from nowhere. 

The large light gathering lens in the telescope 
forms a real image. That image is magnified when 
you look through the eyepiece. (See Telescope.) The 
objects on the star board look much as you would 
see them in the sky. A red pulsar throbs within a 
cloudy nebula. Stars gather in open clusters and 
closed clusters. The planet Jupiter is striped with 
clouds, and Saturn shows off its rings. 

It takes a large lens to gather enough light to 
see the stars in such detail. The larger the lens, the 
thicker it has to be, and the more geometrical and 
chromatic aberrations get into the picture. The 
lens has to be supported on its edges, so that the 
light has a clear path through to make an image
another problem that increases with size. It 's also 
very difficult to grind a large lens: any non
uniformity (such as bubbles, or variations in opti
cal density) also interferes wi th the perfection of 
the image. 

It's little wonder that the last large telescope 
built with a lens as a light gatherer was made in 
1897. Modern telescopes use mirrors to concen 
trate the light from the stars. The real image 
formed by a mirror can be magnified just like the 
real image formed by a lens. And mi rrors have 
several important advantages: they can be sup
ported from behind, they have only one surface to 

grind, and they focus all the colors in the same 
place. 

However, even "reflector" telescopes have 
reached their limits . (Telescopes which use lenses 
to gather light are "refractors.") When you concen
trate light, you also concentrate dust and other 
imperfections in the atmosphere. A next possible 
step is to build a telescope on the moon , where 
there's no air or haze to scatter, absorb or refract 
the light . 

Lens Table 
The best way to make a clear image in your 

mind of how light makes images is to get an 
image-maker in your hand. This exhibit gives you 
a handle on some lenses and pinholes, and lets you 
focus images on a series of screens. If you play 
around at the lens table long enough, you'11 never 
be fuzzy on images again. 

Pinholes merely select light rays to make im
ages, but lenses have to focus them. Thus , the 
images made by lenses come in a variety of sizes , 
shapes and locations. The convex lens in the exhib
it focuses an image of a slide of the Exploratorium 
rotunda in twO places. If you hold the lens close 
to the transparency, it projects a large image far 
away on the screen-as does a slide projector. If 
you hold the lens close to the screen, it focuses a 
small image close to the screen-like the image on 
your retina. If you move the lens back and forth 
between the transparency and the screen, you'll 
find that the lens focuses an image only in those 
two places. Those are the only twO points where all 
ligh t converges in one place. 

The situation changes if you change the way 
you si tuate the lenses and screens. If you raise the 
small movable screen and bring it closer to the 
projector, the lens still focuses images in two 
places. But as the screen comes closer to the projec
tor, the big image gets smaller and the small 
image gets bigger. The places where the Images 
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form also get closer and closer together. Eventu
ally, both images merge . Now the lens makes only 
one image on the screen. This image is exactly the 
same size as the object and the lens is equidistant 
from the· slide and the screen. 

If you bring the screen even closer to the pro
jector, the lens doesn't have enough bending power 
to focus an image. However, you can add the other 
convex lens. This doubles the bending power. 
Now you can bring the screen closer still, until you 
find another place where the image is the same size 
as the object. If you bring the screen closer than 
that , even two lenses can't focus an image . But 
adding a pinhole will put the picture in focus 
again-at least up to a point. 

You can also select a different "object" whose 
image you want to focus. If the lens is too close to 
the projector to make an image of the transparen
cy, it still can focus a clear image of the little black 
triangle behind the slide. As you move the lens 
closer still, it focuses an image of the writing on 
the light bulb inside the projector. Looking inside 
the projector , you can see the three "objects" all 
lined up in a row; transparency, triangle and light 
bulb. As you move the lens , you pick out one 
image at a time to focus on the screen. The other 
images are still there, but you can't see them be
cause they are out of focus . Like a photographer 
moving the lens on her camera , you can make im
ages appear and disappear by bringing them in and 
out of focus. 

Images of far away objects tend to focus all in 
the same place. That's why "infinity" on a camera 
starts at just about 30 feet. Infinity occurs when 
the distance between the lens and the screen, or 
film in the case of a camera , is very small compared 
to the distance to the object or scene. If you place 
the lens in the exhibit close to the screen and focus 
an image of the transparency, you barely need to 
move the lens at all to focus an image of exhibits 
many yards away, or even of the skylight on the 
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roof. 
As you try to focus on the screen, you might 

find that it's hard to keep your images straight. 
That's because it's hard to hold the lens straight. If 
the lens is even slightly tilted, the picture seems to 
stretch. Parts of it get out of focus because parts of 
the lens are closer to the screen than others. Tilting 
also changes the effective shape of the lens, and the 
angles that the light enters and leaves the glass. 

Pinhole images never get out of focus because 
light doesn't bend. The more you make your lens 
like a pinhole, the easier it is to focus. If you hold 
the paddle with a hole in it in front of the lens, it 
"stops down" the lens-taking only the center por
tion of the picture. With less lens area to bend 
light, there's less chance of blurring the image . 
The light that passes through the center of the lens 
bends least of all. That's why photographers take 
better pictures (and you see best) when the camera 
aperture (or your pupil) is smallest. 

Strangely, covering up most of the lens surface 
doesn't cover up the image . In fact, you can cover 
half the lens with your hand and still get a clear 
image on the screen. Or you can cover the lens 
with the three-holed paddle; you still get a single, 
whole picture. Light from every point on an object 
passes through every point on the lens. So even if 
all but a small portion of the lens is covered, you 
still can get an image. (See Color SZt1Jl.) People wi th 
cataracts and other eye diseases still can see even 
though much of their lens is no longer transparent. 

The more of the lens you block, the more light 
you block. The image gets dimmer even as it gets 
sharper. The image that you make with the pin
hole paddle is sharp wherever you put it, but it is 
also quite dim. If you combine the sharpness of the 
pinhole with the bending power of a lens, you get 
the sharpest image of all. 

All of the images you focus on the screen are 
real images. They exist in space, where you can 
stOP them wi th a screen or reach out and touch 



them. If you get close to the projector and look 
through the lens , you see another kind of image: a 
virtual image behind the lens. When the lens 
doesn't have enough bending power to bring the 
light together in front of the lens to form a real 
image, you see the image behind it. You can't 
touch the virtual image. It only appears to be 
where it is because of the way the light is bent. It 
also appears to be magnified . (See Magnifying 
Glass. ) 

If you hadn't noticed before, you can see now 
that the transparency of the ExploratOrium is really 
upside down. That's why all the real images you 
make on the screen are right side up. But a virtual 
image doesn't reverse. So when you use the lens as 
a magnifying glass, the image stays right side 

. up-which in this case is upside down. 

usan .xnv"rrz.cn 

A projector , so me lenses , some pi nho les, and so me screens offer 
many ways to p lay w ir h images ar rhe Lens Tabl e. 

Magnifying Glass 
A little yellow stick hangs suspended in front 

of a large yellow rod. When you look at the stick 
through a magnifying g lass, it can seem to be not 
only the same size as the rod, but also to occupy 
the same space. You can test this by moving your 
head and watching for signs of parallax. Of course, 
you have to position the rod so that it lines up 
exactly wi th the image of the stick. But once it's in 
place, no matter how you move your head, the rod 
and the image of the stick stay together. 

When a convex lens forms a real image , the 
light passes through the lens and converges again 
on the other side. The same lens can form a magni
fied virtual image if the ob ject is up close , tOo close 
for the light to converge. The light is still bent, so 
you see it coming it you in a strange way, at a much 
wider ang le. Therefore, the image appears both 
bigger and farther away . It 's as if the light jumped 
off the object and stretched intO an expanded image 
right in front of your eyes. 

A concave lens always makes a virtual image 
because the light never converges. The rays of light 
seem to come through the lens at a smaller angle 
than they wou ld normally. Therefore , the image 
appears smaller and closer. 

But a funny thing happens when you look at 
light through lenses. With no other objects in the 
picture as reference points, it can be hard to tell if 
the image is really closer or farther away. Many 
people think that magnified images are closer sim
ply because they look bigger. Similarly, small im
ages tend to look farther away , even when they're 
not. The best way to tell for sure is parallax. If, 
when you look through the lens and move your 
head, the image moves more than the object, then 
the image is closer. If the object appears to move 
more across your field of view, then the object is 
closer. (See Optical Bench.) 
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Giant Lens 
There's nothing like looking at things on a 

grand scale to see things clearly. Unfortunately , 
the giant images produced by the giant lens are 
anything but clear. The huge convex lens produces 
both real and virtual images , depending on where 
you stand. Finding and keeping track of either 
Isn't easy. 

Most of the images you see through the giant 
lens are right side up and magnified . You'd think 
they 'd be simple to see. But they 're as elusive as 
objects on the bottom of the pond . Nothing is 
where it should be. The light is bent so much that 
a good image is hard to find. 

A.s long as you are standing within the focal 
point of the lens (about 20 feet from it), you see 
right-side-up virwal images . If you stand back 
even farther , you might be able to find a real im-

age. You'll recognize it because it stands out in 
front of the lens and is upside down. If you put a 
screen there , you'd see an image on the screen. 

The real image is hard ro find because it exists 
in such a narrow cone of lig ht. You must look 
directly at the lens to see it. (See Optical Bench .) If 
you want to find a real image of a friend , both of 
you should put your faces right at lens level , then 
walk straight backwards more than 20 feet. That 
isn't easy either. 

The giant plastic lens appears to be made of 
concentric circles, probably because it was cast in a 
circu lar fashion. But it isn ' t a very good lens. You 
can see the colors fan out around the rings , show
ing the effects of chromatic aberration. The lens 
was originally used with a large spark chamber to 
observe the paths of high energy particles in the 
Lawrence Berkeley Laborarory . 

Photog rap h by Susan Schwanze nberg 

The Giant Lens fo rm s a mag ni fied v irtual image when the subjec t is up c lose. IF yo u step back about 30 (ee t , yo u might be able to find a rea l 
upside down image , tOo. It isn· t easy because the image exists on ly in a narrow cone of ligh t. 
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Traffic Light 
Three big moons glow in a stack of red, yellow 

and green. As you walk by , the moons seem to 
turn on one at a time, then turn off again. Actu
ally, the moons of light are a traffic signal like the 
ones on Van Ness Avenue. 

Sometimes it's useful to see an image only in a 
narrow cone of light-for example, if you want to 
be able to see the image from one perspective, but 
not from another. Old-fashioned traffic signals 
cover their lights with protective tubes to block 
the light from spreading into the wrong lane . If a 
driver in the red lane sees the green signal, he 
might get confused and go when he should srop. 
This traffic light uses good optics to direct each 
light ro the lane where it belongs. 

The center amber light in the exhibit opens 
both front and back so that you can study it inside 
out. The front is a convex fresnel lens, which 
swings out on a hinge. You can look through it 
and see the crisp real images it makes of people and 
objects around the museum. When the lens covers 
the traffic signal, it converges the light into a very 
narrow beam. You can't see it until you stand (or 
drive) right in front of it. 

The back of the traffic light opens up ro show 
the light source. A bright light covered by grooved 
glass (to diffuse the light) shines through a curved 
piece of translucent plastic . The curved plastic is 
the object that the lens focuses . It is blacked out 
except for a narrow slot which admits the light . 
The slot is in a different place in each light, point
ing yellow, red and green in different directions. 

A staff member noticed the new traffic lights 
on Van Ness and wanted one for the Explorato
rium. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing 
kindly donated one for that purpose. 

Multiple Lens Box 
This boxful of images proves that images are 

everywhere. It also proves that the images are in 

the light, and not in the lenses . If you tilt the box, 
the images stay upright . As people walk behind 
the box , the images change. If you could turn the 
box in another direction, you could capture a 
whole new collection of images . 

Everything around you scatters light in all di
rections , in essence, scattering images. The prob
lem is to separate one image from another. You can 
do this by eliminating extraneous information
with a lens. 

These images are formed by flat fresnel lenses . 
The lenses aren't thicker in one place than in 
another, but they have tiny grooves that bend the 
light as if it were traveling through a curved lens. 
The images are small and upside down and there
fore real. 

The Multiple Lens Box is connected to two ocher 
exhibits by che same artist. Holes in a Wall collects 
pinhole images. Multiple Lens Box focllses images 
with fresnel lenses. And Christmas Tree Balls re
flects a kaleidoscope of images. 

Each exhibit shows that light informacion is all 
around us, ready to form images wherever there are 
pinholes, lenses or reflecting surfaces. When you 
look ac something, your eye acts as both pinhole 
and lens, catching an image on a screen (your ret
ina). Normally, all the light information from all 
the objects around the room merge into a uniform 
"white noise." You don't see an image unless you 
single out a few light rays. 
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Reflected Images: A Window on Mirrors 

011 lIex! fiClge: 
Reflecr ions can foo l you because rhey m ove 
images arou nd. Phorog raph by Sreve Isaacson 
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Reflected Images: A Window on Mirrors 

Reflections are images that bounce back. An 
echo is the image of your voice as it reflects from a 
canyon wall. Water waves bounce off the shoreline , 
reflecting its contours back into the ocean. Light 
waves reflect from almost everything, making se
quins sparkle:- and moonlight shine. Dance hall 
mirror balls fill the air with a confetti of floating 
reflecti ons. 

Everything you see is either making light or 
reflecting light. Light bulbs and stars and fireflies 
create their own light. But everything else
including you-basks in the light of something 
else. When you turn on a lamp in a dark room, the 
light bounces around reflecting to your eye from 
every point. If you turn off the light, the objects in 
the room disappear. Vision occurs when the retina 
of your eye is stimulated by light. Without light , 
there is no vision. 

During the day, your "lamp" is the sun . It 
shines on the world around you, spreading light as 
it reflects from tree tOps and clouds and bi ts of ai r. 
If there weren't any air for the light to reflect from, 
you wouldn't be able to see the sky. Astronauts 
travel in the dark. 

Your night light is the moon . It goes through 
phases-not because it changes shape, but because 
it reflects different amounts of light to your eye. 
The moon itself doesn 't emit light. But half of it 
reflects light from the sun . When the sun lights up 
the moon from behind, it disappears from view as a 
"new moon." The moon is "full" when sunlight 
covers the full face of the moon that faces you . 
When the sun shines on the side of the moon , you 
see a silvery crescent or half moon. The rest of the 
moon is invisible. 

Light itself is invisible unless it's coming right 
at you, either reflected or emitted in your direc
tion. When you shine a flashlight across a dark 
room, the light shows up as a spot on the opposite 
wall. But you can't see the light in between unless 
theres enough dust in the air to reflect it intO your 

eyes. The familiar sight of a search light beam 
reaching up to the sky is really the reflection of 
dust particles . In the same way, sun seeping 
through tree branches streaks by unnoticed until 
early morning moisture makes reflectors out of 
dewdrops. The sunlight that falls on the bathroom 
floor is invisible until you take a shower; but a 
room full of steam shows up the sun-streaks beauti
fully. 

Sun sr reaming inco rhe Exploracorium rhrough a skyli ghr is 
in vis ible uncil dusr ren eers ir CO you r eye. 

Because you don't see light until (or unless) its 
reflected, its hard to know where its coming from. 
You don't see the rays of light from the lamp as 
they bounce from the wall to the chair before fal
ling on your friends face and reflecting into your 
eyes . The light is reflected back and forth many 
times. More light sources mean even more reflec
tions. Reflected light is notOriously hard to follow. 
But as long as some light falls on the subject, 
you'll be able to see it. 
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Even the old moon is sometimes visible "in the 
arms of the new moon." When the moon is a thin 
crescent, the sun is behind it, facing the earth. The 
sun is lighting up a large part of the earth which 
faces the moon , so light reflected from the earth 
dimly lights up even the dark side of the mooq. 
Everything Reflects Light 

Fortunately, light is reflected from almost 
everything (except black holes). When light hits 
an obstacle, it gets absorbed and re-emitted. If the 
obstacle is transparent, the light may be re-emitted 
in such a way that it bends, or refracts. If the 
obstacle is opaque, it may absorb all the light, or it 
may absorb some colors of light and reflect others. 

Reflected light is re-emi tted more or less 
backwards . It is absorbed and re-emitted in a 
period of a single wavelength-like a person in a 
revolving door. The easier it is for the light to turn 
around quickly, the better the reflection . At least 
some light is reflected every time light changes 
speed. And light changes speed every time it hits 
an obstacle (except the Disappearing Rods). 

Most obstacles that light encounters absorb it 
and reflect it and transmit it-all to varying de
grees. Some surfaces reflect all the light that falls 
on them. But nothing totally absorbs or totally 
transmits light. A little is always reflected. Camera 
makers devise ingenious methods to stop light 
from bouncing back off the lens instead of just 
passing through. (See Coated Optics) And it's almost 
impossible to make something totally black that 
absorbs ail the light. Only carbon soot and black 
velvet even come close. Both have thousands of 
tiny surfaces that bounce the light around inter
nally so much that virtually no light is reflected out 
to your eye. (See Color Table.) 

Metals are especially good reflectors because 
they have free electrons that are not attached to any 
particular atom and can re-emit the light almost 
immediately. They also emit almost all wave
lengths. Smooth surfaces also reflect well-smooth 
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that is, compared to a wavelength of light . A cliff 
that is smooth enough to make a good sounding 
board for an echo might nOt mirror light images at 
all since light waves are much smaller than sound 
waves. 

Angles also determine reflection. Almost ev
erything becomes a reflector at "grazing 
incidence"-that is, if the light strikes at a very 
shallow angle. You can make a mirror out of a 
book or a desk top by peering over its edges. One 
science writer told of a lake in the Alps that was so 
smooth, when marksmen aimed bullets at it from a 
certain angle, they reflected off the water ontO 
their targets. Skipping stones is perhaps a more 
familiar example. 

A roug h surface ca n appear smoor h and shiny when viewed ar 

g raz ing incidence, because rhe cops ofrhe riny bumps behave like 

lircie mirrors. 

Everything that reflects light also reflects im
ages. Usually, the images get lost in the contours 
of whatever is reflecting the light. The many im
ages reflected from the tiny surfaces of a rough wall 
overlap into a wash of white-as do overlapping 
pinhole images and refracted images. But reflec
tion also multiplies images. Ripples on the water 
multiply the image of the moon into a long white 
streak. Snow is a kaleidoscope of ice mirrors that 
multiplies sunlight into blinding white. 



Indeed , not all reflections are "specular" or 
mirror-like . Scattering is also a kind of reflection . 
Snow and white paper scatter light in all direc
tions. A mirror reflects light, fo lding it back in 

Rough Surface 

one direction . If you crinkle a mirror (or a piece of 
aluminum fo il) until it scatters light in all direc
tions it begins to look white. The only way to see 
a single image clearly is to single it out. 

Scatte ring reflects li g ht in all d i recr ions . 

Shiny Surface 

Spec ul ar o r " mirro r-li ke" refl ec t io ns fo ld the li g ht inca your eye w ith images incacr. 
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One Image at a Time 
Mirrors reflect only one image at a time in any 

direction , so they are adept at keeping images in
tact. The image you see in the mirror looks just 
like you . If you look into your mirror and ask, 
"Who's the fairest of them all?" it always shows 
you your own face . Mirrors bounce back exactly 
what they get. 

A simple rule of reflections makes it easy to 
keep track of mirror images , if nOt multiples of 
images. The light always bounces off at the same 
angle that it hits . If you stand square in front of the 
mirror, the light bounces right back at you. But if 
you move slightly to the side, it reflects your 
image slightly to the other side-perhaps into a 
friend 's eye. Your friend can see you even though 
you can't see yourself. However, you can see your 
friend , because the light reflected from him hits 
the mirror and bounces off at the same angle into 
your eye. This is wise to remember: whenever you 
can see somebody else in a mirror , rest assured that 
he or she can see you. 

Light always reneers off a mi rror at t he same ang le that it hi ts. 
Whenever you see someone else in a mi rro r , (hey ca n a lso see you. 
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The same rule of equal angles applies to re
flected echos, water waves and tennis balls. 

Mirror images are often confusing because they 
change the direction of light withour changing its 
shape. As far as your eye can see, the image is the 
same as the object. It simply exists in a different 
place. Magicians use this to great advantage. Their 
wobbly looking tables are sometimes supported by 
mirrors. You think you're looking through the table 
to the curtains beyond, but you're really viewing a 
reflection of curtains in a mirror. A rabbit hides 
behind it, waiting to jump out of a hat. 
Behind the Looking Glass 

Even the simplest mirrors move images 
around. When you look into a flat mirror, your 
image appears to be behind it. Some people think 
their image is on the surface of the mirror. Look 
again. Still, you can't walk around the mirror and 
shake hands with yourself. Mirror images are real 
for your eyes but not for your hands. You can't 
reach out and touch them because they are virtual 
images; the light never actually converges. 

Still, mirror images are real enough that you 
have to look in the right place to see them. Your 
mirror image is exactly as far behind the mirror as 
you are in front of it. If you focus your eyes on the 
mirror, your image will blur into the background . 
Often, you can see two images in a picture on the 
wall: when you focus on the picture, you see the 
picture. When you focus beyond, you see a mirror 
reflection of the room (or yourself) in the glass 
frame. Sometimes you don't notice the reflection 
because you've focused your sights in the wrong 
place. These are just the sorts of unnoticed reflec
tions that so often show up in photographs. 

Reflections that appear behind mirrors are 
especially confusing when "mirror" is a window. 
The image behind the window could just as well be 
an object as an image. Car windows make remark
ably good mirrors at night. It's often hard to tell 
whether the lights you see are coming or going. If 



the headlights of a car behind you are 100 yards 
away, their reflection appears 100 yards in front of 
you. If the lights are coming toward you at a 
strange angle, you might mistake them for a UFO. 
In Front of the Looking Glass 

You can shake hands wi th your reflection if the 
mirror produces a real image. Like convex lenses, 
concave mirrors bring light rays together into an 
image you can put your finger on. (A concave mir
ror does the same thing as a convex lens because the 
former reflects light and the latter transmits light.) 
Real images are even more tantalizing than virtual 
ones. They appear to float in space withour a hint 
as to what's behind them. Magicians use them to 
present floating heads on silver platters. 

Like the image made by a convex lens, the 
image made by a concave mirror is upside down 
and backwards. However, if you look at yourself 
up close , the image appears right side up, virtual, 
and magnified. It's the same principle that applies 
to a magnifying glass. Shaving mirrors and make
up mirrors are both concave: they produce magni
fied virtual images close up, bur real images if you 
stand far away enough-beyond the focal length of 
the mirror. (This can be quite far away and very 
hard to find.) 

All curved mirrors follow the same rules as 
other reflectors. The angle that the light hits is the 
same angle that it bounces off. Since the light 
strikes curved mirrors at strange angles, it does 
strange things to images. 

Convex mirrors spread out light, just as con
cave lenses do. They also gather images from a 
large area and condense them into a small area. 
Some rear-view car mirrors are convex to take in a 
wider field of view. Wide-angle mirrors in stores 
are used to catch a thief. 

Concave mirrors also gather light, for example, 
in reflecting telescopes. But only convex mirrors 
can gather images. In effect, a convex mirror, like 
a concave lens, takes a large field of view and con-

denses it into a small area. It's no coincidence that 
the concave lens in your door peephole has the 
same effect on images as the convex mirror in a 
store. 

All this expanding and contracting of light 
leaves an imprint on images. Portrait photograph
ers avoid wide-angle lenses because they can turn 
noses into beach balls. When you see your image in 
the eyes of others, it's like looking into small con
vex mirrors. Your image is small , but puffed up. 
Amusement park mirrors bend images into all 
manner of shapes and sizes. 

Whatever shape it's in, you r i mage reflects 
well on 'you. In fact, teflections always mirror, in 
one form or another, the light that falls on them. If 
the light is in the shape of a person (you) and the 
reflecting surface is good (a mirror), you'll see a 
clear image of yourself. If the light is a table lamp 
and the reflecting surface is the objects in a room, 
only the highlights give clues to the direction and 
source of illumination. But light always carries in
formation in the form of images. And reflections, 
in some fashion, always mirror those images. 
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Exhibits 

Lightform 
The world you see is nothing more than re-

flected light. You can't see the objects or people 
without the lig ht , but you can see the light with
out the objects. 

British artist Geoff Sterling set out to prove 
this by constructing a "light form" entirely from 
reflections . He scratched the surface of a metal 
plate evenly on both sides, so that, as it turned, it 
would always reflect light to your eye in the same 
way. When you see it spinning, an abstract sculp
ture hangs sLlspended in the air-a sculpture com
posed entirely of light. The metal itself is invisible 
because it moves too quickly. But the three
dimensional light form stands by itself, an "ob
ject" that is nothing more than the reflections 
created by scratches in a metal plate. 

Forms in Motion 
These light sculptures dance rings around or

dinary smoke rings. Not only do they dance, they 
mark in step, slide, glide, v;brate in waves, revolve 
and dissolve, meet and separate, expand and col
lapse , spot, dot and make confetti. And all this in 
living color. 

Ordinary smoke rings reflect light to your eye 
from the tiny particles in the smoke. As long as the 
particles form a ring, the image you see is a ring. 
These smoke sculptures take their shape from an 
animated film strip . The moving light images are 
projected through a chamber of ammonium chlor
ide smoke. The smoke reflects the light forms in 
all directions, in full three-dimensions . 

Forms in Motion was created by Exploratorium 
artist-in-residence Dianne StockIer. Developing 
the right kind of smoke was not as easy as it might 
seem. If it scattered too much light, the light 
forms went up in smoke before they every reached 
the front screen. If it didn't scatter enough light , 
you saw the forms only from the front, but not 
from the sides. Moreover , different kinds of smoke 
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Photog raph by Dianne Stockier 
A bright ci rc le of ligh[ projected through sm oke becomes a 
cy linder. 

Photograph by Dianne Stockier 
Moving lines become dancing planes in Diane Swckle r·s Fo rm s in 
Moti on . 



scatter different colors in different directions, de
pending on the size of the smoke particle. 
Cigarette smoke scatters blue light to the sides but 
looks yellow head on (like the sun). Ammonium 
chloride smoke scatters all colors about the same. 

Entrechats 
Entrechats is a true museum piece. Even though 

it was built as recently as 1966, it is primarily of 
historical interest. It represents one of the early 
attempts to sculpt forms out of light instead of 
metal, plaster or marble. 

Artist and aeronautical engineer Frank Malina 
designed the piece for the show Cybernetic Serendip
ity, the first exhibition at the Exploratorium. He 
left it to the museum as a form of encouragement. 

The moving light forms come from colored 
pieces of plastic that swivel on a chain inside the 
box. A light bulb projects their colors on the 
frosted plastic. If you tap the sculpture, the forms 
turn to move in the opposite direction. Not only 
was this one of the first light sculptures per se, it 
was also one of the first kinetic (moving) light 
forms. 

Aurora 
Aurora lets you spin wavy ribbons of light from 

a keyboard of colored tiles that you playas you 
please. A wide blue plastic tile becomes a wide 
blue ribbon of light; a small red tile makes a nar
row red ribbon. How does a small square of color 
stretch out into a long light streak? That's worth 
reflecting on. 

Reflections are shaped both by the shape of the 
light that falls on them and by the shape of the 
reflector. This reflector is a large curved sheet of 
brushed stainless steel. The tiny ridges in the steel 
act like tiny mirrors, each reflecting an image of a 
colored tile. When the images from all the ridges 
add up, they blend into a single elongated image 
that looks like a ribbon of light. 

Stretched out images are common. When the 
moon reflects on the water, tiny ripples on the 
surface may multiply the single image of the moon 
into a long white streak. Crinkled tinfoil can take a 
clear image of a lamp light and spread it Out into a 
shapeless blob . Aurora was patterned after the re
flections of a cigarette machine on a brushed stain
less steel beer dispenser in a bar. The red Pall Mall 
pack fanned out into a long red ribbon as it re
flected from the tiny ridges in the metal; the True 
Blue made a blue streak; together they streaked 
purple. The idea "percolated" in the head of an 
Exploratorium staffer for years before he finally 
made the exhibi t. 

In truth, there 's a lot to percolate over. Reflec
tions normally hit you from only one angle. The 
reflection bounces off the mirror at the same angle 
that the light fell on it. If you're not standing at 
exactly the right place, you can't see the reflected 
light. But if you keep tilting the mirror toward 
you, you can see the reflection over a much wider 
range. If you tilt it quickly, the reflection streaks 
by. In this exhibit, the tiny grooves in the metal 
act like thousands of tilted mirrors. So the image 
fans out into a long streak of light. 

The image doesn't fan out in all directions; it 
only fans out vertically. Each horizontal groove in 
the metal bounces light up and down , but not side 
to side. If the metal were brushed every which way 
then the grooves would fan light out in all direc
tions. But you wouldn't see a vertical ribbon of 
light . You 'd see an amorphous light smudge. 

This image isn't amorphous because the light 
is reflected in a regular (if not normal) manner. 
The image isn't lost. It's just stretched. In fact, the 
ribbon reflections even have depth-depth that 
mirrors the depth of the tiles. If a red tile is closer 
to the mirror than a blue tile, then the red ribbon 
appears in front of the blue ribbon. If you turn 
your head on its side, you can't perceive the depth 
because each tiny "m·irror" sends the same image to 
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both eyes and you need two images to perceive 
depth . Still, parallax tells you what's where. If the 
blue streak appears to move more than the red 
streak as you move your head , then the blue is in 
front. 

The keyboard of colors is also a lesson on the 
colors of light. You can mix and match tiles to 
produce a rainbow of colors , or none at all. If you 
overlap a blue tile on a red tile , you get a purple 
ribbon. If you add green to its complementary 
color magenta (rose) the ribbon of light is white. 
(See The Colors of Light.') 

Look into Infinity 

You can peek rhroug h a hole and find yo urse lf berwee n rwo fac ing 
para ll el mirrors where images are refl eered in tO infin iry. 
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If you've ever faced yourself in a barber shop, 
you know what it's like to see too much of a good 
thing--even if it is yourself. You see your own 
image in the mirror in front of you; then another 
image of your image as it reflects in a mirror in 
back of you; then another image of that image, and 
another image of that. And so on, seemingly 
forever. 

Whenever two mirrors face each other, they 
reflect an image into infinity. Each mirror reflects 
the image in the other mirror; the other mirror 
reflects the image right back. They bounce the 
image back and forth until there's no light left to 
bounce around. 

The twO mirrors in the exhibi t face each other 
at fairly close range. Peepholes were drilled into 
the hanging mirror so you could watch the reflec
tions going on between the two. The bright yellow 
lights that border the mirror on the wall are re
flected again and again until they form a long 
lighted corridor. If you could look at the reflecting 
side of the mirror you're looking through without 
getting your head in the way, you 'd see the same 
1mage. 

The corridor of lights comes to an end when 
the parallel lines meet-a limit imposed by 
perspective. Another limitation on reflections is 
that some light gets absorbed each time the image 
bounces off the mirrors. The images also get pro
gressively smaller as they move farther away. Even
tually , they would be too small-or tOO dim- to 
see. If you tilt the hanging mirror , the rows of 
lights curve. You can see farthest into infinity 
when both mirrors are straight: parallel lines travel 
farther than curved lines before meeting and van
ishing from view. The lines curve because the rate 
at which the images move away is constantly 
changing. Each image gets farther away by the 
distance the object (lights) are in front of the mir
ror. The progression of images is not "l inear ," so 
the rows of lights curve. If you're inclined toward 



mathematical puzzles, you might find it fun to 
plot the progression of images on a piece of paper. 

Shadow Kaleidoscope 
This exhibit is a simple kaleidoscope made 

from a small mirror attached to another mirror on a 
hinge. You could put one together in your home 
with masking tape and a couple of thin mirrors. 
Yet the rewards are magical: you can make finger 
shadows of puppets, snowflakes, hearts and stars; 
you can turn your fingers into claws, pinchers, 
angels and phantOms. 

A kaleidoscope is an image multiplier. How 
many images it makes depends on the number of 
mirrors , and on the angle that the mirrors meet. 
Even two mirrors can produce an infinite number 
of images if they face each other head on. (See Look 
Into Infinity . ) 

This kaleidoscope has only twO mirrors, but 
many different angles. You can position the mov
ing mirror at 90 degrees, 30 degrees, or anywhere 
in between. When the two mirrors are at right 
angles (90 degrees), you see three images plus the 
original object. As you bring them closer 
together-and therefore closer to parallel-the 
number of images multiplies. 

Only two images are firs t-hand images . The 
rest are images of images . You can see an image of 
the small red dot in both mirrors; behind those 
images are images of images, and behind those, 
images of other images. BLlt they don't add up to 
an infinite number. 

If you put the hinged mirror at 60 degrees, you 
get exactly five images and one object-or six red 
dots . In effect, you've divided a circle (360 de
grees) into six parts. If you divide the circle by 12 
(at 30 degrees) you can count exactly 12 images . If 
you make the angle even smaller, you see even 
more images, but eventually you wouldn't have 
room to see between the mirrors (unless you made 
peepholes). When you divide the circle exactly by 

four or six or 12 , you get an exact number of 
images-no matter where you look. But when the 
hinged mirror lies between divisions one of the 
images begins to split in twO, and you can find 
more images if you hunt around. 

A more calculating look at kaleidoscopic im
ages would tell YOLl that a 360 degree circle divided 
by 90 degrees is four; thus you get four quadrants 
when the angle between the mirrors is 90 degrees. 
Similarly, 360 divided by 60 is six, so you get six 
compartments at 60 degrees. If the mirrors are 
parallel, then the angle between them is zero. Any
thing divided by zero is infinity-which is why 
two parallel mirrors always look into infinity. The 
images are clearer when the mirrors are fro nt
surfaced, like those in this exhibit. The thick g lass 
in front of mos t mirrored surfaces confuses the 
reflections (See Shake Hands With YO/mel/.) So if 
you're building kaleidoscopes at home , it 's best to 

use thin mirrors. 

Duck into Kaleidoscope 
Most people see this exhibit feet first. From the 

outside, it's a roug h wooden structure wi th human 
legs and feet sticking out the bottOm . From the 
inside , however , "It's a party!" as one visitOr put 
it . When you duck into the kaleidoscope, you'll 
see why . Even if you're on your own, you'll have 
plenty of company (all in your own image , of 
course). If you have two friends, you'll quickly see 
why "three's a crowd." 

This kaleidoscope has three mirrors, but only 
one angle . Each mirror joins the next at exactly 60 
degrees; they form an equilateral triang le with 
three equal sides and three equal angles. It's a way 
of looking into infinity from the inside instead of 
looking through peepholes. Each mirror reflects 
the images of the other two. You can' t see the third 
image because your head stands in the way, but 
you can see yourself from the back and from the 
side. 
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Three's a crowd in (he Duck inro Ka leidoscope. 

As the images of images stretch back behind 
the mirrors , each image is smaller and dimmer 
than the next. Still , your first reflection is so good 
that you may have trouble knowing which image is 
about to step out when you emerge. Whenever you 
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move a muscle , your eye provides feedback by 
helping you look where you're going. But when 
your eye sees you going in three directions, you 
become unsure of your own image . (See Mirrorly a 
Window ,) 



Primary of a Cube 

Fou r mi rro rs (orm a ka le idoscope [har makes pyra m ids and cubes 
our or a simpl e card board cube . 

Kaleidoscopes come plain and fancy . Some are 
found in workshops. Others are the work of artists. 
This kaleidoscope is so fancy that it makes pyra
mids and cubes out of a simple cardboard tube. 
local artist Tom Hatch created it to show what 
happens when four mirrors get fancily together. 

If you start adding up the images , you'll find 
that the cube and the pyramid both have 12 edges . 
That's one object, four images , and the rest images 
of images. You can also use twO tubes to make a 
pyramid within a pyramid or a cube within a cube . 
Then you have two objects, eight images and 14 
images of images-22 images in all. 

Because this is a fancy kaleidoscope , the object 
has to be in exactly the right place for the images 
to add up . If the cardboard is even slightly askew, 
r:he cube gets bent au t of shape. If you balance it 

carefu lly, however, the four fancy mirrors produce 
very convincing cubes and pyramids. 

Corner Reflector 
Putting mirrors together not only multiplies 

images; it can also keep images in their place. 
These three mirrors are joined to get a corner on 
every image that reaches them. Whatever light 
gets into the mirrors gets out in a parallel direc
tIOn. 

If you look the corner reflector in the eye , 
you 'll see an image of your eye in the corner. No 
matter how you move your head, the image of your 
eye stays put as long as you continue to look into 
the corner . You can make a partial corner reflector 
by joining any two mirrors at 90 degrees. If you 
look at the place where the mirrors join, your eye 
always looks back at you. 

A corner reflector is really just a corner of an 
inside-out box: three mirrors at right angles to 
each other. (In fact , a model of a corner reflector 
was the inspiration for the exh ibit Far Out Corners.) 
Each mirror joins the other at exactly 90 degrees. 
Thus , any light that hits the mirror at the corner 
makes two 90 degree rums , which is a 180 degree 
turn , or about face. No matter how the light comes 
in, it always comes out parallel to and very close to 
the original beam. 

Corner reflectors have been used to bounce 
laser beams from the moon , an impossible feat 
with a single mirror. A single mirror doesn't leave 
the slightest room for error , and the refleCtion 
wou ld be extremely hard to find, much less mea
sure. Anybody who's ever tried to share a hand 
mirror with a friend knows how hard it can be to 
make an image stand still. If your fr iend tilts the 
mirror slightly toward him, you can't see your re
flection. If you tilt it toward you, he can't see 
himself. When the light hits at an ang le , it 
bounces ou t at the same angle in the opposite di
rectIOn. Only a corner reflector can tu rn it around 
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twice so that it bounces right back. A corner reflec
tOr is used to bounce back a laser beam in the 
exhibit, Laser Communicator. 

Everyone Is You and Me 
Many people mix up reflections with the real 

thing. This window/mirror lets you mix your own 
reflection with somebody else. If the light is right , 
you can tryon a friend 's nose, ears, hairstyle or 
even his smile. You can transform yourself, feature 
by feature, into someone else. 

To your eye's way of seeing, the image that 
stands behind a mirror is the same as an object 
behind a window. The light from the mirror image 
doesn't really come from behind the mirror , but it 
appears to-and appearances are all that meets the 
eye. 

If the mirror is also a window, your eye can get 
very confused. It has no way of knowing (out of 
context) which is the reflection and which is the 
object. Even depth perception isn't a clue. An 
image behind a window/mirror can be in the same 
place as an object behind it. And since they both 
are the same distance away, they are also the same 
size. 

The half-silvered mirror in this exhibit was de
signed to reflect as much light as it lets through. 
Each side has its own set of lights , which you can 
turn up, or off, as you please. The side that is most 
brightly lit both transmits more light to the other 
side and reflects more light back to the same side. 
Both visitors using the exhibit see more of the 
person on the bright side, and less of the person in 
the dark. Equal lighting makes a more equal mix. 
You can also push a button that turns off the right 
(or left) half of your reflection while leaving the 
other side of your face intact. Thus, you and your 
partner can both combine your best profiles in the 
same single image . 

Window mirrors occur outside the Explorato
rtum wherever a window becomes a reflectOr-
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Photograph by Susan Sc hwartzenberg 

Because a mi rro r image appears (0 be be hind (he looking g lass, yo u 
can (ry someone e lse's i mage on fo r ize. 

especially when one side is illuminated more 
brightly than the other. The inspiration for the 
exhibit came from a reflection in a car window. 
When an Exploratori um staffer put h is hand be
hind the window, his hand appeared to go right 
through his head. Other staffers and visitOrs have 
combined their reflected features with those of 
mannequins behind store windows. Indeed, you 
can play Everyone Is You ctnd Me anytime a window 
reflects a mirror image. 



Mirrorly a Window 

Photograph by Susan Schwartze nberg 

When yo u misra ke an image for an obj eer, ir can be hard to get you r 
hands on it. 

What you see in a mirror and what you see 
through a window is pretty much the same to your 
eye. But images take on new dimensions once you 
get your hands on them. You depend on hand-eye 
coordination to help reach out for the things you 
see. If your hand and your eye reach for different 
images, you may reach some strange conclusions. 

This exhibit leads your eye to mistake a mirror 
image for your own hand . When you place both 
hands on the bar and look into the mirror from the 
side , you think you see both hands. But you really 
see one hand and its mirror image. If you try to lift 
the hand that you see in the window, it feels very 
heavy. You feel it begin to move, but it appears 
not to move. So when you try to lift it , it gets 
stuck. You can try this at home wi th a small hand 
mlrror. 

Mirrorly a Window lends itself to other exam-

pIes of hand-eye uncoordination . For example, you 
can ask a friend to hold out both hands , palms up , 
on either side of the mirror and look in one side. 
Then you simultaneously place something light 
like a cigarette in the hand in front of the mirror, 
and heavy coins or keys in the hand behind it. (Or 
vice versa.) Your friend "sees" a cigarette in both 
her hands , but feels a heavy weigh t in one of them . 
The strangeness of the sensation makes most 
people recoil and rejoice. 

Of course , you never really "see" things where 
they really are . You see the image that forms on 
the back of your retina. Your brain projects the 
image out in front of you , roughly where your 
hand would touch it . Most of the time , the image 
and the object coincide exactly. When you project 
an image behind a mirror and mistake it for a 
window, you may have confusion on your hands. 

Since hand-eye coordination is learned , it can 
also be unlearned. Many people find it hard to fool 
themselves after they 've tried the exhibit several 
tlmes . 

Touch the Spring 

Real Spring 

The rou nd mirror reflec ts a ll the li g ht from the objeer to a 

correspo nding po inr on rhe image. 

This mirror image springs to life so convinc
ingly that it looks real enough to touch. In fact, it 
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is real enough to touch, but you won't feel any
thing because the image is made of light. 

A curved mirror can form "real" images by 
focusing light rays together , as can a curved lens. 
Instead of appearing behind the mirtor, the real 
image actually exists in front of it. If you shine a 
light on the image, it brings out highlights and 
shadows, just as it would on an object. 

Mirrors that make images float in space are 
concave. The mirror in this exhibit is shaped like 
the inside of a ball. Because it's round, it reflects 
all the light falling on the object to a correspond
ing point on the image . When you shine the flash 
light on the image , its light reflects to the object 
and back to the same point on the image. 

Not all concave mirrors are spherical, however. 
The inside of a kitchen spoon or shiny soup ladle 
make real images even though they are not per
fectly round. The images are upside down, just 
like images formed by convex lenses . To find out 
whether the image in the exhibit is upside down, 
you'll have to reach inside the box to find the 
spnng. 

The mirror in this exhibit is pretty hard to find 
too, even though it's in plain sight. The front
surfaced mirror occupies the entire back of the box. 
Yet it becomes invisible when you look at the 
spring. The truth is, you can't see a perfectly clean 
mirror. You can only see its images . For the same 
reason , some people walk through very clean glass 
doors . 

Fortunately (or unfortunately) this mirror does 
have a few scratches and water marks . You can find 
it if you know where to look. 

The difficulty comes in focusing your eyes be
hind the spring, somewhere in mid air. It 's much 
harder to focus on nothing than to focus on some
thing. One reason it can be hard to find airplanes 
high in the sky is that your eyes don't know where 
to focus. You can see most mirrors because you can 
see their edges, and because they scatter light from 
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dust , scratches and irregularities in the glass. But 
a fine front-surfaced mirror like this can disap
pear into the background when such a real image 
stands out in front of it. 

Shake Hands with Yourself 
This reflection is so real that you can shake 

hands with it-almost. The real image of your 
hand that reaches out toward you is reversed, so it 
seems to be shakable. It's also upside down, how
ever, which makes it unshakable. Some visi tors 
fiddle for hours trying to shake hands wi th them
selves , only to realize that a thumbs-up hand and a 
thumbs-down one can never meet. 

Under any circumstances, giving yourself a 
hand is not easy. If you try to shake your left hand 
with your right one, you replicate the situation in 
the exhibit. (Thumbs down.) If you try to shake 
hands with your virtual image in a flat mirror , the 
image reaches toward you but stays behind the 
mirror. And while the image isn't upside down, it 
isn't reversed either, so you couldn't shake it in any 
event. 

The real image in this exhibit is reflected from 
a piece of curved glass rather than a mirror. The 
glass reflects only four percent of the light , and so 
makes an image 25 times dimmer than a mirtor 
image. You see it clearly because the black back
ground provides contrast. 

If you look closely, you can see that the glass 
makes a double image. One image reflects from the 
front surface of the glass, and one from the back. 
Mirrors covered with protective glass always make 
double images . You aren't normally aware of them 
because the reflections from the glass are so dim. 
However, viewed from a sharp angle, the double 
image may be as bright as the original. And if the 
angle is steep enough, you can see four or more 
images as the light bounces back and forth from 
the edges of the glass. 

Precision mirrors are silvered on the front to 



avoid such ghost reflections. The mirrors used in 
Shadow Kaleidoscope and Touch the Spring, for exam
pIe, are front -silvered. 

Hot Spot 

Photograph by David Knight 

Mirrors focus infared lig ht as we ll as visible lig ht; the refl ec tion of 
an elec tric heater fee ls warm. 

How real is a real image? Parabolic reflectors 
like the one used in this exhibit focus images of the 
sun at temperatures as high as 7000 degrees. A 
very "real" image, indeed. 

This reflector is not so ambi tious . It focuses the 
infrared (heat) rays from a small electric heater atop 
another exhibit. If you reach for the image of the 
heater, you feel the heat. Heat waves, like visible 
light waves, are part of the electromagnetic spec
t rum, so they focus in the same place. Th us, you 
see the image in the same place as you feel it. On 
cold days, you can warm your hands by reaching 
for images of the heaters on the Explorarorium 
ceiling. 

The hot spot is a real image formed by reflected 
light (and heat) that converges ro a focus. The 
image focuses out in front of the mirror where you 

can touch it. Because it's a real image, it's also 
upside down and backwards. The sign "Hot SpOt" 
appears right side up in the mirror because it's 
actually written upside down. 

Once you get closer to the mirror than the focal 
point, the light doesn't have a chance to converge. 
You can't see real i mages that focus in front of the 
mirror, but you can see virtual images behind the 
mirror. If you stick your hand Out close to the 
mirror, its image appears right side up, behind the 
mirror and magnified. In the same way, the real 
image of yourself in a kitchen spoon turns into a 
giant eye as you view it up close. 

You also can see a real image of yourself in a 
spoon, if you hold it a few inches away. You even 
can make a "hot spot" in the spoon wi (h (he image 
of a kitchen match. To touch the hot spot, you 
must put your finger in front of the spoon, where 
the image is . But it still can be hard to visualize 
the image out in front. You tend to see all mirror 
images behind the mirror because that's the kind of 
mirror images you're used to. 

With some practice, however, you can begin to 
see a whole ball of images pop out in front of the 
Hot Spot mirror. It's difficult, because it means 
focusing the lenses of your eyes on thin air. It 
becomes easier when you know where the images 
are. One way is to focus an image on a piece of 
paper, then take the paper away. Another is to use 
parallax. Put your finger out in front of the mirror 
where you think you might find an image of a roof 
girder or a skylight. Then move your head. If the 
image and your finger don't move relative to each 
other, you've got your finger exactly on the image. 

Other real images in the Exploratorium are 
much easier to see-for example, Touch the Spring. 
In that case, it's the mirror that's hard to focus on. 
When you can't see the mirror, your eyes don't try 
to "see" the image behind it. 

The Hot Spot also has sound effects. If you stand 
at one side and whisper to a friend listening at the 
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opposite edge , she'll hear you clearly and nobody 
else will get your message. The mirror reflects 
sound waves along its smooth surface directly to 
their destination. Another kind of sound mirror is 
the rotunda outside in the park. If you clap your 
hands , you'll hear many reflections as the sound 
echoes off the domed ceiling in focus, then bounces 
off the ground and back to the sound mirror again. 
If you step the least bi t off center, you won't hear 
the echoes because they won't bounce back to your 
ears. 

Parabolic mirrors focus all the parallel light 
that reaches them at one point. If you put a bright 
light source at that point, the mirror reflects it out 
in a strong parallel beam . Thus, parabolic mirrors 
are used to make searchlights. The one in this 
exhibit is said to be from a giant searchlight prob
ably manufactured during World War II. The Ex
ploratorium obtained it from the Lawrence Berke
ley Laboratory, where it was excess property. 

Christmas Tree Balls 
If this exhibit looks familiar, it's not only be

cause you see images of yourself in the small spher
ical mirrors . Christmas Tree Balfs does for reflected 
images what Holes in a Waif does for pinhole im
ages and the Multiple Lens Box does for refracted 
images. The staff member who built them all 
wanted to convince himself that "all light is im
ages," that "images are everywhere," and that " no 
two images are ever alike." 

If you point your finger at the exhibit, it's easy 
to see his points. Each mirror ball reflects a diffe
rent image to your eye; each image is different 
from the images someone standing next to you 
would see; and each image is different from the 
images you would see if the mirrors were some
where else. Moreover, the primary image of your 
finger in each ball points back at your real finger. 

It's also clear that images are everywhere. No 
matter where you put the Christmas tre~ balls, 
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they would reflect some images-as long as there 
was light. And that proves the third point: that all 
light is images. If you had only one giant Christ
mas tree ball, you would see only one image. If you 
had thousands, the images would melt into white. 
If you focus your eyes behind the balls , you can see 
a large faint image of yourself that is reflected by 
the flat glass in front of the balls . Both large and 
small images are created by the same light. 

At the edges, each ball becomes a kaleido
scope. 1 t reflects the images from the other balls at 
many different angles as the ball curves around. If 
you hold up your finger or a lighted match, you 
can see the images reflect again and again, getting 
smaller and smaller and farther and farther away. 
The single image in the center of the ball multi
plies into an infinity of images toward the edge. 
The multiplicity of images makes the smooth 
edges of the balls appear crinkled, like rumpled tin 
foil. Eventually, all the images are reflected back 
into the background. 

Reflections account for the strange shape of the 
balls, which appear to be hexagons . Wherever 
three balls meet, they reflect each other's reflection 
into infinity. No light gets out to your eye, so a 
small triangle between the balls looks dark . Hence 
the hexagons. 

Unlike concave mirrors, which converge light, 
convex mirrors spread light out. They also gather 
images from a large area and condense them into a 
small area. Your virtual image in the Christmas 
tree balls is upright, small, and behind the mirror. 
There can be no real image because the light can 
never converge. 



The Making of Light 

011 next /JClge: 
A lighr bulb, like rhe sun, makes li g hr 
rhrough incandescence. H ear induces 
e lecrfon s co colli de wi rh aco rn s and orhe r 
e lecr rons, emirring li g hr. 
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The Making of Light 

What makes things glow in the dark? 
Moonglow is reflected light, but other things have 
a brightness all their own: sunshine and sunlamps; 
fireflies and flames; lightning and light bulbs; hot 
pokers and cool fluorescent lamps . Even TV tubes . 
What turns them on? 

Light, as you know, is more than visible vibra
tions; it 's a vast spectrum of electromagnetic radia
tion. (See The Facets of Light .) All around you , 
everything radiates light-even icebergs. Unless 
something is at absolute zero (minus 460 degrees 
Fahrenheit), the atoms within it move about and 
collide, setting electromagnetic vibrations in mo
tion . The nature of the vibrations depends on the: 
nature of the collision. And the nature of the vibra
tion determines the nature of the light. 

Things that glow in the dark require collisions 
just energetic enough to produce visible light. The 
sun emits all kinds of vibrations. When a very fast 
electron collides head-on with a very heavy atom, 
it produces an energetic X-ray. A very slow elec
tron deflecting off a light atom might produce a 
radio wave a fifth of a mile long . In-between colli
sions produce vibrations that you can see: the 
slower ones make red light, the faster ones blue. 

Most of the world around you radiates in the 
infrared range-at frequencies too low for you to 
see , but sometimes warm enough for you to feel as 
heat. (See Heat and Temperature exhibits.) The 
visible light that falls on the objects around you is 
absorbed and re-emi tted at a lower energy level . 
Infrared is just "below red" on the electromagnetic 
scale. The sunlight that falls on the pavement and 
the fluorescent light that shines on the kitchen 
table both eventually are re-radiated as heat . Ice
bergs re-emit the energy they receive as even 
longer wavelength microwaves. (They also reflect a 
great deal of it as white light; otherwise, they 
wouldn't remain icebergs for long.) 

Light energy of all frequencies is constantly 
being absorbed and re-emi tted to keep the universe 

in a constant state of balance . Curiously , the shiny 
surfaces that reflect light so well scarcely radiate 
light at all. And for good reason: if they reflected 
and radiated too, they would lose all their light 
energy and turn quite cold . Conversely , black 
bodies that reflect almost no light must radiate 
absorbed light almost completely. If they didn't, 
they'd get unbearably hot. In fact , when anything 
gets hotter than its surroundings , it starts radiat
ing. And things that glow are quite often hot . 

The sun, at 9000 degrees Fahrenheit , is a good 
example. In the way it produces light , at least, it's 
not much different from a light bulb or candle 
flame. All electric charges give off light when they 
are accelerated, and nothing speeds up electrons 
like heat. The hotter something is , the more the 
atoms move about, the more they collide, the grea
ter their accelerations and the more they emit 
light. When you send an electric current through a 
tungsten filament, the electricity heats up the 
metal, increasing the motion of atoms and elec
trons. The electrons collide with atoms and other 
electrons, emitting light. 
Hot Light: Incandescence 

The trouble with heating things up to make 
them glow is that much of the light gets wasted in 
the infrared range. An incandescent light bulb, for 
example, radiates only about five percent of its 
energy as visible light. The rest makes hot air. 

A more efficient way to make light takes ad
vantage of the properties of matter. Whenever an 
exci ted atom gives off its energy, it drops to a 
specific lower energy level. In doing so, it gives off 
a specific color of light. Each element gives off 
light at its own characteristic levels. Excited sodi 
um atoms, for example, radiate vibrations that 
produce the sensation "yellow" in your eyes. Ex
cited neon radiates red. 

It doesn't take much energy to excite an atom 
enough to emit light. If an atom or molecule ab
sorbs energy at one freq uency, it can emit energy 
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in any frequency lower than that. A molecule that 
absorbs green light can emit yellow or red light. 
Ultraviolet light vibrates at a higher frequency 
than all visible light: thus , it can stimulate mole
cules to emit any color of visible light, including 
violet, blue , g reen , yellow, orange and red (and 
infrared) . Indeed , molecules that absorb light in 
any of the freq uencies listed above can re-emi t the 
ligh t in any frequency to the right in the list. 
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The (i lamenr is made of a sma ll coi I of wi re rwisred i nro a larger 
coil. The coil looks dark where cold supporc wires coo l rhe g lowi ng 
wire. A sea led g lass bulb normally prorcccs rhe hor Filamenr from 
rheai r . Ifexposecl co oxyge n , ir wou ld burn inacoup leofseconcls. 
Even rhough rhe alrernaring cu rrenr scops br iefly co change 
cli reccion, rhe (i lamenc srays hor ancl keeps g lowing. Flu o rescenr 

bu lbs accua lly "curn-oW' briefly whi le rhe cu rrenr a lrernarcs. Thar's 
why fluorescenr lighr seems r flicker while incandescenc li ghr cloes 
noc. IF you wave your fi nge r o r penc il in flu o resce nr lighr, you ca n 
c learl y see rhe "s rrobe ef(ecc". 



Cool Light: Fluorescence 
Fluorescent lighting uses ultraviolet vibrations 

to turn on a whole spectrum of light. The mercury 
vapor inside the tube gives off most of its energy in 
the ultraviolet range , and some in the blue and 
green and yellow. The inside of the tube is coated 
with phosphors-molecules that re-emit the ultra
violet in all colors (white). Fluorescent lighting is 
doubly efficient. If you look at a fluorescent light 
through a prism or diffraction grating, you can see 
all the colors of the spectrum emi tted by the phos
phors, and also the extra line of blue and green and 
yellow from the mercury vapor. 

Fluorescent light is cool light. It barely feels 
warm to the touch. Incandescent light bulbs, on 
the other hand, can burn your fingers. By defini
tion (Webster's), incandescence is radiation by a 
hot body; fluorescence is visible light resulting 
from the absorption of radiation from some other 
source. 
The Colors of Fluorescent Ligh t 

Both kinds of light fan out into all colors of the 
spectrum when viewed through a diffraction grat
ing . Not surprisingly, there's much more red in 
the incandescent spectrum, because it's produced 
directly by heat. But you don't need a diffraction 
grating to see the difference. Even to the naked 
eye, a light bulb looks "warmer" than most fluor
escent tubes. And because of the red in it , you look 
rosier, too. The cool bluish light of most fluores
cent lamps makes skin look unhealthy. 

Of course, different kinds of phosphors pro
duce different colors of fluorescent light. The 
fluorescent tube on the wall by Spectra is coated 
with phosphors that emit only yellow light. A 
color TV tubi' is coated with phosphors that emit 
red, blue and green. As an electron beam sweeps 
across the screen, ir excites the phosphors in what
ever combination the colors call for. 

Fluorescent lighting in offices and homes is 
usuall y "cool white ," although you can probably 

also buy "warm white" (pinkish) and "daylight" 
(bluish) at your local hardware store . Most of the 
fluorescent light we live under is made to emit a 
bluer light than the orangey glow of a candle or 
light bulb . Fluorescent light appears whiter, closer 
to sunlight. The substitution of fluorescent tubes 
for light bulbs in stores means shoppers don't have 
to take the clothes to the window to see how the 
colors will look in the light of day. 
Candle ligh t 

A candle flame is both incandescent and, ina 
sense, fluorescent. The yellow light is incandes
cent, produced by electrons colliding randomly 
with carbon particles from the wax in the candle. 
Most of the energy is emitted in the form of heat. 

The blue part of the flame is produced as free 
electrons jump back on to carbon molecules. The 
amount of energy they release depends on how far 
they have to jump. So while the energy produced 
isn't limited to one specific level, it isn't the wide 
range of frequencies produced by incandescence, 
either. The blue light of a candle flame is charac
teristic of Bunsen burners and other hot flames . It 
doesn't emit much heat. But it's tremendously hot 
to the touch. (See Heat and Temperature exhibits.) 

The blue light produced by hot gases is nOt 
technically fluorescent in that it doesn ' t "result 
from the absorption of radiation from some other 
source." However , it does produce characteristic 
colors, and it does involve electrons attaching 
themselves to atoms and giving off fairly specific 
amounts of energy. The yellow flame, on the other 
hand, is fairly typical of the random collisions of 
electrons that produce incandescence . 

Faraday once devoted one of his famous 
Christmas lectures to the making of light in a can
dle flame. Light bulbs and fluorescent lamps 
would make equally illuminating subjects. 
Man-made and Natural Light 

Light is created whenever electric charges 
speed up or slow down or change direction-as a 
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scientist would say, accelerate. Sometimes they ac
celerate on their own, and sometimes we accelerate 
them on purpose. Stars and fire and lig htning and 
lightning bugs are nature 's own glow. Indeed, be
fore Thomas Edison figured Out how to run electric
ity through a tungsten filament, people made 
lamps of g lowworms stuck in wax or fireflies 
trapped in lanterns. Even sea water and decaying 
wood sometimes produce bio-chemical reactions 
that make them glow of their own accord. 

Man imitates nature when he uses electricity to 
excite mercury vapor in a fluorescent tube, or sets 
electrons charging up and down a radio trans
mitter. X-rays are produced in hospital labora
tories, but also in distant galaxies. The microwaves 
we use for radar and cooking are radiated by ice
bergs and stars. Even the al ternating current in 
electric outlets produces radio waves as it wiggles 
back and forth 60 ti mes a second. If one side of 
your amplifier isn ' t grounded , you get a terrible 
hum. That's the 60 cycles from all the electric 
currents in your house being ampli fied into the 
speaker. 

The long and the short of it is that anything 
produced by a wiggling electric charge is light
whether it 's a wave a mile long or a millionth of an 
inch long. The most active things in the universe 
produce every kind of ligh t at once. Just as the sun 
emits infrared and ultraviolet along with red and 
blue , a stroke of lightning emits whole harmon ics 
of vibrations; sound, heat, light, electricity and 
also radio waves you can hear on your own receiver 
as statIc. 
Parcels of Light 

We know that light is an electromagnetic 
wave. But it often behaves like a particle . Atoms 
give off light energy in lumps: not half lumps or 
quarter lumps , but whole lumps or nothing at all . 
In the electr icity exhibit on the photoelectri c ef
fect, ultraviolet light litera lly knocks electr ic 
charges off a piece of metal , but on ly in prescribed 
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bits. When light hits the retina of your eye, it can 
be absorbed only in predetermined parcels. 

And so we s peak of photons of lig h t, or ligh t 
"q uanta. " 

Of course, light does not change its nature 
from wave to particle as it interacts with nature. 
Light is partly both, and neither. In truth, the 
behavior of atoms and light quanta are so unfamil
iar that we don't have a familiar way to talk about 
them. So we use the best imagery we can-familiar 
image ry, like waves and particles. Just because 
light is complex enough to require two kinds of 
imagery doesn't mean it's two different things. 

When speaking of light, speaking of sound 
sometimes helps. We can say, for example, that 
how light affects various materials depends on 
whether the frequency of the light wave and the 
structure of the molecule are in resonance-just as 
a Coke bottle and the air in it can resonate when 
you set up vibrations by blowing across it with just 
the right force. 

The Pipes 0/ Pan exh ibit for example, resonates 
to many frequencies. Each pipe is of the proper 
length to pick out and ampl ify some of the fre
quencies out of the "white noise" that fi lls the 
Exploratorium. In the same way, the molecules in 
your eye respond to some electromagnetic frequen
cies, rad io antennas to others. The Giant Guitar 
String that crosses the Exploratorium gives you a 
sense of how waves can come in packages. You can 
make the tope vibrate in one big wave , two smaller 
waves each half as big as the first, or three vibra
tions , each one-third as big as the first. But you 
can never make it vibrate in two-and-one-half 
waves, or three-and-one-quarter. Where a wave is 
confined, it can vibrate only in certain predeter
mined frequencies. 
Atoms and Energy 

Similarly, an atom can occupy only certain 
predetermined "energy states." When an atom ab
sorbs energy, it jumps to a higher energy state. 



When it emits energy (lig ht), it falls to a lower 
energ y state. But nOt just any energ y state will do. 
Thus, an atom chang ing energ y states emits a 
spec ifi c quantum or "photon " of lig ht. That parcel 
of lig ht come in a specifi c waveleng th and frequen
cy , making a very spec ifi c kind of electromag netic 
energy. You can' t have half a quantum any more 
than you can have half a quantum leap. 

Like the harmonics of a violin , the energy 
states of an atom are spec ifi c to its character. H ar
moni cs make the difference between a Stradivarius 
and a fiddl e . They also determine the difference 
between an atom of neon and an atom of mercury. 
Exc ited neon gas looks red because mos t of the 
energ y it can emit is in the red range. Mercury 
looks blue-g reen because it emits much of its 
energ y in g reen/ blue/violet. Like fingerprints, the 
energ y states of an atom g ive the atom its charac
ter. 

Lig ht is both particle and wave, depending on 
how you look at it. Sometimes it 's useful to think 
of lig ht as a wave: sometimes as a particle. But 
neither vi ew is any ri g hter than the other: no m ore 
than a physicist's understanding of the world is any 
more rig ht than the perspective of an artist. They 
are simply two ways to shed lig ht on the same 
subjec t . 
Rays of Light 
. Understanding the two faces of lig ht also hints 
at how scientists can view energ y and matter as two 
sides of the same coin . The arrang ement of elec
trons around the nucleus of an atom determines 
what energ y state the atom is in. When electrons 
change their config uration , they swallow or spit 
out energ y. In doi ng so, they change how 
much-and som etimes what kind of- matter they 
are. 
E=mc2 

When the sun or any other star radiates lig ht, 
it gets a little less massive . This " matter" in the 
form of lig ht energy travels to earth, where photo-

sy nthes is in plants converts it back to matter. If 
yo u burn coal , yo u convert matter in to energy. If 
you could weig h the coal and the oxygen in the air 
before you started, and then weig hed the res ulting 
carbon d iox ide when you fini shed, it wo uld be a 
little less massive but ve ry li t tle . The rec ipe fo r 
conve rti ng energy to ma tter is the fa m ous E = m cZ. 

E fo r energy . m fo r mass. c fo r the speed of lig ht. 
Th e speed of lig ht sq uared is a ve ry large num ber. 
Therefo re yo u need a g reat deal of energy to p rod uce 
p recious little mass; and a p rec ious little mass can 
prod uce a tremendo us amount of energy. The ener
gy in the A-bomb that dropped on Hiros hima was 
deri ved fro m onl y a few ounces of matter. 

And so, lig ht not only illuminates , but also 
links together , many parts of nature. Electri cit y 
and mag netism create lig ht. But lig ht also creates 
electricity; the photoe lectri c effec t operates the 
photocells that op en supermarket doors and run 
several Exploratorium exhibits, includ ing the Laser 
Communicator and the Frozen Hand. 

Electri city can also create lig ht , by heating up 
the fil ament in a li g ht bulb . In fact , all matter 
emits lig ht at hig h temperatures . When some
thing is very hot , the molecules becom e very ac
tive. The rapid m otions of elec trons create rapid ly 
chang ing electric fields, whi ch create mag neti c 
fi elds, and so on . In other words, light. 

All electromag neti c radi ati on is energ y. What 
kind of energ y depends on the waveleng th and 
frequency. Mi crowaves cook your dinner. TV 
waves entertain you . X-rays take pictures of your 
teeth. When a plant absorbs red and blue lig ht , it 
receives the energy it needs to g row. It discards the 
g reen lig ht which it can' t use, and so you see it as 
g reen . If you ea t the plant , you may be ea ting some 
parcels of red and blue energy which you need to 
g row. 
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Exhibits 

Glow Discharge 
The color of electrically charged air is pink 

under low pressure, violet under even lower pres
sure. The color of glass is blue-green. In this 
exhibit, the color of light depends not on pigments 
but on the energy states of atoms. 

When an atom gets excited, its electrons jump 
to higher energy levels. When they fall down 
again, the atom gives off its characteristic colors of 
light. If the atom is so excited that the electrons 
jump clear off, the returning free electrons emit 
the bluish purple ligh t of a candle flame. 

Glow Discharge was put together by a San Fran
cisco high school student working in the Explora
torium shop, but its predecessors have been around 
since 1850. It is a forerunner of the modern fluor
escent light. High voltage on the electrodes at each 
end of the g lass tube pull air molecules apart. The 
negative electrons go to the positive end of the 
tube. The atoms without electrons are positive 
ions; they go to the negative end of the tube . 
Along the way they bump into each other. When
ever they collide and accelerate, they give off light 
and also frequently produce more positive ions and 
electrons to keep the discharge going. 

The electrons travel very fast when there 's little 
air in the tube . The bluish light you see is emitted 
when ions and electrons that have been separated 
meet again and release their energy in the form of 
ligh t. The light is blue because the free electrons 
gi ve up a large amount of energy in falling all the 
way back into an atom. Blue light is high energy 
light. 

The activity in the tube calms down when you 
let more air in. The electrons can 't travel as fast, so 
they can't knock the electrons clear off the air mol
ecules. Instead, they just excite the atoms to 
higher states. When the electrons jump back down 
to their normal state, they give off a characteristic 
pink glow-the color of air. The jump involves 
less energy than electrons falling back into atoms. 
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Thus, it sets up a less vigorous vibration and sends 
ou t a colo r that is lower on the spectrum . 

When you hold the magnet up to the tube, it 
pulls the electrons toward the glass. The glass 
atoms get excited and fluoresce in blue-green-the 
characteristic color of g lass. Sometimes you can see 
the same blue-green glow on TV tubes. 

The more air in the tube, the more molecules 
there are to fluoresce and the pinker the g low-to a 
point. When the tube gets too crowded with air 
molecules, the electrons can't gain enough speed; 
the collisions don't have impact to excite the air 
molecules to a higher level, and the glow dies. The 
glow also dies if the air pressure is too low, and 
there are not enough molecules to collide with each 
other. 

At one point, the pink glow separates into 
bright broad bands. The tube glows where the 
atoms are giving off light. But the electrons lose 
their energy in the collisions. Until they pick up 
enough speed to get their energy back and collide 
and emit light again, the tube looks dark. 

If the pressure in the tube is too high or too 
low, nothing happens. But in between, all sorts of 
things can happen. There are free electrons collid
ing with atoms and other electrons, emitting a 
continuous spectrum of light; there are excited 
atoms emitting discrete spectra; there are electrons 
being knocked off atoms, and other electrons being 
captured by atoms; there are free electrons and ions 
that carry the electric current as they move through 
the tube; there are electrons moving so slowly that 
they can neither exc ite atoms nor ionize them until 
they gain speed. 

The mixture of ions and electrons in various 
states of excitation is a plasma. (Blood plasma is a 
mixture of all kinds of cells .) The whole field of 
plasma physics was reborn after World War II in 
the attempt to create hydrogen fusion energy. Sci
ent ists were trying to get heavy hydrogen atoms 
very hot in order to create atomic fusion. 



Quiet Lightning 

The pink g low of rhe Q uier Lig hrning is rhe characreri s ri c colo r of 

neon w it h a couc h of argon gas . 

The crystal ball of pink lightning has a quiet 
crackle that tickles the palm of your hand. Three 
glass spokes inside the ball shoot feelers that wan
der the inside surface of the sphere. If you stroke 
the outside with your hand , the feelers attach 
themselves to your fingers. It's enticing to feel 
their tingly pull. Indeed, it's almost impossible to 
pass by the exhibit and without touching the ball. 
''I'm going to catch all the rays," said one young 
VISItOr. 

The pink glow is characteristic of neon and 
argon , two of the elements in air. The molecules 
inside the glass ball are excited by a high voltage 
current , but they are not excited enough to knock 
electrons clear off. Thus, the lightning stays in the 
pink. 

(Of course, some electrons are knocked clear off; 
otherwise there wOLlldn't be free electrons and ions 
to carry the current. But the slower electrons excite 

the neon and argon molecules to energy levels 
where they can emit the pink glow.) 

The crystal ball looks like something from a sci 
fi set. Artist Bill Parker describes it as neither art 
nor science-and also both at the same time. In 
truth , it is nature, which is the province of both art 
and science. Quiet lightning is the static that 
glows in the dark when you take off a wool sweater 
or touch a door handle after shuffling on the carpet 
or even brush your hair. The quiet crackle that you 
hear has a light to it. Lightning in the sky has a 
much bigger crackle-and also a much bigger 
light. 

When you get your hands on the exhibit , you 
become part of an electric circuit. The soft light
ning goes from the three electrodes in the middle 
of the ball through the gas and then through the 
glass surface to you. As you move your hands over 
the ball, you pull ions and electrons with you; your 
body becomes alternately positively and negatively 
charged. Wherever you move your hands, the 
lightning and its quiet tingle move with you. 

AM Lightning 
This exhibit makes light of a radio wave . The 

purple support structure is the shape of the short 
wave radio vibrations that produce the glowing 
light balls inside the tube. The electrons which ex
cite this glow are propelled by the electrical force of 
the radio waves. The electrons cannot move very far 
in one cycle of these waves. They therefore excite the 
glow in little balls of ioni zed gas. In between the 
balls the radio waves do nOt give the electrons 
enough energy to produce a glow. The discharge 
therefore looks like a string of separated beads, that 
move strangely into each other . 

If you reach for the tube, purple streamers zap 
from your hand. They spew out, then lose energy 
and drop back into the main stream. You can em
brace the lightning , and even stop it. If three 
people put their hands on the tube, they can lure 
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the lightning away from the grounded end of the 
tube. Instead of traveling all the way to the other 
end, the electromagnetic energy then travels 
through the people , who carry it to the ground 
through their feet. The lightning stops midway in 
a fluffy glowing poodle tail. Some people call this 
the "Poodle Tail" exhibit. 

The purple sculpture that surrounds the poodle 
tail was painstakingly molded in the shape of an 
electromagnetic vibration. Besides being beauti 
ful, it affords a wonderful way to visualize how 
light propagates itself through empty space. 

All electromagnetic waves have these same 
proportions, from the shortest X -rays to the 
longest radio waves. The electrical energy is always 
at right angles to the magnetic energy. One gener
ates the other, transforming the energy back and 
forth, picking itself up by its bootstraps. As the 
electric component of the wave wanes, the magnet
ic component takes over-and all at the speed of 
light. 

The gases in the tube glow when they are ex
cited by the electric component of a short-wave 
radio signal at a frequency of 13.57 megahertz. 
You can pick up the signal with a short-wave mdio 
receiver. Staffers in the Exploratorium electronics 
shop pick it up all the time, and call it Radio Free 
Parker after Bill Parker , who built it. When asked 
what the signal sounded like , a staffer answered, 
"It sounds like power." 

Spectra 
(See Spectra in The Colors of Light) 

If pink is the characteristi c color of air, and 
blue-green the color of glass, so yellow is the color 
of sodium, red the color of neon , and white the 
color of helium. But there's more to white than 
meets the eye. 

If you turn the poi nter in the exhi bit to 
helium , a thin white line appears as the electricity 
fLlns through the gas. Its reflection appears in the 
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diffraction grating on the table , along with a series 
of thin colored lines. The white line is a gas dis
charge tube filled wi th heli um. The colored lines 
are its component colors as reflected from a diffrac
tion grating. Each color corresponds to a specific 
change in energy state within the atom. 

Like all elements, helium fluoresces in a 
characteristic color: in this case, white. But white, 
like most colors, is the combination of many col
ors. When the many molecules in a discharge tube 
are all changi ng energy levels at once, you see all 
the colors at once-mixed up into white or pink or 
whatever is the characteristic color of the element. 
The individual colors-and energy states-stand 
out on their own only when viewed through a dif
fraction grating or prism. Even "pure" yellow 
sodium has a spectfLlm composed of two thin yel 
low lines of nearly the same color. If you sprinkle 
table salt on a cooking flame, it will show the 
characteristic color of sodium (yellow). 



Using different elements is only one way to get 
different colors out of a gas discharge tube . Coat
ing the inside with phosphors is another. Phos
phors are complicated molecules that absorb one 
color of light, then re-emit it in a lower frequency. 
Most fluorescent lights are coated with phosphors 
that absorb the ultraviolet in the mercury vapor 
and re-emit it as a color combination that looks 
white. 

The g reen zigzag "neon sign" on the wall 
above the exhibit is a mercury vapor tube coated 
with phosphors that fluoresce only in yellow. The 
blue-green mercury vapor light combines with the 
yellow fluorescent light to produce green light. 

Both the green zigzag and the blue Burgie beer 
sign are coated with phosphors. Viewed through a 
diffraction grating, or prism, the colors in the 
light appear as a fuzzy continuous spectrum of 
orange, green and blue. You can also see the sharp 
blue and green lines of the mercury vapor spec
trum. 

Only the vertical blue-white tube on the wall is 
pure mercury vapor-without phosphors. Its spec
trum consists of only sharp blue and green lines
the same lines you see when you turn the pointer in 
the exhibit to mercury. 

Fluorescent Rods 
The green and orange spines twirl like batons 

in a bright fluorescent spiral. They seem to glow in 
the dark. In fact, their glow comes from invisible 
ultraviolet light. The unseen energy from the dim 
purple tube excites the molecules in the orange and 
green dyes. When they give off their energy in 
characteristic colors, they glow of their own ac
cord. The invisible light becomes visible. 

Ultraviolet light has more energy than any 
color in the visible spectrum. Therefore, it can 
incite any color to glow . Yellow light could make 
the orange rods glow, but not the green rods, be
cause yellow is a higher frequency vibration than 

Photog rap h by Susan Schwanzenberg 

The whirling scu lptu re see ms to fli cker as i t spi ns beca use the 
ultrav iolet lamp shuts on and off 120 times per second. 

orange, but lower than green. Fluorescent mate
rials re-emit the energy they receive at lower levels, 
but not vice versa. Ultraviolet can make any color 
of visible light glow. 

A surprising number of substances fluoresce 
under the right kind of lighting . Day-glo paints 
and dyes .are the most common: certain colors in 
the ExploratOrium bumper sticker in the exhibit 
"glow" in the ultraviolet light-especially the yel
low, orange and red. Phosphors are also found in 
teeth and in "bluing" agents in detergents. Your 
teeth may fluoresce in the light of the exhibit, and 
your shirt may look "whiter than white ," just as 
the advertisements say. 

Because ultraviolet light is invisible, it is often 
called "black" light. It looks black because it is 
invisible until it is absorbed and re-emitted by a 
fluorescent substance. The mercury lamp used in 
this exhibit is coated with a purple that cuts out 
most visible light. Only ultraviolet light gets 
through the spe~ial glass. (Regular glass doesn't 
transmit ultraviolet.) 
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The fluorescent glow concentrates in the bright 
tips of the light spokes. As the light travels 
through the plastic, it bounces again and again off 
the inside of the rods. Some light leaks out to your 
eye, but much of it is internally reflected until it 
reaches the end. Such "light pipes" are used to 

bend light around in circles. Glass fiber cables can 
send telephone messages with light; doctors use 
fiber optics to bend a light beam into your stomach 
to see what your insides look like. 

The whirling sculpture also seems to flicker as 
it spins, and a black fan pattern appears among the 
spikes. This strobe effect is due to the flickering of 
the ultraviolet lamp , which runs on alternating 
current and shuts on and off 120 times per second . 
You see the rods only when the light is on, so in 
certain positions the rods look black. Where the 
fan patterns overlap, you can see moire patterns. 

Both the strobe effect and the light pipe effect 
were unexpected spin-offs. The original purpose of 
the exhibit was to teach visitors about the energy 
states of atoms and to provide a pretty example of 
fluorescence. Light pipes and moire patterns are 
bonuses . 

Glow Wheel 
Just as everybody has his own element, every 

element has its own spectrum. The spectrum of 
mercury vapor contains many bands of ultraviolet 
light in addition to its lines of visible light. You 
can't see the ultraviolet; but because of it, mercury 
vapor is used to excite fluorescent materials to 
glow. 

The Glow Wheel shows how the light of the 
mercury spectrum affects various materials. A large 
rotating wheel presents a series of substances in 
small strips. When the mercury light shines on the 
white plastic strip, the ultraviolet bands are invisi 
ble . You see only blue and green and yellow lines. 
Typing paper shows up the ultraviolet as a dim 
blue dot, which means that typing paper has a bit 
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of. fluorescence. The red and green day-glo strips 
shine with the brightest and longest spectra. They 
absbrb the blue and green and ultraviolet lines in 
the spectrum, and re-emit them as green and red 
and yellow . 

The phosphorescent strip holds on to its 
brightness. When you shine the mercury spectrum 
on it , the ultraviolet bands and the highest blues 
and greens glow. Then they continue to glow after 
you turn the wheel and take the light away. Phos
phorescence is delayed fluorescence . Like fluores
cence, it absorbs and re-emits light at a lower 
energy level; it just waits a little longer before it 
lets go. 

Ultraviolet light is resonant with glass mole
cules; therefore it is absorbed by them. The mer
cury light in this exhibit is spread Out into a spec
trum by a quartz prism, and focused by a quartz 
lens. Quartz doesn't absorb ultraviolet light. For 
that reason, it 's used to make sun lamps. 

Since the quartz prism lets all the ultraviolet 
through , however , it creates an extremely wide 
spectrum . In a sense, the mercury spectrum is like 
two "octaves" of light , one visible and one ultra
violet. When the light fans out over a wide area, 
each frequency tends to focus in a different place. 
(See Rainbow Edges in a Lens.) The wheel in the 
exhibit is tilted at a strange angle to get every part 
of the spectrum in focus. 

Ultraviolet light is also harmful to your eyes in 
large doses. In order to peer inside the exhibit at 
the mercury arc lamp , you are looking through 
protective blue and green glass circles. 

Many things in nature fluoresce under ultravio
let light including many rocks and minerals . In
deed, the designers of Glow Wheel were hard pres
sed to find a substance that did not (the white 
plastic). Most writing papers are coated with the 
same starchy material the laundry puts in shirts. 
Under ultraviolet light , they give off the same blue 
glow. 



Shadow Box 
In this exhibit , phosphorescent wallpaper 

makes your shadow stick around. When the strobe 
flashes , it saturates the large room with lig ht. 
Your body casts a shadow wherever it blocks the 
light from reaching the wall. As long as the 
brightness in the background doesn't fade, your 
shadow shows up. It doesn't fade right away be
cause the phosphors in the wallpaper hang onto the 
ligh t unti lit's ti me to make another shadow. 

Light that 's absorbed by a phosphorescent sub
stance gets into a rut-literally. BecaLlse the elec
tron does not fall down to its lowest level im
med iately , but waits for a collision to shake it Out 
of its excited state, the energy of the strobe lig ht is 
stOred in the phosphorescent material for a short 
while. The phosphors hold ontO the light until 
something knocks it Out of the groove, usually 
another excited atom. When the molecules bump 
into each other, they give off their light. But they 
can't do it in one simple step as fluorescent mate
rials do. Their chemical structure prohibits them 
from giving up all their light in one lump. 

The walls of the Shctdow Box darken gradually 
as more and more of the molecules in the phos
phors emit all of their light. When the walls are as 
dark as your shadow, your shadow blends into the 
background. You have just about enough time to 
admire your old shadow and set up a new one 
before the strobe flashes again. 

The closer you s tand (or jump) to the wall , the 
sharper the shadow you make. As you move away, 
light seeps around you into the edges of your shad
ow, making it fuzzy. (See Sophisticated Shadows.) 
Moving won't make your shadow out of focus, 
though. The strobe lights up the room in a flash, 
so quickly that it can capture your shadow in the 
air, or upside down, or spinning a cartwheel or 
pIrouette. 

Shadow Box was designed by sculptOr Carl 
Bucher. If you want to follow in his footsteps , 

simply follow the painted shadow as it enters the 
room , walks across the floor , and exits right 
through the wall. 

Stored Light 
Burning the candle at both ends gives "a lovely 

light," but as everyone knows, it doesn't last long. 
Cold storage, on the other hand , preserves bright
ness almost as well as it does fur coats and fresh 
fruits. Keeping cool helps phosphorescent material 
hang onto its glow. 

This exhibit lets you stOre some light in phos
phorescent material and watch how long it takes to 
get out. The material is the same as the wall cover
ing in Shadow Box. As you slide a panel of it under 
a bright lamp , the phosphorescent material stores 
up on light. When you remove it, it gradually 
gives off its light and turns dark. How g radually 
depends on how hot it is. 

Two metal chips help you control the rate of 
light emission. One chip is hot; the other cold . 
You place them both on the phosphorescent panel 
as soon as it emerges from the lights. When you 
remove them, the spOt under the hot chip glows 
brightly. The spot under the cold chip is dark. But 
wait a second: before long, the cold spot turns 
bright and the hot spot turns dark. 

The atoms under the hot chip are burning the 
candle at both ends. The heat speeds up collisions 
among molecules, so they give off their light more 
quickly. They burn brightly, but not for long. The 
molecules under the cold chip hardly move at all, 
so they hold on to the light they have stOred. As 
soon as they warm up, they begin to brighten
but by that time the "hot" light is all used up. 

The Shadow Box material has a greenish glow. 
Therefore , any light more energetic than green 
should be able to turn the glow on. You can cover 
the phosphorescent panel with a row of color filters 
before sliding it under the lamp to give it a boost 
of light. When you remove it , the areas under the 
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green and blue filters glow brightly. But the red 
and yellow and orange filters transmit only red and 
yellow and orange light. This light isn't energetic 
enough to excite the phosphors, so the areas under 
those filters remain dark. 

The difference between fluorescence and phos
phorescence is just a matter of time . Many diffe
rent kinds of molecules are called "phosphors." 
Some re-emit light immediately-or fluoresce. 
Others hang onto it for a perceptible period
phosphoresce. 

The light from your TV tube fluoresces in a 
flash . If it didn't, one picture would linger on top 
of another. The aurora borealis, on the other hand, 
takes all day to phosphoresce . Nitrogen molecules 
in the upper atmosphere are excited by solar winds 
during the day; at night , they give up their energy 
in a phosphorescent glow. 

Laser 
An Explainer sits in a carnival booth and puts a 

laser through its paces: she'll shine the lively little 
spot of light on the floor, where you can try to 
catch it. She'll shine it across the room, so you can 
see how it holds itself together. She'll make a ka
leidoscope of mirrors where the thin beam weaves 
an invisible web , only to show up as bright red 
strands in a puff of cigarette smoke. She 'll shine it 
into a diamond to show how well it refracts, and 
bend it around corners to show off its diffraction 
patterns. 

Laser light is man-made light that hasn't been 
found in nature. Nacurallight is all mixed up: all 
different colors , all different phases spreading out 
in all directions from a source. Laser light gets its 
special properties-and its special power
through coherence. The light waves in a laser beam 
travel in step. All the waves hit their crests at the 
same time, and also their troughs. They are all the 
same size , the same frequency. Nowhere do two 
waves cancel each other out . They reinforce each 
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other every step of the way. 
Laser light is also invariably straight and tcue. 

A laser beam was used to align BART tracks, and 
another measured the distance to the moon within 
10 inches . (See Corner Reflector.) Even the small 
laser used in the Exploratorium demonstration 
spreads out only to six inches in a mile and a half. 
Most flashlight beams can't even get across a small 
room without drifting apart. 

Because laser light is concentrated light , it's 
very easy to control-and it can be very powerful. 
It's accurate enough to repair a torn retina on the 
back of your eye; sharp enough to cut through 
many layers of fabric; powerful enough to be a 
weapon. One Explainer tells visitors that laser 
weapons developed by the U.S. Army had to be 
abandoned when the military realized that the 
enemy need only hold up a mirror-like a 
shield-to reflect the lethal light back. 

Another Explainer tells of laser alarms whose 
invisible light strands activate photoelectric cells 
when tripped by unwary intcuders. James Bond 
showed up a laser alarm in one movie by blowing 
cigarette smoke to reflect the light. The Explainer 
also tells how laser beams take fingerprints of dia
monds by accurately photographing the reflection 
and refraction patterns. Even if the diamond is 
recut, a good diamond detective could match the 
"diamond prints" to recognize a stolen gem. 

Laser is an acronym for Light Amplification by 
the Stimulated Emission of Radiation-which de
scribes how laser light is made. When an electric 
current is run through a laser cube, the gas mole
cules inside get hung up in an excited state. Like 
the phosphor molecules in Shadow Box, something 
prohibits them from giving off their light im
mediately. 

Eventually, an electron collides with one of the 
molecules, releasing a photon of light. That bit of 
light travels through the tube, collides with 
another molecule, and releases another photon of 



A laser beam bounces back and (o rth be tween twO mi rro rs, t hen sca tte rs when it h its a d iam ond. 

light in exactly the same frequency and phase. 
Now two bits of light are traveling down the tube 
together. As they stimulate more and more mole
cules to emi t light, they set up a chain reaction , 
which amplifies the initial reaction . 

Mirrors at each end of the tube reflect most of 
the ligh t back and forth, increasing the path 
length, and amplifying it further; a small amount 
of light passes through the mirror and forms the 
bright laser beam. Any light that hits the side of 
the tube is out of the main beam. Laser light is 
invariably straight because any light that isn't 
straight isn ' t reflected. 

The spectra of most laser light is a single line. 
If you view it through a diffraction grating or 
prism, there are no other colors to fan out . The 
same quantum leap of energy is emitted every 
time, over and over again . Some gases have several 
energy states that lend themselves to induced emis
sion, and their spectra contains three or four bright 
lines. 

The electric current in the laser tube keeps the 

gas molecules "pumped up" in excited states- just 
at the strobe light pumps up the molecules in the 
phosphorescent Shadow Box. Different amounts of 
electricity pump the light up to different levels , 
and different kinds of gases have different energy 
states. Thus lasers can make g reen and blue as well 
as red light, and some lasers are much more power
ful than others . 

Besides being useful (and potentially destruc
tive) tools , lasers are also fun to play with. Light 
shows use lasers because they are handy flashlights . 
The beams come already focused , with no need for 
lenses. They also come in pure vivid colors. When 
laser beams pass thtough wavy plastic , they spread 
out in lovely symmetrical patterns . 

"Maser" light from outer space is composed of 
microwaves and is produced in distant nebulae. 
Nobody knows exactly how the process occurs in 
galaxies , but masers were ptoduced in the lab
oratory using microwaves before lasers were in
vented for light. 
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Laser Communicator 
Because laser light travels straight and true, it 

makes an excellent messenger. Coded signals can 
travel just as well on modulated light vibrations as 
they can on modulated radio waves. Even better. 
Since red light vibrates one million times as fast as 
the smallest radio wave, it can carry one million 
times as many messages. 

You modulate a vibration by varying its inten
sity. This exhibit modulates a laser beam to make 
music . The music travels on a laser beam from one 
side of the Exploratorium to the other; a corner 
reflector bounces it back . If you stop the laser beam 
wi th your hand, you stop the music. The sound is 
in the light . 

You tune in the music by centering the laser 
beam over a photoelectric cell. The cell picks up 
the laser signals and converts them into a fluctuat 
ing electric current. The current makes the speak
ers go up and down, making sound waves. Your 
ears pick up the vibrations as music. 

Normally, radio wave fluctuations are hooked 
up directly to speakers. The laser light in the 
exhibit is simply a detour that shows how well 
lasers carry messages. Telephone companies in 
some major cities are already using laser signals to 
carry vOice messages . 

Hologram 
It's hard to believe that the realistic skull 

scowling behind the glass plate is a complex series 
of diffraction and interference patterns. Yet all im
ages are patterns of light. Like a phonograph re
cord, a hologram holds images in its bumps and 
grooves . Just as you get a whole symphony when 
you place the needle on a phonograph record, you 
get a three -dimensional image when you shine the 
laser light through the hologram. 

Only laser light can create a hologram because 
only laser light is regular enough to preserve a 
pattern. Coded signals travel easily on the regular 
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vibrations of coherent light. When laser light dif
fracts around an edge, it always bends in the same 
way . When diffraction produces interference pat
terns, they interfere predictably. 

A hologram is made by splitting a laser beam 
in two. Each beam is an identical twin, a clone, of 
the other . One beam shines on the object to be 
"photographed" and reflects its image onto the 
plate. The other "reference" beam shines directly 
onto the plate. Since the beams are two of a kind, 
the light from the object produces stable interfer
ence patterns. The patterns are preserved as a series 
of dark rings on the plate . 

To "see" a hologram, you reconstruct the 
image by putting back the reference beam. The 
laser light shines on the plate and diffracts around 
the dark rings. The new interference patterns pro
duced put the image back together. And the new 
patterns of light are exactly the same as the laser 
light that left the object when the hologram was 
originally made. You see the object just as it was , 
and from any point of view, as long as you look 
through the plate. 

Because a hologram bends light prediCtably, it 
focuses an image much as a lens does. (See Points 0/ 
Light.) A holographic image can be real or virtual; 
it has depth that you can perceive with binocular 
vision, parallax , or both. Like a lens , each point on 
a hologram contains all the information about the 
whole image . If you hide half the hologram wi th 
your hand, you still can see the whole image. If the 
plate were a photograph, half the image would be 
lost . Even if you partially block the laser light 
beh i nd the plate, your hand casts a shadow , but 
the holographic image doesn't disappear. The 
image comes not from the laser light itself, but 
from the restructuring of the original light wave 
pattern that made the patterns on the plate. 

As you view the hologram itself (that is, the 
plate) , you may notice a series of bright and dark 
rings that look like interference patterns. In fact , 



they are interference patterns-produced by light 
reflecting from the back and front surfaces of the 
glass. The interference patterns that produce a 
holographic image are far finer. 

Indeed , they are as fine as a wavelength of 
ligh t, and that makes taking a holographic picture 
a complex procedure. The sensitive film used re
quires long exposures, providing ample opportun
ity for the slightest wiggle to throw off the entire 
image. Holograms used to be produced in the Ex
ploratorium on · a bed of concrete and sand, but 
even that was nOt always stable enough. Every time 
the museum became crowded, or trucks rumbled 
by on the highway , it interfered with the interfer
ence patterns . Since holograms are based on regu
larity , the slightest irregularity can destroy them. 

Points of Light 
A hologram of a single point tells a great deal 

about how a whole hologram is made . This exhibit 
takes a look at the simplest hologram. 

The object that was photographed to make this 
hologram was nOt a skull, but a single point of 
light-a highlight reflected from a tiny steel ball. 
Each sliding glass screen is a hologram of that 
highlight. As you look through, you see the holo
graphic image as a sharp point of red light. You 
also see a point of light from the laser beam , but 
unlike the holographic image, it doesn't have 
depth. The image moves as you move your head 
(parallax) while the laser beam does not. The holo
graphic image is clearly out in front. (You also may 
see many other smudgy points of light; these are 
unintentional holographic images scattered from 
bits of dust.) 

You can turn on a ligh t and examine the holo
gram with a magnifying glass. Sharp concentric 
circles mark the center of the interference pattern 
that makes the image . (The other fuzzy series of 
circles make the other fuzzy images that you see 
through the plate .) The rings get finer and finer as 

they spread throLlg houc the plate, covering the en
tire surface with the "zone plate." A hologram of a 
single point is a zone plate. 

Most holographic images contain many points 
of lig ht , each created by its own zone plate. When 
all the zone plates overlap, they form a whole holo
gram. Since each zone plate covers the entire pic
ture , information about each point is everywhere. 
That's why even half a holog ram g ives you an en
tire holographic image . 

You can begin to put an image together in the 
exhibit by superimposing two ~one plates-each a 
hologram of a highlight. When you slide one on 
top of the other, you have a hologram of twO points 
of light. When you look throug h the plates, you 
see the image of the two points, clearly and 10 

depth. 
Of course, you don't need two holograms to 

make images of two points of lig ht. All you need is 
two zone plates. The hologram on the bottom con
sists of two overlapping zone plates. It produces 
the same image of two points as the twO holograms 
above. If you look with the magnifying glass at the 
point where the centers of the two zone plates 
meet, you can see the two patterns of circles begin 
to interfere with each other. The area is ringed by a 
dark circle, so you can't miss it . 

At the top of the exhibit is an image of 62 
points , a bright dotted sphere. The hologram that 
makes that image consists of 62 zone plates. You 
may be able to find the centers of some of these 
zone plates, but most of the centers are off the 
plate. 

The hologram that makes the image of the 
skull contains hundreds of thousands of zone 
plates. Together they form images of the hundreds 
of thousands of points of light in the image of the 
skull. 

A zone plate is really just a series of bright and 
dark rings-an interference pattern formed by two 
laser beams. To make an image from a zone plate, 
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laser light diffracts around the dark rings. It rein
forces itself in some places, and cancels itself in 
others. The result is that the outer rings seem to 
bend the light more than the inner rings. So the 
zone plate focuses the light-much as a lens does. 

(The zone plate in the exhibi t is unusual in that 
you see the laser beam along wi th the holographic 
image; normally, the beam is off to the side , as in 
the skull image and in the tOp hologram of this 
exhibit.) 

By adjusting for variations in wavelength , you 
could devise zone plates that would focus sound 
waves , radio waves or water waves . 

This d raw i ng represe nts (he dark and clear ri ngs of a g reacl y 
mag nified zone p la(e. ince eac h c lea r r ing has (he sam e area, eac h 
r ing le (s (h roug h (he sa me am ount or lig h( no ma((er how large (he 
ring. T he im ages (ha( can be fo rmed by zone p laces are bas ic (0 (he 

i mages o r ho logram s. 

ISO 

Diffraction Images 
The second side to this exhibit is about diffrac

tion patterns, too . But instead of creating 
3-dimensional images, like a hologram , the fine 
threads of silk screen bend the laser light into a 
two-dimensional triple cross of dots . The cross is 
created as the diffracted light waves interfere with 
each other destructively in the dark spots , con
structively in the bright spots. 

As you rotate the screen, the pattern rotates 
along with it. Like a hologram , the image is in the 
screen, not in the light. You can also view various 
white light sources around the Exploratorium 
through the screen. As the white light fans out 
around the silk threads, it lines up according to 
wavelength , and you see all the colors of the spec
trum. 

Grease Spot Light Meter 
A straight and narrow laser beam holds itself 

together as it travels through space. But regular 
"noncoherent" light from most sources tends to 
spread out in all directions . Flashlights and search
lights use reflectOrs to point the light in one direc
tion and keep the beam strong. Left on its own , the 
light spreads itself so thin that its intensity drops 
dramatically. 

The Grease Spot Light Meter measures lig ht in
tensity by comparing reflected light and transmit
ted ligh t. You can try the same experiment in your 
kitchen by spreading butter on a piece of paper. 
Grease makes paper translucent. Light is trans
mi tted through translucent substances (grease) but 
reflected from opaque ones (paper). When the re
flected light and the transmitted light are equal , 
the g rease spOt disappears from view. 

The grease spot in the exhibit takes the shape 
of a doughnut on laminated whi te paper. You can 
move it between two light sources along an arbi
trary scale of one to 100. When the light sources 
are equal, the paper should be at SO when the 



When the li g ht transmitted throug h the donut-shaped g rease spot is 
more intense than the li g ht refl ec ted from the paper , the donut looks 
br ig hter 

doughnut disappears. At that point, the light re
flected from one side of the paper and the light 
transmitted through the other (the doughnut) is 
just about equal. 

You can turn on a total of four lights on the 
left. To keep the intensities on both sides equal, 
you keep moving the light meter closer to the 
single light bulb on the right. It's easy to find the 
point where the brightness of four bulbs on the left 
equals that of one on the right; it's harder to im
agine how the light intensity drops 400 percent
to one-fourth of its strength-in a matter of feet . 
The farther you get from a light source , the more 
the light spreads, and the less is left to shine in 
your direction. 

Grease on paper seems to make a fine instru
ment for measuring light. But in fact, the fine 
instrument is your eye. Lateral inhibition height
ens the contrasts between bright areas and dark 
ones . Thus, you can detect the slightest difference 
in the intensity of the light reflected from the 
paper and the light transmitted through the 
doughnut. Only when the two sides are exactly 
equal does your discriminating eye let the dough
nut disappear. (See Vision exhibits.) 
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AM Lighrning 
Th is exhib it makes light of a 
radio wave. The g lowing 
lig htn ing ba ll s ins ide are 
produced by an electric 
component of the 
e1eerromagnetic rad io wave . 

Pg. 141 

Aurora 
The reflecro r for the colored 
lights seen he re is a curved 
sheet of brushed stain less 
steel. T he t iny ridges in the 
Steel aer like thousands of 
tilted mi rrors ro refleer the 
light. 

Pg. 123 

Bathroom W indow Optics 
Images of refracted light are 
shaped by whateve r they are 
refraCted th roug h . 

Pg . 106 

Be nham 's Wheel 
Nobody knows fo r su re why 
colors appear whe n you sp in 
th is black and white disc. 

Pg .73 

Bird in Cage 
Stare at the bi rd and watch it 
move into t he cage. 

Pg .72 

Blu e Sk y 
The sky is blueSt where the 
light is most pola rized. 

Pg . 57 
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Bone Stress 
In th is exhibit , polarized 
light enables you to see lines 
of stress in the plastic thigh 
bone. 

Pg .61 

Bridge Light 
This pure sodium vapor lamp 
was once used to light up the 
Golden Gate Bridge . [ fyou 
look at this lamp through a 
pr ism, the spectrum consis ts 
mainly of two yellow lines . 

Pg.43 

Coated Optics 
Coating optical instruments 
with thin films blocks 
unwanted refl ect ions. 
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Checkerboard 
The checkerboard is more 
than just fun and games . It 
demonstrates how 
polari zation can be used as a 
code to SO rt light waves. 

Pg 63 

Christmas Tree Balls 
Each ba ll in th is exh ibi t 
becomes a kaleidoscope at its 
edge and reflects the images 
of the other balls. The 
multiplicity of images makes 
the smooth edges look like 
rum pled tin foil. 

Pg. 132 

Circles for Peace 
Every time you change 
pos itio n the light bends 
towa rd you at a slightly 
different ang le. 

Pg. 106 



Colo r Contras t 
Colo r cont rast shows how 
colors look diffe rent in 
different surroundi ngs. 

Pg. 75 

Color Reversal 
Color reve rsa l is a case of 
negat ive feed bac k . 

Pg.75 

Colored Shad ows 
Wherever you r shadow 
blocks one color of lig ht , the 
twO other colors combi ne ro 
produce a new colo r . 

Pg. 35 

l 

Colo r Sum 
T he co lor su m box makes it 
easy to make complementary 
colors. 

Pg. 34 

Colo r Table 
The var ious co lor fi lte r 
padd les transmi t and reflec t 
what they don't abso rb. 
I mages d isappea r as 
m yste rious ly as a Cheshire 
ca t. 

Pg. 33 

Corner Reflecror 
A corner refl ecro r is an 
inside-ou r box: th ree mi rrors 
at righ r ang les ro each orher 
joined toget her ar exact ly 90 
deg rees. 

Pg. 127 
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Cracks in a Door 
The image of a column 
outside the Explorarorium 
seeps rhorugh a sli t in the 
door. 

Pg. 90 

Critical Angle 
The angle at which a lig ht 
beam is rotally internally 
refleered is ca ll ed the crit ica l 
ang le. 

Pg .23 

Dichroic Clock 
The hands of the clock are 
bands of colo red ligh t made 
by di chroic fi lters. 

Pg .42 
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Diffraction 
You see diffraction pa tterns 
made by di ffrac tion g rat ings. 
The difftaCtion g rating 
doesn't produce the colors of 
lig ht. It spreads them out fo r 
you ro see. 

Pg.50 

Disappearing Rods 
The liquid in the tank has 
exactl y the same optical 
density as the g lass rods, 
making the g lass rods 
disappea r. 

Pg. 105 

Distilled Light 
Interference fi lters, like 
many-layered soap bubbles , 
divide ligh t in co lors. This 
ex hibit uses interference 
filters ro "d isti ll " whi te light 
inro its co lors, and " res till " 
t hem back into white . 

Pg. 40 



Du ck into K a le idoscope 
This kaleidoscope has thtee 
mirrors bur only one ang le: 
they fo rm an equilateral 
t ri angle wi th three equal 
sides and three equal angles. 
Each mi rror reflects t he 
images of the other twO . 

109 . 125 

Entrech ats 
T h is is one of the first light 
scu lptu res made and also one 
of the fi rst kinetic light 
fo rms. 

Pg. 123 

Everyo ne is Yo u and Me 
This window/mi rror al lows 
you to mix your own 
refl ec t ion with somebody 
else's. 

Pg. 128 

Extruded Tube 
Kale id oscope 
This kaleidoscope has four 
shiny sides and four equa l 
angles. Everything seen is 
multiplied into four images . 

Flu orescent Rods 
The g low in these rods comes 
from invisible ultraviolet 
lighc. This unseen light 
excites the molecu les in the 
orange and g reen dyes, and 
they g low in t heir 
characteris t ic colors. 

109 . 143 

Fo rms in Motio n 
T hese smoke sculp tures take 
t heir shape from an animated 
film str ip whic h is projected 
through the chamber of 
ammon ium chloride smoke. 

Pg. 122 
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Giant Lens 
The huge convex lens 
produces both real and 
virtual images, depending on 
whe re you sta nd. 

Pg. 11 2 

G lass Bead Rainbow 
I n this exhib it glass beads act 
like thousand s of tiny p ri sms 
to produce rainbows. 

Pg. 22 

Glass Catfish 
The transparent bodies of 
these ca tfish twist polarized 
light inco circularly polarized 
light. 

Pg. 65 
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Glow Discharge 
In thi s exhi bit , the color of 
light depends nOt on 
pigments but on rhe energy 
srares of atoms. 

Pg. 140 

G low Wheel 
In rhis exhibir a large 
rorat ing whee l presents a 
se ries of subsrances in small 
stri ps. The Glow Wheel 
shows how the lig hr of rhe 
mercury specr rum affecrs 
var ious mare rials. 

Pg 144 

Grease Spot Lighr Merer 
The G rease Spor Lighr Merer 
measu res light inrensiry by 
com paring reflecred lighr 
and rransmirred light. 

Pg. 150 



Green To matoes 
This exh ibit shows in pa rt 

that you perceive colo rs by 
ratios of brightness between 
long wavelengths and short 
wave lengths. 

Pg.71 

Holes in a Wa ll 
A hole in a wall is a fi lter that 

lets only one image through. 
A white wall is a mosaic of 
images all mixed up. 

Pg.91 

Hologram 
The sku ll you see in the 
hologram is a complex series 
of d iffracti on and inte rfe rence 
patterns. (A pattern of lighr.) 

Pg. 148 

Ho t Spot 
If you reach fo r the image of 
the heater you feel the hear. 
Heat waves , like visible light 
waves , foclls in the same 
place. 

Pg. 13 1 

How Many Stars 
The large lig ht ga thering 
lens in the te lescope forms a 
rea l image, and that image is 
mag nifi ed when you look 
through the eyepiece. 

Pg. 108 

Jewels 
Rays of lig ht fan out in all 
di rec ti ons from the" jewels" 

in this exh ibit. 

Pg. 89 
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Laser 
Lase r lig ht is man made light 
that hasn't been fou nd in 
nature, The lig ht waves in a 
laser beam travel in step, 

Pg. 146 

Laser CommunicatOr 
Th is exhibi t modulates a 
laser beam to make music. 
The mus ic travels on a laser 
beam from one side of the 
Explorarorium to t he other. 

Pg. 148 

Laterna Magica 
Magic Lantern 
This 19 th century " mag ic 
lantern" has an opt ica l 
sys tem much like a modern 
sl ide projecror . 

Pg. 105 
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\~~l ~~ Leyes PhotOgraphs 
The artist who rook these 
photOgraphs manufac tured 
refrac ted co lo rs usi ng 
labo ratO ry apparatus. 

Pg. 25 

Lens Table 
This exhi bit g ives you a 
hand le on some lenses and 
p inholes, and it lets you 
focus images on a series of 

sc reens. 

Pg. 109 

Light Form 
The world yo u see is nothing 
more than refl ec ted lig ht . 
Thi s " light fo rm" is 
construCted solely fro m 
refl ec t ions. 

Pg. 122 



Lo ng Path Diffrac ti o n 
W heneve r light be nds 
around an obstacle, 
diffrac t ion pa tterns are 
fo rmed wh ich prove that 
lig ht makes waves. 

Pg . 50 

Look inro Infinity 
Whenever two mi rrors face 
each ot her , they refl ect an 
image into infinity. 

Pg . 124 

Magic Wand 
T he mag ic wa nd reflects the 
pictu re to yo ur eyes a little at 
a time , but you see it all at 
once. 

Pg. 106 

. / 

Magnifying Glass 
I f you look at the sti ck 
throug h the mag nifying g lass 
the sma ll stick can seem to be 
both the same size as the 
large rod and actuall y occupy 
the same place. 

Pg . III 

A Millio n to One 
The eye can see b rig htness 
over a range of pe rhaps 500 
mil lion to one. 

Pg.78 

Mirro rlya Window 
T his exh ibit leads you r eye to 

mistake a mirro r image fo r 
yo ur own hand . I f yo ur hand 
and eye reac h for different 
Images yo u may get srrange 
resu lts. 

Pg . 129 
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Multiple Le ns Box 
The box full of images proves 
that images are everyw here 
and also that the images are 
in the li ght and not the 
lenses. 

Pg . 11 3 

Optical Bench 
Thi s ex hibit lets you put an 
object and its image side by 
side and compare the twO 

Pg . 107 

Orange Shadows 
This exhibi t won't work 
unless you be lieve without 
any quest ion that the vase is 
white. Your sense of color 
constancy prevenrs the wo rl d 
from changi ng colors on you , 
no matter what light you are 
In . 

Pg . 73 
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Pinball Machine 
Like magic, the ci rcles of 
white lig ht bou nce off the 
black wa lls and bu tst into 
color. 

Pg.59 

Pinhole Magnifier 
A p inhole lets you ge t close r 
than normal, and it aC ts as a 
mag nifier. 

Pg.90 

Pinhole Sun Telescope 
The sun shows its colors in 
many exhi bits, but in thi s 
one it shows its SpOts. 

Pg . 89 



Polaroid Projector 
The Polaroid Projecro r 
creates a mosa ic of co lo rs on 
the wa ll which comes from a 
few pieces of g lass , po laro id 
fi lte rs and stri ps of 
ce llophane. 

Pg.58 

Polarized Radio Waves 
Mos t rad io transmiss ions 
vibrate in all d irect ions. In 
thi s exhibi t they are 
polari zed vert ica lly. 

Pg. 65 

Polaroid sunglasses 
Polaroid sung lasses are filters 
that block hori zontall y 
vibrating lig ht. 

Pg. 63 

Po ints of Light 
Mos t holog raphic images 
contain many poi nts of lig ht , 
each crea ted by its own zone 
p late. When all the zone 
p lates ove rl ap , they fo rm a 
whole hologram . 

Pg. 149 

Primary of a Cube 
T his is a ve ry fa ncy 
kaleidoscope. It has many 
s ides and ang les. You can 
make many images Out of it. 

Pg. 127 

Prism Tree 
A prism is a ligh t bender , 
and if it 's a tri ang le it can 
even bend lig ht twice in the 
same direc ti on. 

Pg.21 
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Quiet Lightning 
The molecules inside the 
g lass ball are excited by a 
high voltage cu rrent. They 
are not exc ited enough to 
knock all the electrons clear 
off, the refore the color stays 
pink. 

Pg. l41 

Rainbow Edges in your Eye 
The lens in your eye div ides 
the purple into blue and red . 

Pg .77 

Rainbow Edges in a Lens 
Lenses tend to make 
rainbows out of white lig ht. 

Pg . 77 
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Rainbow Encounters 
In this exhibit moving 
rainbows appea r on the wh ite 
background and then 
disappear. 

Pg. 24 

Reflection Blocker 
I nstrument panels and 
expensi ve TV sets often use 
" refl ect ion blockers" ro 
eliminate un wa nted 
reflections . 

Pg.65 

Ro tating Light 
The sugar solution in thi s 
exhib it looks perfec tly clear. 
Looking through a piece of 
polaroid material , however , 
the sugar soluti on lights up 
in color . 

Pg.6 1 



Shadow Box 
This exhibit has 
phosphorescent wall paper. 
When the strobe light 
fl ashes, your shadow on the 
wall shows up and stays as 
long as the background 
brightness doesn't fade. 

Pg. 145 

Shadow Kaleidoscope 
A kaleidoscope is an image 
amplifier. How many images 
depends on the angle at 
which the mirrors meet. 

Pg. 125 

Shake Hands with 
Yourself 
In this exhibit the real image 
of your hand that reaches Out 
towa rd you is reve rsed. [f you 
try to shake you r real left 
hand wi th your right one , 
you replicate the situation of 
the exhibi t. 

Pg . [30 

Soap Bubb[es 
After the wi re di ppers have 
had their batb in soapy 
water, tbey emerge co lored 
by tbe interfering light waves 
which are reflecting off the 
back and ftont surfaces of the 
soap film. 

Pg. 40 

Sophist icated Sh adows 
Many different light sou rces 
cover the wall with images. 

Pg. 93 

Spectra 
Each gas has its own 
spect rum which can be seen 
with a diffraction g rating or a 
simple pocket prism. 

Pg. 5 [ & [42 
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Starburst 
Your visua l perception rums 
a colorful palerre into dull 
black and wh ite. 

Pg .76 

Stored Light 
The mate rial used he re is the 
same as that in the Shadow 
Box . If you slide a piece of 
this material under a lam p 
you will be ab le to see how 
light is stored in the 
phosphorescent material and 
how long it is stored. 

Pg . 145 

String Analogy 
The action of the strings in 
this exhib it help YOll to 
understand how li gh t is 
po la ri zed. 

Pg.64 
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Su n Flares 
In this photograph of the sun 
the visitor ca n see the 
"boiling cau ldron of light" 
and the arcs ca lled 
prom inences. 

pg 26 

Sun Painting 
This exhibit shows the co lors 
of the sun being caught fi rst 
by a mirror and then a sc ree n 
of prisms and mirrors 
creating rainbows of co lor. 

Pg . 25 

Telescope 
This te lescope shows you the 
real image produced by a 
convex lens. In thi s exhib it 
yo u ca n even magnify it . 

Pg. 108 



Traffic Light 
This t raffic light uses good 
optics ro direer each light, 
red, g reen or yel low, intO the 
lane where it belongs. The 
convex fresne l lenses 
conve rge light inro ve ry 
narrow beams. 

Pg. L 13 

Touch the Spring 
This concave mir ror makes 
images float in space . When 
you shine the flash light on 
the image, the lig ht reflects 
to t he object and back to the 
image. 

Pg. l29 

Turn Off a Friend 
One of the nicest things 
about polari zation is its 
abi lity to act as a lig ht switch 
ro tutn off unwanted 
reflections. 

Pg. 62 

Anti-G ravity Mirror 
Double one s ide of yourself 
and you can fteely float 
or fly. 

Rear View 
You can follow you rse lf 
in this arrangement of 
mirrors that lets you 
see you rself from the 
back. 
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